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1 KEY MESSAGES 

1.1 HEADLINES 

 International experience shows the packaging and branding of regional assets 

into defined touring route through a strategic planning, development, 

improvement and management approach significantly increases visits from 

domestic and international visitors  

 Partnership working between State agencies, stakeholders and trade with 

Government leadership is needed now to unlock this opportunity and prime it for 

on-going development.   

 The Wild Atlantic Way should unite the offer and experience of the west coast.  

It should be elevated to spark critical mass and vibrancy plus generate noise in 

the international market place 

 On-going investment is needed in strong place branding, marketing strategy 

and on strategic brand product development  

 Early market testing shows a strong appetite for the Wild Atlantic Way in 

Ireland’s main source markets. There is strong fit in target markets identified by 

Tourism Ireland/Fáilte Ireland in a major recent study and the core market 

identified in this project – experience seeking drive travellers 

 Internationally driving routes, as part of a holistic economic development 

strategy, can deliver economic, social and environmental benefits, especially for 

rural areas. 

1.2 PRODUCT BRAND SUMMARY 

What it is 
A coastal touring route along Ireland’s Atlantic Coast from Cork in the South to 

the north of County Donegal  

What it comprises 

Opportunities to see, explore, experience, participate and drive (the value 

propositions) the west coast of Ireland’s nature, culture, heritage, settlements 

and events 

Why it is different 
Where the wild Irish land and seascapes meet – this is its USP – it is also the 

world’s longest defined coastal touring route 

How is it branded Wild Atlantic Way = land, sea  & wildness 

Who will buy it 
Experience seeking drive travellers with interest in landscapes, culture & the 

outdoors 

How will it be 

delivered 

Strategic partnerships  of public sector and private sector, nationally and locally 

through pooling of assets, resources and energy 

What will be its value 
The packaging up of the western seaboard experience to encourage visitors to 

stay for longer, make more repeat visits and spend more money 
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2 SETTING THE SCENE  

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

A consultant team was tasked with research, analysis, creative, graphic design and 

strategy advice to develop a brand proposition for the western seaboard of Ireland.  

Stretching from Donegal in the north-west to Cork in the south west, the initiative 

aims to package the west of Ireland experience and offer into a route of 

international standing.  This initiative is presented as the Wild Atlantic Way.   

Figure 1: Destination Consulting by Colliers International partnered with  

 

 

 

 

 

  

This team was tasked in the first stream of work on this Wild Atlantic Way 

initiative – developing a brand proposition. A second stream of work has been 

underway concurrently, the Wild Atlantic Way route master plan.  We have 

sought permission to use several photographs from Richard Creagh 

Photography.  Richard is a landscape and wildlife photographer from Cork. 

He has a deep fascination with the natural history of Ireland and hopes to 

recreate some of that in others by showcasing how beautiful it is through his 

photography. 

2.1.1 ADDING PUNCH TO IRELAND’S TOURISM OFFER 

The Wild Atlantic Way provides a vehicle to progress wider product development 

for the western seaboard by developing a proposition and destination brand for the 

entire Atlantic coast.  This is seen as having the scale and gravitas plus ability to 

make noise to make target international markets sit up, take notice and book a trip 

to Ireland. The aim is increase visitors to the western seaboard of Ireland along its 

Atlantic coast, encourage more repeat visits, for visitors to stay for longer and 

spend more money.  This approach aligns with Fáilte Ireland strategy of:  

Developing and packaging experiences designed to surprise, delight and 

enthral them, while remaining focused on consistently delivering value.
1
 

 

1 GB Path to Growth – The Tourism Recovery Taskforce 

Bob Montgomery a 

leading motoring authority 

in Ireland and author of 

Ireland’s Great Drives 
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2.1.2 OUR APPROACH 

To develop the brand proposition we have set out the offer, experience and 

reputation of the Wild Atlantic Way – the brand. This approach reflects lots of 

“homework” centred on research, analysis, creative and strategic thinking.  

Alongside this desk top work, an on the ground assessment of the existing tourism 

offer plus consideration of the landscape, seascape and overall driving experience 

on the western seaboard was undertaken.  This will help all potential stakeholders 

as they begin to take the Wild Atlantic Way brand to market.   We have undertaken 

general strategic research into potential markets plus how the core target (Great 

Britain, United States of America, France and Germany) markets view the Wild 

Atlantic Way proposition through an internet panel survey of 1,000 people in each 

market. 

We presented Interim Reports to Fáilte Ireland in August and October 2012. This 

has covered assessments of: 

 The development of existing tourist driving routes around the world, including 

three case studies of the tourist routes: 

 The tourist routes of Norway  

 The Great Ocean Road, Victoria, Australia 

 The Garden Route and the Cape Whale Coast, South Africa 

 America’s Byways, an organisation that covers 150 driving routes across 

America 

 The development of the market for drive tourism and what we term experience 

seeking drive tourism 

 Tourism trends generally in Ireland and its target markets 

 The current offer for tourists visiting the Atlantic coast of Ireland along the 

probable route of the Wild Atlantic Way 

 Existing place branding of places and facilities on and near the Atlantic coast 

 Good practice in the construction and development of drive tourist routes 

Based on this background work some early graphic design work has been 

undertaken.  

2.2 ISSUES FOR THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY 

2.2.1 WHAT IS A PLACE BRAND PROPOSITION? 

A brand proposition is the public face of the brand – it’s what we say about 

the brand to its target markets.   

The Irish Times had a series of 

articles in summer 2012 on the 

proposed Wild Atlantic Way 
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The aim of a brand proposition is to succinctly express what the brand is offering, 

to whom, in what formats and where and how to access it. 

Brand propositions are derived from brand strategy which drives brand proposition 

development.  

This is an important anchoring point for building brand awareness in target 

markets.  

In place, regional and tourism destination branding a brand proposition can be 

described as: 

 A promise which states what is available by way of offers (e.g. landscape, 

seascape, facilities, services, events) and experiences for specified target 

markets 

 A succinctly expressed summary of the rational and emotional benefits that 

target market audiences will derive from the offer and experiences.   

 How they will feel about being there and using the facilities and services 

 Much of the detailed homework supporting this brand proposition is contained 

in appendices 1 to 7 

In this report we refer to the Wild Atlantic Way as being the Atlantic coast or 

western seaboard, this stretches from Cork in the South to the north coast of 

Donegal. 

2.2.2 KEY ELEMENTS OF PLACE BRAND PROPOSITION 

The key elements of a place and tourism destination brand proposition are: 

 The promised experiences and offers 

 The unique selling points of the promise 

 The target market and its segments 

 Propositions of value to the target market 

 The fit of the promise with the market’s needs, wants and aspirations; 

 The range of opportunities and ways for the market to access and enjoy the 

promise; 

 The benefits the market will derive from the promised offer and experience; 

These elements help to organise the marketing, promotion and messaging of what 

the brand is offering, to whom and in what ways, and the criteria for inclusion in 

the brand offer.  This is what needs to be done for the Wild Atlantic Way.  

The scale of the project means focus, organisation and clear criteria for value 

propositions is required to help elevate the initiative above much of noise.  

Appendix 1: Research an 

international trends 

Appendix 2: Current experience 

and offer of the west coast 

Appendix 3: Emerging place 

brand strategy, that drives 

Appendix 4: The brand 

proposition to be developed 

Appendix 5: An early brand 

identity toolkit or brand book 

Appendix 6: Results of early 

market testing of the brand 

proposition 

Appendix 7: Measuring 

Performance of touring routes 
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2.2.3 KEY CONSIDERATIONS IN DEVELOPING A BRAND PROPOSITION 

A brand proposition must be simple, clear, engaging and compelling.   It should 

offer solutions to the target market audience’s needs, wants and aspirations. 

A brand proposition should be an offer that is truly distinctive and of value to 

audiences in target markets. 

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITIONS AND VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

Brand propositions need to include and distinguish between Unique Selling 

Propositions (USP’s) and Value Propositions (VP’s).  

Unique Selling Propositions (USPs) 

Figure 2: Where roads meet wild Irish land and seascapes 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

USP’s are assets that a place 

has that, individually, or in 

combination, cannot be 

accessed elsewhere and which 

should remain constant over 

time, although they can be 

added to.  
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Value Propositions (VPs) 

Figure 3: Seeking wild Irish landscape and Atlantic seascapes 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

Ideally value propositions make brand positioning more specific and tangible for a 

clearly defined market audience segment. 

The aim is to provide a brand proposition that is emotionally engaging, easily 

understood and offers emotionally positive solutions to meet a market audiences 

desires. 

This will serve to enhance their perceptions of the brand and help to turn them into 

consumers of its offer and experience. 

Brand propositions need to be tested on audiences in target markets. They should 

be regularly re-tested with those markets as the proposition develops and as 

market tastes evolve.   

2.2.4 CHALLENGES FOR THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY 

FOCUS AND ELEVATION 

At the point of establishing a new destination brand proposition it is better to 

reduce, refine and limit it rather than trying to capture too much.  This can often be 

the case in the hope that a wider proposition might capture a larger market. Once a 

VP’s are much more focussed 

on the immediate transaction 

and “product to market” 

opportunity.   

They clearly state an offer of 

value that the customer can 

access today.  

They can be changed as 

circumstances change  

They can be created for specific 

segments of market demand  

Some initial brand proposition 

testing has been undertaken on 

Fáilte Ireland’s four main 

markets: Great Britain, United 

States of America, France and 

Germany. 
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proposition is established additional elements may be added if they fit emerging 

target market interests. 

We believe this is very important for the Wild Atlantic Way. There is so much 

happening on the western seaboard of Ireland and inland areas.  The Wild 

Atlantic Way project must be elevated from much of the noise of other place 

and tourism brands along the western seaboard. To start with we must be 

clear, simple and compelling on the Wild Atlantic Way; this is about being coastal 

and hugging the spine of the Wild Atlantic Way where it is especially wild and 

Atlantic. 

LEGIBILITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

The scale proposed is huge, this is a good differentiator but a challenge to 

implement and manage.  To help improve the legibility of the route for the visitor, 

there should be acknowledgment that some stretches of the route fundamentally 

offer a stronger Wild Atlantic Way brand proposition than others.  In particular, the 

coastal driving experience that international experience shows is such an important 

catalyst for attracting visitors. This is where the Wild Atlantic Way experience, offer 

and reputation (brand proposition) is strongest and the coastal driving experience a 

genuine wow! factor. 

MEETING INTERNATIONAL EXPECATIONS 

A key challenge for international destination branding is how far the brand 

proposition can be internationalised. By this we mean the extent to which it can 

be adapted for particular international markets to address the specific needs and 

wants of their populations. The challenge is the need to balance the creation of an 

extensive proposition that is so broad that it becomes bland and undistinguishable 

from its competition with the need to “translate” and “adapt” the proposition to the 

needs of particular market (country) segments. 

In this context it is important to recognise that some of the brand’s values will be 

more important in some markets than in others.  

While many of these values will be common across the majority of markets they 

may not carry the same importance in each. Where environmental credentials may 

be important in one market they may be less so in another. And size may be 

relevant in one market and irrelevant in another. Values can be international and 

propositions local to varying degrees. Brand propositions also need to understand 

and relate to the expectations of product quality and customer service of different 

markets and ensure that these will be met when the brand is experienced. 

For example the Wild Atlantic 

Way’s “Irishness” may be less 

important in its home market but 

may be extremely important in 

certain international markets 

while being less so in others. 

This does not mean that you 

need to alter the brand’s values 

for different markets – you 

cannot alter your heritage – but 

their prominence and strength as 

part of the proposition may 

change from market to market. 
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Figure 4: Existing offer against a focused Wild Atlantic Way 

 

Source: Place Matters, Red & Grey 

An aim is the need to bring some focus to the potential of the Wild Atlantic Way.  

To package the best elements of it up to deliver critical mass that will make it more 

understandable and sellable to different international markets and their various 

expectations.  The economic development potential of doing this should not be 

under played.  Economic impacts and benefits could be profound. 

THE BRAND PROPOSITION FOR THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY NEEDS TO 

 Focus on customer needs and benefits 

 Understand what really creates value for customers when they visit 
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 Demonstrate that your offer can deliver on your brand promise better than the 

competition 

 Say less rather than more.  In the west of Ireland this is difficult with so much 

product 

Figure 5: Clew Bay, an iconic land and seascape of the west of Ireland 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 
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3 THE BRAND PROPOSITION 

3.1 STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 

It is very important to recognise that what we are proposing here is a brand 

proposition which will be developed over time.  At present this exists only in part 

and to varying degrees along the proposed route of the Wild Atlantic Way.  

Internationally driving routes have evolved over time.  In the majority of cases it is 

only within the last twenty years that tourism agencies and partners in the private 

sector have latched on to their potential of their excellent environmental 

experience. 

3.1.1 THE TARGET MARKET SEGMENT 

So, the proposal described in this report is not the current customer tourist 

proposition of the entire Atlantic coast. It is a selective distillation of a large, 

comprehensive and complex provision, plus proposals for new provision, that will 

be attractive to the target market segment for this proposal. We term this market 

segment “experience seeking drive travellers”. It is a proposal for a very precise 

brand and a brand that is significantly less comprehensive than the total current 

offer of the coastal region strip. However, we believe that when fully realised this 

proposition will be distinctive and very attractive to its target market segment. 

 

Source: Fáilte Ireland 

Appendix 1 and 6 provide background on experience seeking drive travellers 

3.1.2 A COMPLEX PLACE BRAND ARCHITECTURE 

It should also be recognised that the brand we are proposing is rooted in the 

current provision of the area.  This reflects a number of place brands that have 

already been developed for parts of the area the Wild Atlantic Way will pass 

through.  It also needs to consider many brands for existing provision, particularly 

for outdoor activity provision, which we believe will be attractive to experience 

seekers. 

 

The Fuchsia brand for West Cork 

by the West Cork Development 

Company is a good example of 

the difficult place brand 

architecture to be navigated. 
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3.1.3 KEEP IT SIMPLE 

One of the challenges for the project – and keys to its success – will be the ability 

to unify and package many elements under a single experience.  The purity and 

integrity of the brand offer must be unique and emotional, capable of connecting 

with local communities and potential customers alike.  The brand must be 

immediate, overarching and singular in its focus and purpose.  It needs to be 

elevated above much of the noise in many areas of the western seaboard. 

 So, it’s a brand whose value propositions that will be recognisable and familiar to 

many of the existing product providers and it is a brand that reflects the known 

interests of experience seekers.  

 The Wild Atlantic Way brand proposition should help set the tone for the 

experience, offer and reputation that the western seaboard and the tourist 

businesses and other businesses there seek to align with.  

Figure 6:  Where the road meets great Irish land and seascapes 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

3.1.4 DESCRIBING THE FOCUS 

The brand and the brand proposition will cover and govern the development of the 

offer and experience to be had on the roads and coastline where the land meets 

the Atlantic Ocean.  

 The wild landscapes and seascapes that the Wild Atlantic Way pass through 

and along 

 The experience of driving the stretches that are regarded as the best driving 

experiences where the land meets the sea. 

The Wild Atlantic Way 

brand should be focused 

geographically and 

spatially to the areas and 

routes that pass through. 

The wild places where the 

sea meets the land.  This is 

the brands core strength, 

indeed its unique selling 

point; it is focussed and 

specific, it is targeted, 

precise and elevated. 
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 The opportunities to explore the landscapes and seascapes 

 The opportunities to explore the history and heritage of these areas, their 

settlements, their culture and to meet the people who live there 

 The opportunity to participate in events and activities that take place along the 

route. 

The focus on the best stretches of coast for a driving experience is what has 

helped other touring routes such as the Great Ocean Road, the Cape Whale 

Coast, the Pacific Highway, the Amalfi Coast, the Norwegian tourist routes and 

some of America’s Byways attract touring visitors. 

Figure 7: The Wild Atlantic Way 

 

Source: The Paul Hogarth Company 
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3.2 A BRAND FOR THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY 

The following Brand Pyramid summarises the proposed brand for the Wild Atlantic 

Way and its value propositions. 

The brand pyramid is a simple diagram that presents the build-up of a brand 

logically from an assessment of the destination’s main strengths to a distillation of 

its essence. We have done so using our Brand Compass tool. A full explanation of 

the proposed brand is given in Appendix 3. 

The six element brand pyramid, shown below, can be summarised, as follows: 

 Brand Attributes: These are the principal assets of the Wild Atlantic Way – the 

things that experience seeking travellers can see and do. 

 Rational Benefits: These are the benefits that travellers through the area gain 

from the features of the Wild Atlantic Way. 

 Emotional Benefits: These are the psychological rewards or emotional benefits 

that travellers receive from driving the routes and exploring the places where the 

land and coast meets the wild Atlantic Ocean. 

 Brand Personality: These are the traits that represent a succinct summation of 

The Wild Atlantic Way’s defining characteristics and reflect how we think (and 

how we want) the target market of experience seekers will see the destination. 

 Brand Values: These are the what the brand stands for, values that will be 

enduring over time regardless of developments in the value propositions of the 

offer of the Wild Atlantic Way. 

 Brand Essence: This is the “DNA” of the destination, its essential nature and 

character and it’s usually expressed by a single word or few word descriptions, in 

this case “Wild”. 
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Figure 8: Brand pyramid for the Wild Atlantic Wild Atlantic Way 

 

Source: Place Matters, Red and Grey 

3.3 THE EMERGING BRAND PROPOSITION  

Figure 9 below illustrates the five core components of the Brand Proposition for the 

Wild Atlantic Way. 

Appendix 4 describes what a brand proposition for the Wild Atlantic Way could be 

and how it is constructed. Essentially the brand proposition is composed of a 

Unique Selling Point (USP) and a number of Value Propositions that flow from 

the USP. Value propositions commonly relate to the core attributes of the brand. 
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Figure 9: Brand Proposition, wild, land AND sea – value propositions 

 

Source: Place Matters and Red & Grey 

The following figures provide some pictures to illustrate and exemplify the 

brand proposition 

3.3.1 CORE BRAND PROPOSITION – THE USP 

The core proposition of this brand is the wild Atlantic coastline and the meeting of 

its landscapes and seascapes. The history, heritage and culture of the places and 

people plus where roads pass through where the land meets the sea.  This is 

its USP – its unique selling point – as well as probably being the world’s longest 

defined coastal touring routes. There is nowhere else in the world quite like it. 
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Figure 10: Where the land meets the sea on Ireland’s Atlantic Ocean coast 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

3.3.2 BRAND PROPOSITIONS – VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

We believe there to be five specific categories of value proposition embodied in 

the proposed brand for the Wild Atlantic Way.  These are categories that reflect the 

current offer of the region, but whose individual value propositions are 

focussed on the routes where the land meets the sea and not on their 

hinterlands. This is defined by the criteria for selection of product for inclusion in 

the brand offer, set out in Appendix 4.   

The categories of value proposition are also ones which we believe will attract 

experience seeking drive travellers. They also help to drive a degree of focus 

that supports the elevation of the Wild Atlantic Way brand. Plus the identification of 

those stretches that offer some of the best coastal driving experiences where the 

land meets the sea. 

THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY - A BIG FIVE 

1 Driving, cycling and walking the roads/routes on the edge of the wild land and 

seascapes 

2 Seeing and exploring the wild landscapes and seascapes 

3 Exploring the settlements along the Wild Atlantic Way 

4 Experiencing the culture of the people of the places along the Wild Atlantic 

Wild Atlantic Way 

5 Participating in events and activities along the Wild Atlantic Way 
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Figure 11: The big five of value propositions 

  

Driving/cycling/walking roads and paths on 

the edge of wild land and seascapes 

Seeing & exploring wild land & seascapes 

  

Exploring settlements 
Exploring and experiencing the culture 

 

Experiencing and participating in events 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin, Colliers International Destination Consulting 
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3.3.3 VALUE PROPOSITIONS FOR MARKET SEGMENTS 

Below we summarise the key messages about the brand propositions for each of 

the target market segments.  This is what the target market segments would like to 

do, experience and why they would be attracted.  The target market segment is 

experience seeking drive travellers, who also appreciate, landscapes, culture and 

the outdoors 

ROAD TRAVELLERS SEEKING DRIVING EXPERIENCES 

 

An aim will be to get the Wild Atlantic Way (or at least parts of it) into books, 

magazines, journals, websites, TV and other media. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE KEY MESSAGES FOR 

THIS MARKET SEGMENT 

ARE: 

We have amazing roads to 

drive on that hug some of the 

wildest Atlantic coastlines in 

Western Europe. 

There are amazing views to be 

seen from our roads – of 

coastal and inland landscapes 

and panoramic seascape. 

Our sunrises and sunsets are 

among the most spectacular on 

Europe’s coasts. 

Even when the weather is poor 

the landscape is still majestic. 
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LANDSCAPE EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

 

Source: Fáilte Ireland 

CULTURAL EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

 

THE KEY MESSAGES FOR 

THIS MARKET SEGMENT 

ARE: 

The route of the Wild Atlantic 

Way takes you to and through 

wild Irish landscapes with a 

wide variety of flora and fauna 

that can be studied at close 

quarters. 

On and by the Wild Atlantic 

Way are a number of wild life 

centres for those who want to 

understand how the western 

seaboard of Ireland landscape 

was formed and why it looks as 

it does. 

These centres provide a range 

of exploration programmes and 

courses and special events, for 

example for birdwatchers. 

THE KEY MESSAGES FOR 

THIS MARKET SEGMENT 

ARE: 

The routes of The Wild Atlantic 

Way pass through and by many 

places of historic interest – 

Neolithic and Mesolithic 

settlements remains, pre-

Christian places of worship, 

Christian religious centres and 

settlements, forts and castles, 

planned towns and villages. 

The routes of The Wild Atlantic 

Way take in a wide range and 

comprehensive programme of 

cultural events covering Irish 

literature and writing, Irish Arts, 

Celtic arts in particular, Irish 

traditional dancing, Irish folk 

music, sea food festivals. 
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITY SEEKERS 

 

Source: Fáilte Ireland 

3.4 BRAND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

3.4.1 BRAND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

The proposed brand aims to describe a focused and elevated experience, offer 

and reputation that must to be developed for the Wild Atlantic Way. It does not yet 

exist to the degree that is required if it is to become a successful international 

experience seeker destination and attraction. 

Figure 12: Parts of the western seaboard have been using the Atlantic theme 

 

 

THE KEY MESSAGES FOR 

THIS MARKET SEGMENT 

ARE: 

On or near to our routes on the 

wild Atlantic coast are a wide 

range of places to experience 

our wild Irish landscapes and 

our seascapes. 

We have a range of outdoor 

centres offering a variety of 

activities – climbing mountains 

and sea cliffs, mountain biking, 

cycling, horse riding and pony 

trekking, sailing, kayaking, 

surfing, wind surfing, diving, 

fishing in a magnificent Irish 

setting. 

You can become fitter and 

healthier here through exploring 

the landscape and participating 

in activities. There is lots of 

space for personal 

rejuvenation. 

The Wild Atlantic Wild 

Atlantic Way is partially in 

existence, but even that 

limited degree of existence 

requires organisation of 

product and assets – the 

existing brand attributes – 

before it can be described 

as a brand and launched as 

a brand proposition. 
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3.4.2 STRATEGIC BRAND DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP 

Brands and their value propositions need to be carefully and constantly managed if 

they are to be successful and this brand strategy will be no exception. 

For the development and management of the brand we believe that a new 

Strategic Brand Development Partnership is required. Similar approaches have 

been developed for the Norwegian tourist route project. 

However the strongest track record of achievement is found in the USA, 

where the America’s Byways organisation and its strategic partners cover 

150 driving routes across America.  We return to this experience later in this 

report and in Appendix 7. 

Figure 13: Learn from a strategic structure established in Norway 

 

Source: National Tourist Routes in Norway website 

This partnership might be formed of the following stakeholders: 

 Government department to drive convergent partnerships (Depts of 

Environment, Transport, Finance) 

 Fáilte Ireland  

 The National Roads Authority  

 The local County Roads Departments 
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 Core private sector players providing access (car hire, ferry companies and 

airlines) 

There should be an advisory group of 

 Representatives of the private/not for profit sector suppliers but NOT too many: 

 Event organisers 

 Heritage attraction owners and managers; 

 Cultural attraction owners and managers; 

 Outdoor active centres and programmes owners and managers. 

This partnership would be an integrated destination development, improvement 

and management organisation. It should be a lean partnership from existing 

resources and have a clear lead, champion and broker. 

The Partnership could be responsible for 

 Allocating national funding to road development proposals from Local Route 

Partnerships, including funding for the creation of new viewpoints and associated 

facilities, possibly on the Norwegian model 

 The integrity of the brand 

 Its marketing and promotion 

 Market research to keep abreast of trends in experience seeker market 

segments 

 For the long term development of its strategic value propositions (the Big Five 

experiences: Driving; Seeing; Exploring; Experiencing and Participating 

 Monitoring performance of the Wild Atlantic Way and ensuring it is doing all that 

it can to deliver on its agreed targets and performance indicators. 

3.4.3 LOCAL ROUTE BRAND DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS 

Economic development, through the visitor economy, should be significant 

through the successful delivery of the Wild Atlantic way project.  Early 

understanding of how this might best be achieved follows.  Whilst a 

recommendation of this report is that detailed market analysis that forms a 

business case for the project and contains an economic impact assessment should 

be undertaken.  This will help to tell a strong investment story to partners in the 

public and private sectors. 

Consideration should also be given to the creation of Local Route Development 

Partnerships to plan the improvement and development of the value propositions 

on the Wild Atlantic Way. Very short stretches of Wild Atlantic Way close to each 

other could be amalgamated into one partnership.  The aim would be to cascade 

Our research into other major 

international driving routes has 

shown that there has not been 

a great deal of KPI 

measurement.   Academic 

research has been the primary 

sources of KPI thinking. 

Established driving routes are 

now starting to consider what 

their defined KPIs might be.  

Fáilte Ireland should set out 

agreed KPI’s and track them 

annually. 

 

America has led the way in 

measurement this is outlined in 

Section 7 and Appendix 7 
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initiatives locally and to drive an element of competitive tension to ensure highest 

quality and the brand is maintained to the highest standards. 

The Local partnerships would be responsible for: 

 Route development planning and development of submissions to the Strategic 

Partnership for road improvement and viewpoint development proposals; 

 Supporting local providers of product to improve it or create new value 

propositions. 

 Developing information on local attractions for inclusion in full route itineraries 

and on the route web site. 

In South Africa, on the Cape Whale Coast a local partnership was established that 

is now operated in house via the local authority’s tourism division.  This was to stop 

accusations of bias towards particular providers of services or different locations. 

Figure 14: Learn from a local based structure in South Africa 

 

Source: Cape Whale Coast website, Overstrand Municipality 
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3.5 VALUE PROPOSITION ACTION PLAN 

3.5.1 ON-GOING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND REFRESHMENT 

While there are a good number of existing value propositions that can be 

incorporated in to the initial brand offer as the market for that offer grows the offer 

will need to be refreshed and expanded. This means the creation and updating of 

existing and new value propositions if the brand is to retain the interest of its 

target market segments.  Crucially this is to stimulate more repeat visits from the 

core source markets.  Our proposals for new value propositions and new product 

are described in Appendix 4. 

The Strategic Brand Development Partnership would be responsible for the 

identification of key themes for future product development under the chosen 

categories of value propositions. 

Local Route Development Partnerships would be responsible for more detailed 

plans for the development of new value propositions and feed this thinking and 

advice to the Brand Development Partnership. 

3.6 FUTURE BRAND POTENTIAL 

3.6.1 DEVELOPMENT OF VALUE PROPOSITION PRODUCT 

We are proposing to construct the initial brand offer of the Wild Atlantic Way from a 

limited number of value propositions in order to give the brand clarity and appeal to 

experience seeking drive travellers.   

If they are to be attractive to the target market segments each of these propositions 

will require a Proposition Development Plan.  This will be created in concert with 

the Local Route Development Partnerships with inputs from investors, operators 

and managers from the key product sectors.  For example this might be around 

eating the best surf and turf on the Wild Atlantic Way. 

Plus this should help inform economic development strategies on the western 

seaboard, highlighting supply gaps and how they can be filled to meet demand. 

THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY 

BIG FIVE 

Driving, cycling and walking 

the roads/routes on the edge of 

the wild land and seascapes 

Seeing and exploring the wild 

landscapes and seascapes 

Exploring, the settlements 

along the Wild Atlantic Way 

Experiencing the events and 

culture of the people of the 

places along the Wild Atlantic 

Way 

Participating in activities along 

the Wild Atlantic Way 
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Figure 15: Farm to fork is very close in Ireland 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

3.6.2 BENEFITS OF BRAND DEVELOPMENT  

The principal benefit of on-going brand development is that it helps refresh the 

brand’s offer and its value propositions. Keeping it relevant to the interests of its 

target market segments and enabling it to offer a competitive advantage over its 

competitors.  

On-going development also encourages people in the target market segments to 

return to experience the new offers and widens the attraction of the Wild Atlantic 

Way to people who have not yet travelled along it. Whilst the brand partnerships 

should be looking to respond quickly to the needs and wants of their visitors as 

they emerge and perhaps change over time. 

For Ireland as a whole there are a range of potential benefits to be captured by 

drive travel tourism. In summary these are: 

 Self-drive travel which allows for a greater dispersal of tourism flows. 

 Self-drive travel can be used to attract tourists to locations off the main highways 

and Wild Atlantic Way network and spread the benefit of their spending. 

 In drive travel route-based tourism travellers can opt in and out of their menu of 

attractions which serves to diffuse demand along the route. 

 Major existing strengths in existing infrastructure in the form of strong transport 

connections through ferry companies and airlines, especially to Britain which is 

the largest source market but in decline. 
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Figure 16: Ryanair connections between Britain and Ireland 

 

Source: Ryanair website 
 

3.6.3 THE BRAND HIERARCHY 

A major complexity of place brand development and management is that generally 

there is so much happening, much of which is difficult to control or influence. The 

Wild Atlantic Way should be the umbrella brand for much of the coastal western 

seaboard and it should be elevated above much of the local offer.  Wild Atlantic 

Way is the attack brand for the Atlantic coast.  This is what gets experience 

seeking drive tourists from target markets to come to the western seaboard.  Once 

there, local messages explain the wider offer.  Over time an aspiration of 

stakeholders should be simplify the locally branded provision, especially in terms of 

signage.  
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Figure 17: Wild Atlantic Way – Place brand hierarchy 

1.Wild Atlantic Way –messages for all audiences 

Wild Atlantic Way 

coastal roads 

Wild Atlantic Way 

costal landscape 

Wild Atlantic Way 

Atlantic coastal 

settlements 

Wild Atlantic Way 

coast culture & 

people 

Wild Atlantic Way 

coast events & 

activities 

Where the wild landscape meets the Atlantic seascape, one of the longest coastal driving route in the 

world 

 

2.Wild Atlantic Way – experience messages for target markets (“experience seeking drive travellers”) 

Road to explore 
Sea & landscapes 

to explore 

Villages & towns to 

explore 

Culture & heritage 

to explore 

Activities & event 

to participate or 

watch 

Discovery points Discovery points Discovery points Discovery points  

Defined areas where the wild landscape meets the Atlantic seascape.  

 

3.Locally branded areas – messages for “experience seeking driver travellers” 

Local driving 

routes 

Viewpoints & 

panoramas 

Landscapes to visit 

 

Facilities & 

services 

Towns & villages 

Local heritage sites 

Local cultural 

attractions 

Timing & location 

of events 

Support services 

Examples: “A place apart” West Cork, “Set your spirits free” – Sligo, Connor Pass,  Slea Head drive 

4.Locally branded provision – messages from providers 

Location of hotels, 

B&B’s, cafes, 

restaurants 

Offer of individual 

providers & 

facilities 

Location of 

individual 

attractions 

Offer of individual 

attractions  

Programmes of 

activities & events 

Examples: Cliffs of Moher, Slieve League & Yeats Country Hotel - Rosses Point.   
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4 THE TARGET MARKET  
Below we summarise the key findings and conclusions from our research. This is 

set out in more detail in Appendix 1 and many of the other appendices. 

4.1 DEMAND AND SUPPLY AND PUSH AND PULL FACTORS 

From our research we have identified that there are typically a number of factors at 

work in the establishment and operation of drive travel markets - push and pull 

factors and demand and supply factors. The figure below illustrates their interplay 

in the overall experience.  The Atlantic coast performs well in all factors.  These 

factors will all help in a recommended detailed study to establish a strong 

economic rationale for the project. 

Figure 18: Demand & Supply, Push & Pull Factors 

 

Source: Place Makers, Colliers International Destination Consulting and Red & Grey 
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4.2 POTENTIAL MARKET SIZE  

We provide some order of magnitude estimates of market size below.  These are 

based on the general market research required for this Brand Proposition study 

and experience of what has happened elsewhere in the world.    

4.2.1 DEMAND IS GROWING 

A core message is that all the evidence, much of which is contained in appendices, 

is that the market trend for experience seeking drive tourism is growing.  With 

brand stimulation this growth is heighted. 

The Wild Atlantic Way is a classic case of grasping the opportunity to augment 

existing assets, resources and energy with investment in strong place branding 

and marketing to target markets.  In global demand terms this means deferred and 

latent demand.  The meanings of these terms are: 

 Expressed demand – where there is clear evidence of demand for the product 

– e.g. a certain number of visitors driving around the Atlantic coast. 

 Deferred demand – where there is evidence of a desire for the product but it is 

not purchased – e.g. a known desire to drive on coastal routes (such as the 

Garden Route, Great Ocean Road and Amalfi Coast but a lack of time or money 

has prevented that demand from actually happening (being expressed). 

 Latent demand – where the potential visitor does not yet know that they want 

the product, but if they knew about it, they would want it.  This is likely to be 

significant for the Wild Atlantic Way and this is where the brand 

stimulation can have a major impact. 

The graphic below illustrates these components of demand. 

Figure 19: Expressed and Potential Demand  

 

Demand

Expressed Demand Potential Demand

Deferred Demand Latent Demand
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4.2.2 WHAT WE KNOW 

Fáilte Ireland data for 2011 overseas visitors showed 1,184,000 people used a car 

during their visit which was primarily a holiday across Ireland.  Of these a 

proportion will be driving on or around the route of the Wild Atlantic Way.  We term 

these “accidental” tourists”. However we do not have the data for how many are on 

the Wild Atlantic Way route.  We consider this might be considered as the 

expressed demand.  More work is required to understand the market size and the 

economics of the project in terms of potential additional visitors and additional 

spend. 

TOURISM IRELAND AND FÁILTE IRELAND DATA 

Tourism Ireland produced a report “Growing the Car Touring Market” we 

understand this was around 2007 and 2008. Although this captures the island of 

Ireland it provides a useful insight on the current potential market size. Based on 

their reported split of holiday only visitors and whether the car was brought via a 

ferry service or hired in Ireland this gives the following figures.  We also show Fáilte 

Ireland data on car users from 2011. 

We think a reasonable assumption is that there are between 1.2 and 1.4 million 

holiday travellers using a car in the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland.  

Figure 20:  Estimating current market size 

Year Hire Ferry Total Source 

2001 880,000 795,000 1,675,000 TI 

2005 954,800 448,500 1,403,000 TI 

2011 902,000 282,000 1,184,000 FI 

Source: Tourism Ireland (estimates from Collies International Destination Consulting) and 
Fáilte Ireland 

Declining numbers reported across all Ireland but car hire has been taking an 

increasing share away from brought/ferry car arrivals to Ireland 

THE GREAT OCEAN ROAD GROWTH FORECAST 

It has been very difficult to get a response on actual growth in visitor numbers seen 

by our case studies.  However the State of Victoria in 2011 produced an 

investment strategy plan for the Great Ocean Road (more information on this is 

contained in section 7).  For this investment plan they have estimated that over 

a 20 year period from 2010 to 2030 visitor numbers will increase by 37%.  This 

sees visitor numbers increase by 2.4 million from 6.5 million to 8.9 million. 
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Figure 21:  Great Ocean Road Investment Plan 

Million of Visitors 

  Base 2010 Forecast 2030 Growth Period % Growth % growth pa 

6.5 8.9 2.4 37% 2% 

Source: State of Victoria 

However the Great Ocean Road context has already had significant brand 

stimulation work undertaken over the last twenty years.  During this period we 

suspect the most significant increase has happened, especially from international 

visitors.   

4.3 DRIVE TRAVELLERS 

Our research indicates that drive travellers are typically people who: 

 Drive to capture a sense of freedom or independence 

 Regard themselves as travellers rather than tourists, hence our use of the term 

“drive travellers” 

 Undertake specific types of travelling at distinct stages of their lives. 

 Put a lot of thought and planning into the creation of their travels. 

Within this quite broad market our research indicates that a sizeable market 

exists for the brand proposition among people we would describe as 

“experience-seeking drive travellers”.  

4.3.1 EXPERIENCE SEEKING DRIVE TRAVELLERS 

Experience seekers can be characterised as people who: 

 Are regular international travellers 

 Seek out and enjoy a range of personal experiences of a type that they 

particularly enjoy and like to talk about 

 Involve themselves in active and participatory holiday activities, are sociable in 

personality and who like socialising with local people along the Wild Atlantic Way 

 Are naturally active and like to do and learn new things 

 Are adventurous and enjoy a variety of experiences on each single trip 

 Place high importance on value for money and critically balance benefits with 

costs 

 Place a high value on having contrasting experiences (i.e. being very different to 

their day-to-day lives. 
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Evidence from our research on the development of driving routes globally indicates 

that many experience seekers take driving holidays, for all or part of their holiday. 

They are certainly a predominant and growing group among international travellers 

who visit Australia to experience its coastal driving routes.  Whilst America has for 

some time been a successful destination for drive travellers, for example fly drive 

holidays to California, seeking the many experiences there.  They are a 

fundamental component of the America’s Byways market. 

4.3.2 DRIVE TRAVEL MOTIVATION 

The main reason for taking a road trip is to simply take a break from everyday life 

and seek a change of scenery (literally). The desire to visit family and friends – 

whether they live in another region or a different country – is also a prime 

motivator. 

Essentially a road trip is an escape – both mental and physical – a trip into another 

world where the culture and lifestyle may be very different from one’s own. 

And, travelling by car (or with a caravan, motorbike or motorhome) gives drivers a 

sense of freedom because they can explore a destination at their own pace, 

without having to stick to a schedule. 

4.3.3 A GROWTH AREA IN EUROPE 

The most popular destinations for a road trip in Europe are France, Germany, Italy, 

Spain and the UK – unsurprisingly Europe’s biggest countries! It also indicates that 

driving holidays have remained remarkably resilient during the recession. 

Domestic tourism also fuels the travel industry and the majority of Europeans who 

holiday at home travel by car.  The economic downturn across Europe since 2009 

has also contributed to the Staycation holiday concept.  That is people staying in 

their own country and perhaps taking one or multiple holidays at home, often 

driving to their holidaying region and travelling around it once there. International 

road trippers typically fly to their destination then hire a vehicle once they get there.  

However the British (and to a degree the French market) are perhaps most likely to 

use their own car and use the ferry routes.   

Recent advert for California 

Fly Drive tourism in the UK 

press 
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Despite cost pressures drive tourism likely to continue 

Research contained in a Mintel Report
2
 in 2012 suggests that the popularity of road 

trips – whether for short breaks or longer holidays – is not likely to wane any time 

soon. Despite economic uncertainty driving holidays appear to be resilient. And, 

neither high petrol prices nor traffic congestion appear to be a deterrent to 

exploring the back roads of Europe. 

There is a trend towards short breaks rather than annual holidays or holidays plus 

short breaks, which people believe helps to relieve stress at work. 

And the recent trend towards holidaying closer to home has boosted this market 

across Europe which has implications for marketing the Wild Atlantic Way to the 

domestic Irish audience and to the British and French markets.  Both of whom who 

have direct car ferry links.  How close to home will British and French tourists see 

the Atlantic coast of Ireland?  Whilst a conundrum facing marketing of Ireland in 

Britain is that many British people consider Ireland as very similar to the British 

domestic offer.  We believe the packaging up of the Atlantic coast of Ireland in 

the Wild Atlantic Way brand can help strengthen a real point of difference in 

the British market.   

4.3.4 REFRESHING DRIVE TOURISM 

Tourist Boards throughout Europe and the America’s Byways grouping in the U*S 

are capitalising on drive tourism.  The aim now is to package up the experience 

and offer a region has in a more coherent and commercial style.  So the evolution 

and development of thematic driving routes has moved on apace.  This has 

implications for marketing the Wild Atlantic Way and arrangements with airlines, 

ferry companies, major accommodation providers and car hire companies.  Indeed 

every time you make an online flight reservation you are now prompted with the 

option of hiring a car. 

 

2 Road Trips in Europe, June 2012 

A strength Ireland now offers is 

the completion of much of the 

planned motorway and dual 

carriageway network.  This 

brings the Atlantic coast of 

Ireland closer especially to the 

large urban populations of 

Glasgow, north-west England, 

the Midlands and south Wales.  

The modernisation of the Irish 

road network should be 

communicated as a priority to 

the British market.  
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Figure 22: Australia has established a number of tourist driving routes 

 

Source: Great Ocean Road website 

4.3.5 DRIVE TRAVELLER MOTIVATION 

Travelling by car gives drivers a sense of freedom; they can explore a destination 

at their own pace; another key message for future promotion of the experience of 

driving the about the Wild Atlantic Way. 

Real driving enthusiasts appear to love to travel by road no matter what the 

damage to their wallets. Against this must be set the behaviour of European 

holiday makers who are increasingly opting for trips closer to home. 

4.3.6 DRIVE TRAVELLER CHARACTERISTICS 

The main motivation for a road trip is to take a break from everyday life and seek a 

change of scenery. The desire to visit family and friends is also a motivator. These 

are key messages for promotion of the Wild Atlantic Way routes and itineraries. 

4.3.7  CORE SOCIO-DEMOGRPAHIC GROUP  

Ageing Baby Boomers (those born between 1946 and 64), a growing cohort in 

Europe, are among the major buyers of high-end cars and motorhomes (typically 

more luxurious and expensive than caravans).  This group has the time and the 

financial means to take a road trip wherever and whenever they like. They are 

generally retired or semi-retired, empty-nesters with time on their hands for multiple 

trips. This group of the market prefer to travel in spring or the autumn and they 

could provide the Wild Atlantic Way with a healthy shoulder season market. 

It is important to note that the 

research identifies that road 

trips are not confined to cars – 

includes motorbikes, bicycles, 

caravans and motorhomes. 

The Baby Boomer generation 

aged 50+ are the primary 

purchasers of motor homes and 

caravans  
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4.3.8 NOT JUST A MOTOR CAR 

Caravan and motor home holidays can offer good value for money compared to 

hotels and hiring houses or apartments for longer trips.  The latter is increasingly 

popular with new products and ranges of vehicle being brought to market. This has 

implications for accommodation providers along the Wild Atlantic Way and also for 

the provision of short stay caravan/mobile home parks.  It will also need to be 

considered as part of a road engineering strategy for the Wild Atlantic Way, for 

example width of roads, lay byes, turning areas etc. 

Figure 23: Mobile homes an increasingly popular way to tour 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

Motorcyclists are also an important market for drive tourism. The research 

indicates that motorcyclists like challenging roads and routes and that they like the 

great outdoors. Motorcycle tours are growing across Europe and their itineraries 

(weekends to two weeks) typically take in local attractions and stopovers.  Some 

companies, like Extra Mile, which specialises in wild landscapes and challenging 

driving routes.  This is good news for the development of the Wild Atlantic Way as 

it shows another potentially significant niche market.  
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Figure 24: A strong market niche to target and grow 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

Figure 25: Local bike hire or cycle tour itineraries  

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 
 

 

4.3.9 CONCLUSIONS  

There is a sizeable market opportunity for drive tourism in Ireland.  The sector is 

growing significantly in Europe and in America, through the America’s Byways 

Cyclists like to get up-close and 

personal with landscapes, 

communities, learning and 

about cultures, absorbing 

sights, sounds and 

experiences. 
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network there is already a strong understanding of branded touring routes.  There 

is not any market data that we have come across in our research and analysis that 

provides estimates of actual figures for participation.  This includes the Mintel 

report into Drive Tourism produced in June 2012. 

The demand and supply factors would be supportive of initial and on-going 

investment in the Wild Atlantic Way.  With brand stimulation incremental gains in 

visitor numbers could be significant with resultant increases in spending in the Wild 

Atlantic Way corridor. 

Recent initiatives around the world have seen the packaging up of regional assets 

and strengths into branded driving experiences as a way to increase interest in a 

region.  Where a brand has been established with a strong USP and clear range 

of value propositions success has been achieved.  This is the case in Australia at 

the Great Ocean Road and in many of America’s Byways. 

Perhaps the strongest message is that over the last ten years affordable access to 

the western seaboard means access to the west of Ireland has never been easier.  

This has been achieved through the expansion of low cost airline networks that 

serve airports at: Derry, Donegal, Knock, Shannon, Kerry and Cork. Plus the 

completion of much of the Irish motorway network has brought the north eastern 

seaboard of the island of Ireland significantly closer to the west. Furthermore it has 

also brought the c 20 million people in north-west England and Wales, South west 

Scotland significantly closer. 
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5 GLOBAL EXPERIENCE 

5.1 DRIVING ROUTES 

In the early years of motoring, motor car owners (generally the wealthy), would 

often use their car as a leisure activity to discover new parts of the country. Often 

they were supported by the emerging motoring clubs such as the AA and 

RAC/RIAC in Great Britain and Ireland. 

Drive tourism really took off with the arrival of mass car ownership after the Second 

World War. In the 1920’s, 1930’s and 1940’s petrol companies such as Shell 

produced popular guides on driving routes in many countries. 

Car ownership moved from being essentially a leisure activity for the wealthy to a 

fundamental requirement for people to commute to work during the 1950’s and 

1960’s as well as using their car for a leisure experience.  This also coincided with 

the growth of motorway networks across Europe and North America.  

5.1.1 A TOOL FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Over the last thirty years the distinctive market segment of experience seeking 

drive tourism has developed.   

This has been sparked on the demand side by a greater level of disposable 

income, tourism trends away from a package holiday, to now a multitude of holiday 

types, durations (especially short breaks), destinations and experiences.   

Whilst on the supply side there has been recognition by regional planners, visitor 

economy and economic development agencies of the heritage and environmental 

appeal of older roads and byways.   

5.1.2 THE USA HAS BEEN LEADING THE WAY IN DEVELOPING DRIVING ROUTES 

Over the last twenty five years the US provides the strongest experience of the 

development of driving routes.  These are termed byways in the US.  

With the US national highway construction programme, broadly between the 

1940’s and 1970’s, many of America’s “original” roads, and the towns and 

communities that had sprung up along them, become bypassed by the modern 

highway/motorway networks.  This had significant impacts on economic vitality and 

social cohesion often in rural locations.   

From the late 1980’s there was increased recognitions of the tourist and economic 

development potential of many of these original roads for rural communities.   

This has led to the richest body of work being undertaken internationally in terms 

of the concept, product development, improvement, development, management 

and measurement of the economic benefits and impact of tourist driving routes.   
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Integrated working between various stakeholders started in the early 1990’s. There 

are four organisations working in partnership aiming to further develop the byways 

programme.  Tourist potential to support economic development is a powerful 

advocacy argument for financial support from the public and private sectors. 

LEADERSHIP OF AMERICA’S DRIVING ROUTES OR “BYWAYS” 

Federal Highway Administration 

The national agency that improves, develops and manages America’s highway 

network. 

www.fhwa.dot.gov 

The America's Byways Resource Center 

The portal for those on the supply side businesses/organisations who improve, 

develop and manage the designation byways.  Plus on the demand side providing 

information for the tourist and general visitor. 

www.byways101.org 

National Association of Development Organizations (NADO) 

This is a federal organisation that provides advocacy, education, peer exchanges 

and research for the nation’s regional development organisations. The association 

and its members promote regional strategies, partnerships and solutions to 

strengthen the economic competitiveness and quality of life across America’s local 

communities. 

 

www.NADO.org 

National Scenic Byway Foundation 

This is a non-profit organisation working to preserve and promote America's 

National Scenic Byways. 

 

http://www.nsbfoundation.com 

5.1.3 AMERICA’S BYWAYS 

Anaise Berry, National Scenic Byway Foundation Chair and Executive Director 

Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway, provides a rationale for the American 

Byway’s programme: 

"America's Byways lead visitors seeking authentic experiences into 

communities where they support small business owners by shopping in 

locally owned stores, dining in restaurants, and lodging in local 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
http://www.byways101.org/
http://www.nado.org/
http://www.nsbfoundation.com/
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establishments. Byways are a catalyst for local and regional economic 

growth, and being able to measure the degree of their impact on a region's 

visitor-based economy is critical for on-going investment in byways." 

“This is an economic development program, it is not just a matter of placing 

signs on the road….it creates jobs and attracts small businesses, the 

programme costs the Federal Government about $42 million a year”.
 3
 

Figure 26: America’s Byways website 

 

The America’s Byways website is a portal to access information on America’s tourist driving 
routes or byways.  It helps deliver critical mass, a quality tourist experience and partnership 

working for each of the Byways. 
 

The American Byway’s totals around 150 tourist driving routes across America 

including the iconic Route 66 and other routes of significant length. 

 Lincoln Highway, Utah  

 Great River Road, Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, 

Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, Wisconsin 

 Death Valley Scenic Highway, California 

 Route 1, Big Sur (Pacific Highway), California 

 Santa Fee Trail, New Mexico, Colorado 

 Florida Keys Scenic Highway 

 

3 Anaise Berry, president of the National Scenic Byway Foundation and director of 
the Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway, 2012 

“We are trying to create a 

tourism-economic development 

mechanism the byways 

program helps frame the state’s 

history for visitors.”  

Fred Michaud, Byways, Maine 

Department of Transportation 

in USA Today 3rd May 2012 
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Figure 27: Florida Keys Scenic Highway 

 

Source: America’s Byways 

5.2 CASE STUDY WORK  

We have researched three of the major international coastal driving routes, listed 

below as case studies of relevance to the development of the Wild Atlantic Way. 

We have also drawn on a recently published report on the world’s most scenic and 

spectacular drives that includes driving routes such as the Amalfi Coast in Italy and 

the Pacific Highway in Australia
4
.  

5.2.1 OUR THREE DETAILED CASE STUDIES 

 The Tourist Driving Routes in Norway  

 The Great Ocean Road, Victoria, Australia 

 The Garden Route and Cape Whale Coast, South Africa 

 

4 “The World’s Most Scenic Drives  – 101 spectacular trips”, National Geographic, 
2012. 

“ 
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For the three detailed case studies we have sought to get to grips with the market 

size, their product development strategies, economic impact and their overall 

benefits.  On the latter work has been very limited.  America’s Byways provides the 

richest source of information for what might be possible in communities along the 

Wild Atlantic Way.
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Figure 28: Case study summary 

Coastal Driving 

Route Background Objective Product Issues & Lessons 

Great Ocean Road 

 

 

 

Hugs south Victoria Coastline, 240 

km, built as a scenic coastal route 

“Starts” close to Australia’s second 

largest city,Melbourne c 4m people 

1960’s acknowledged as a Great 

Scenic drive, modernisation and 

improvement from then to date 

Work for solders returning from 

WW1, linking coastal settlements 

Tourist potential developed from 

1980s; Major strategy document in 

2004 

Environment, tourism, economic 

development 

Investment plan to grow visitors by 

37% by 2030 

Series of linked towns and villages 

Iconic landscape such as the twelve 

apostles 

Highly marketed and branded from 

1990’s 

Global surfing destination 

Study in 2011 to improve product 

offering and experience – F&B, 

nature, shopping, events, walking, 

heritage 

Strategic planning from 2004, 2007 

and 2011 studies 

Create a single “park” authority for 

the route; project landscape (the 

raisond’etre), local economic 

development; world class tourism 

experience; Full landscape 

assessment; incremental road 

improvements to manage capacity 

Norwegian Tourist 

Routes 

 

Initiated in 1994, project developed 

further in 1999, due for completion 

by 2020;  

1,850 km in total but not one 

continutous route;  

Tourist Route Project & National 

Public Roads Authority in 

partnership 

Budget to date c KR 1 bn (c €135m) 

for construction; Est final KR 3.5bn ( 

c €500 m) 

Bring tourists to rural areas; great 

experience of Norwegian 

environment; regional economic 

development 

 

19 scenic driving routes; 11 

completed; High quality architecture 

– viewpoints, laybyes, facilities;  

High quality experience; dedicated 

website; mobile exhibitions 

Routes broken down into 

manageable sections; individual 

identity 

 

Strategic planning 

Partnership working, 3 National 

government agencies, 80 local 

authorities, 20 tourist associations 

Co-ordination of consistent high 

quality infrastructure & services 

drivable from end to end but broken 

up into small defined sections 

Drivable by all vehicles 
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Coastal Driving 

Route Background Objective Product Issues & Lessons 

Garden Route & 

Whale Coast 

750km long coastal and inland route 

from eastern suburbs of Cape Town 

to Porth Elizabeth  

Was not any planned strategic 

development or branding, simply 

emerged and gathered momentum  

Momentum was established a long 

time ago 

 

Route was the way to get between 

Cape Town and Port Elizabeth; 

called Garden Route because of 

relatively lush and ecologically 

diverse environment it passes 

through 

So more about access and 

communications 

Limited if any investment in co-

ordinated brand and marketing or 

product development 

Cape Whale Coast (CWC) 

emerged, which is partly on the 

Garden Route; A Destination 

Management Organisation (DMO) 

created for CWC; Develop brand 

and marketing 

Has taken a life of its own; Seen 

internationally as one of SA’s major 

products/attractions 

Not joined up promotion by local 

authorities, extends across 2 

provincial and 7 local; Problems 

have emerged between different 

authorities relating to DMO of CWC 

so now undertaken in house by 

major local authority on the CWC to 

be impartial 

A catchy brand name helps; get 

adopted in everyday language; 

Needs a coherent strategy 

Appendix 1, sections 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 provide significant detail on each of the above tourist routes 
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5.3 LESSONS FOR THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY  

While many of these routes were developed over different periods of time, are of 

differing lengths and pass along very different kinds of coastlines, they had many 

features in common, chief of which are: 

5.3.1 MARKET CONSIDERATIONS 

 They act as an attractor for out of state or international tourists who want to 

explore the coastlines and visit a variety of attractions. 

 They attract people who like to get out of their vehicles and explore “the great 

outdoors”. 

 They act as a feeder of tourists to static attractions like distinctive natural 

attractions – mountains, gorges, waterfalls, heritage sites such as castles, 

monasteries, abbeys, and man-made attractions – such as wineries and craft 

centres. 

 They expand the market of tourists that their location hosts complementing and 

supplementing those who prefer to stay in one place.  Plus they help attract local 

and domestic visitors. 

5.3.2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

 While some routes grew slowly and as a result of discovery by drivers before 

becoming more widely recognised as drive routes (i.e. the Big Sur Route). 

Others were designated early on by local, regional or national governments and 

tourism bodies (i.e. the Norwegian Tourist Routes).  

 A strategic approach is now starting to dominate route development.  This 

encompasses road improvements, the planning of facilities en route and the 

planned improvement or development of attractions. 

 A number of these routes are now being developed by partnerships between 

local, regional and national interests.  Between local providers and operators of 

attractions and public sector bodies like tourism attraction and marketing 

organisations and local and national road planning and highway maintenance 

bodies.   

 While most of these routes initially came to the attention of international 

travellers by word of mouth almost all of them now have some form of marketing 

strategy and a presence on the internet; either in their own right or as part of 

their regional tourism offer.  They use this medium to advertise the route and the 

attractions to be experienced along it.  A good example is the recently introduced 

mobile phone App for the Great Ocean Road in Australia. 
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 There needs to be clear leadership and championing to optimise the place 

brand, to take advocacy arguments to potential funding sources in the public, 

private and third sectors. 

 The majority of drives are much shorter than the full length of the Wild Atlantic 

Way could be. The Norwegian tourist route is also very long however they have 

been divided into a number of individual drives.   

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Below we list a number of recommendations and suggestions for the development 

of the Wild Atlantic way drawn from our research on tourist driving route 

development and from our three case studies in particular.  We have split 

recommendations into: 

 Strategic Planning and Economic Development 

 Development and Management 

 Branding and Marketing 

5.4.1 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SUGGESTIONS 

There should be consideration to create partnerships to plan development, 

improvement and management (strategic and local level) and how to best meet 

local needs. 

 There should be a coherent administrative regime to make it happen 

 Breaking the Wild Atlantic Way into bite size pieces should be adopted.  It is 

vast.  This will help to make it more legible and understandable to all markets 

 Undertake strategic planning of the development of the offer and experience of 

the recommended driving routes, to plan improvements to the routes and the 

overall marketing and promotion. 

 Involve local authorities, people and the providers of the product, from planning, 

through implementation and management.  

 Keep the needs of the drive traveller in mind alongside the needs of local 

populations and the local economy. 

 Ensure that strategic planning of the routes coordinates the development of (1) 

roads, roadside facilities, and (2) off-road facilities such as accommodation, 

cultural centres and activities, outdoor centre and their activities, dining facilities, 

local arts and crafts and natural experiences. 

 Ensure that the development of the routes does not damage the natural 

landscape and its iconic features with unsuitable development as these are the 

primary attractor. 
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 Undertake a comprehensive landscape assessment of the coastline to inform 

local environmental and development planning to avoid unsuitable and unsightly 

development that might damage the landscape. 

 Accept that the development of the routes goes beyond their immediate 

infrastructure and should encompass the development of the offer and 

experience of the area and localities that they pass through. 

 Actively plan to increase the capacity of the routes and introduce management 

measures to ensure that bottlenecks do not occur and result in poor 

experiences. 

 Increase capacity through careful practical initiatives whilst money is tight, road 

markings, signage and general traffic management for example.  Larger 

investment in road infrastructure when financial resources allow such as 

surfaces, car parking and rest facilities, viewing points, complemented by 

increases in the capacity of the residential short/medium stay accommodation. 

 Ensure entry ports work in a highly competent manner: airports at Cork, Knock, 

Kerry, Shannon and Donegal as major access points.  The ferry ports in the 

Republic of Dublin, Dun Laoghaire, Rosslare and Ringaskiddy. 

 Produce an investor memorandum about the development and locational 

opportunities along the routes to attract investment in product, attractions and 

services to the Wild Atlantic Way.  This should form part of the overall “business 

case” and include detailed market research, analysis and economic impact and 

overall benefits 

 Business opportunities for small indigenous entrepreneurs and what the Wild 

Atlantic Way might mean to larger businesses, perhaps those seeking a lifestyle 

location. Plus the major hire care corporates. 

5.4.2 DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SUGGESTIONS 

 The Norwegian approach of developing outstanding roadside and viewing 

facilities through a series of architectural competitions should be given serious 

consideration.  It has clearly resulted in some outstanding designs and facilities 

that are as much an important element of the experience of the routes as is the 

natural landscape. 

 Align the development of road-side and nearby product – attractions and 

services - to the known preferences of segments of the experience seeker drive 

traveller market, e.g. the provision of activities. 

 Manage the development through effective techniques of dispersal (to numbers 

of attractions) and careful management of “honey-pots”. 

There are major highlights 

just off the Wild Atlantic 

Way 
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 Invest in modern and effective means of providing interpretation and at major 

natural and man-made attractions, ensuring that it is capable of being accessed 

on the internet and through mobile phones and tablets. 

 Consider developing new nature-based facilities, services and events that can 

“stretch” the drive travel season and reduce mid-season peaks. 

 Public sector leadership of that administrative regime is most likely to be 

successful because it can be seen to be impartial, although it needs to capture 

the zeal and “can do” attitude often found in the private sector. 

Figure 29: Consider an architectural competition 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 

We understand the Norwegian coastal routes had an architectural competition 

to design features such as viewing platforms, parking areas, toilets, visitor 

centres.  This is a good idea worthy of consideration for the Wild Atlantic Way. 

5.4.3 BRANDING AND MARKETING SUGGESTIONS 

 It is important that the name is catchy and has a good chance of being 

“adopted” in common parlance. It needs to, not long after the set up period, take 

on a life of its own that is also independent of tourism marketing structures.  We 

think the Wild Atlantic Way achieves this 

 The branding should encompass elements of the product available along each 

route such as outdoor activity centres providing that the product meets with our 

suggested criteria for inclusion under the brand. 

 A dedicated Wild Atlantic way web presence.  Such a presence should consider 

how to be maximally interactive, enabling drive travellers to interrogate 

A detailed place brand 

architecture strategy will be 

needed 
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information, construct individual itineraries and book attractions, facilities, 

services and events online through one branded portal. 

 Marketing collateral should emphasise: 

 The experience of driving through and getting out on to the natural landscapes 

and seascape that the routes of  the Wild Atlantic Way passes through; 

 The offers and experiences that the Wild Atlantic Way links to the history, 

heritage and culture of the people and their settlements; 

 Consideration should be given to the creation of a roving exhibition about the 

offer of the Wild Atlantic Way that could tour its target markets like the 

Norwegian “Detour” exhibition. 

5.4.4 LINKING WITH THE ROUTE MASTER PLAN WORK 

We understand that these recommendations complement and reflect those of the 

Paul Hogarth team who propose that the Wild Atlantic Way: 

 Be navigable in its entirety by cars, buses, coaches, motor homes (incl. car & 

caravans), bikes and motorbikes.  This is ambitious and should be the target for 

the medium and longer term given current resource scarcity, especially if 

significant road upgrading is required. 

 Be easily accessible locally, regionally and nationally, being navigable from end-

to-end, but equally enjoyed in sections. 

 Have a range of places to stop along it, from the globally recognisable to the 

locally interesting, appropriately distributed to ensure that the route remains 

engaging over its length, no matter where someone joins or leaves it. 

 Have a range of uniquely identifiable differing experiences along the route that 

will engage the visitor and encourage further exploration 

 Provide an introduction to the areas around it, encouraging people to choose to 

follow a loop and explore a specific area in more detail. 

 Provide opportunities for people to visit specific attractions, use the full spectrum 

of accommodation, eat, shop and enjoy cultural experiences. 

Keep the charm but make it 

easy! 

Make it stylish and less of 

an after thought 
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6 TESTING THE PROPOSITION 

6.1 SOME HEADLINES 

The main source tourist markets for Ireland are Great Britain, United States of 

America, France and Germany.  These are where quick wins are most likely to be 

achieved and that should be sustainable in the longer term.  1,000 people in each 

of these markets were questioned on the Wild Atlantic Way initiative. Below we 

provide a few selected headlines.  Full details are contained in Appendix 6. 

6.1.1 MOST POPULAR DESTINATIONS FOR TOURERS 

 

 

 

The most popular experience 

for tour travellers is the 

exploration of landscape (thus 

confirms the attraction of the 

core of the Wild Atlantic Way 

brand proposition as being the 

wild coastal landscape) – 95% 

of existing tourers, 93% of 

potential tourers and even 75% 

of non-tourers cited this factor, 

and this was almost the same 

in all four markets. 

The Atlantic coast of Ireland 

was rated highest as one of the 

best places for a touring holiday 

by 30% of respondents, in 

comparison to the West Coast 

of Scotland (25%), the West 

Country Coast in England 

(20%), the West Coast of 

Wales (18%) and the North 

West Coast of England (16%). 
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6.1.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF DRIVING 

 

 

 

6.1.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE WILD LANDSCAPE 

A significant percentage of tourers are interested in exploration of the landscape 

and taking part in active pursuits within it.  With 74% expressing a preference for 

seeing and exploring the wild landscape and seascapes, 71% expressing a 

preference for exploring and experiencing the culture of the people, 69% for 

exploring the settlements along the way and 66% for driving the roads on the edge 

of the wild seascapes. There are similarities between the four markets in terms of 

In comparison, the actual 

driving experience itself seems 

to be of much less importance 

to tourers and potential tourers. 

It was cited by only 42% of 

potential tourers and 52% of 

existing tourers with those most 

interested in the driving 

experience being from the UK 

market (47%) and the US 

(53%). 

The Atlantic coast of Ireland 

and the west coast of Scotland 

emerged as the favourites of 

tourers for coastal landscape 

driving. This was particularly 

the view of existing tourers who 

had possibly already visited 

both areas and some of the 

others, and among potential 

tourers. This indicates that 

there is already some 

considerable degree of 

recognition of the attractiveness 

of the wild Atlantic coastline as 

a drive tourism attraction. 
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the percentages of respondents expressing an interest in exploring landscapes, 

settlements and local cultures. 

 

6.1.4 TOURER ACTIVITIES EN - ROUTE 

 

This confirms other research that there may be two types of outdoor activity tourers 

– the energetic and the less energetic. Happily the Atlantic coast has plenty of 

amenities to satisfy both categories.  Equally we suspect there will be many less 

energetic who would watch others surf, kite surf and sail, plus be attracted to the 

Wild coastal landscapes and 

their features, such as cliffs and 

headlands are clearly attractive 

to tourers. The two most 

favoured sets of features cited 

were coastal landscapes, 

headlands, cliffs and caves 

(93%) and beaches, dunes and 

coves (92%). Then, in 

decreasing popularity were 

inland waterways and estuaries 

(81%), mountain ranges (77%), 

rural landscapes and rolling 

hills (76%) and lowland 

landscapes (55%). This 

indicates that the wildest 

coastline of the Atlantic coast is 

likely to be of significant interest 

to a good majority of 

respondents in all four markets. 

The most preferred outdoors (in 

the landscape) activities were 

less energetic than might have 

been expected from other 

market research about 

experience seeking drive 

travellers. Watching wildlife 

(70%) and walking on 

signposted walks and trails 

(61%) were cited by a 

majority of respondents. Less 

cited were more energetic 

activities such as adrenalin 

sports like abseiling and 

climbing (33%) and road cycling 

and mountain biking (32%).  
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lifestyle offer of adrenaline sports and activities, perhaps bars, restaurants and 

specific lifestyle retail. 

 

Most rated were towns and villages and castles and forts (chosen by 89% of 

respondents), followed by historic harbours and lighthouses (87%), country houses 

and stately homes (85%) and then archaeological remains (78%) and abbeys, 

priories and churches (75%).  

These types of attractions have a widespread appeal across consumers from 

different target markets and clearly should be included in the brand proposition for 

individual routes as relevant. 
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Turning to food and drink, events as attractions for tourers festivals were the most 

popular activity along with country fairs. And, although the least preferred category 

was literary events and festivals, of which there are many along the Atlantic coast, 

they were still supported by 50% of respondents, which may be a sizeable market 

for these types of activities.  

Potential tourers, while having very similar preferences to tourers, were more 

interested in niche activities such as sports and literary events, all of which is good 

news for the Atlantic coast as it has a rich and varied menu of such events as 

existing attractions. 

6.1.5 THE IMPORTANCE OF COST 

Finally, while the results do indicate that costs is a primary consideration in 

existing and potential tourers taking such a holiday (cited by 79% of respondents), 

of similar importance were factors such as the scenery to be seen and travelled 

through (70%), the range of experiences on offer (60%) and the costs upon arrival 

(60%).The least crucial factors were the respondents knowledge of and familiarity 

with the place (11%), recommendations (17%), or it being preferred by someone 

they were going on holiday with (26%). In the middle were a number of factors that 

were considered to be important but not primary or major determinants – ease of 

access (49%), timings of flights and availability of accommodation (50%), the 

nature of the accommodation (54%), the place’s reputation for being safe (58%) 

and lots of places to visit once you were there (59%). 

Both tourers and potential 

tourers indicated a strong 

interest in exploring local 

settlements and their cultures 

confirming another core 

element of the brand 

proposition. The results indicate 

that there are no significant 

differences overall in their 

preferences. 
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6.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE BRAND PROPOSITION  

We believe that the brand proposition set out in this study is strong and will be 

attractive to existing and potential tourers alike from Ireland’s main source 

markets.  It should also help to open up Ireland to emerging markets such as 

China, India, Brazil and Russia.  However there are implications for the 

development of the proposition, listed below, which will need to be addressed. 

6.2.1 PROPOSITION ELEMENTS HAVE DIFFERENT MARKETS 

It is clear that existing and potential tourers have differing interests with some 

being more sedentary – gentle walks, bird-watching, attending literary events, while 

others are more active – abseiling, climbing, mountain biking, riding horses, sea-

diving, etc. This is not to say that the interests of one group are more important 

than the other. The implication is that both are essential elements of the brand 

proposition and will require target marketing. 

6.2.2 DIFFERENT TOURERS HAVE AFFINITY WITH DIFFERENT BRAND VALUES  

It is important to recognise that while certain brand values are common to most 

niches within the drive tourism market, such as “welcoming”, that some appeal 

more to the sedentary niche, such as “natural”, “sharing”, “cultured” and 

“authentic”.  Others resonate more with the active tourer, such as “active”, “wild”, 

“rugged” and “challenging”. 

6.2.3 THERE ARE DIFFERENT “WILD ATLANTIC WAYS” FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE 

The above two points indicate that there is not a single Wild Atlantic Way 

compendium offer for all tourers. There are different niches, driven by their specific 

interests, that means there are likely to be numerous Wild Atlantic Ways.  This 

needs to be taken in to account in proposition development through really 

understanding the needs and interests of the niches, and in how the offer of the 

way is marketed to them. 

6.2.4 BACKROADS, BOREENS AND ROADS ON THE EDGE  

A majority of tourers clearly indicated that they like driving along the side roads 

and those on the edge of the sea. A group by no means confined to those who 

just like to drive for the drive, which indicates that the stretches of these roads on 

the coastal edge are a resource and an asset worth promoting as part of the 

proposition.  Indeed there are stretches where the experience will be stronger than 

others.  This should be recognised by all. 

These findings support our proposition that route improvement and development 

plans need to be drawn up by the Local Route development Partnerships. The 

majority of roads are often, narrow and with few passing places and parking spots. 

These are the kinds of roads that the tourers want to drive on they will need to be 
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safe and secure. We are not suggesting their being widened per se, rather than 

their more dangerous stretches be made secure. Their attraction remains their 

smallness, their winding nature and their closeness to the edge of cliffs and this 

should to be preserved. 

6.2.5 SELECTING CORE ASSETS FOR INCLUSION IN THE OFFER  

A mix of tourers and non tourers are interested in exploring settlements along the 

way, attending and taking part in events, immersing themselves in local culture and 

local heritage and spending time with local people.  

These have been selected as core elements of the brand proposition to 

complement the wild coastal scenery as the focus of the brand proposition. When 

taken into account with those who want to also get out into the landscape to 

participate in active pursuits, this suggests that the proposed categories of 

value proposition are relevant to the needs and wants of the drive tourism 

market.  A good percentage of whom we can define as “experience seeking drive 

travellers”. This indicates that the criteria we have proposed for value propositions 

for inclusion in the brand offer are appropriate. 

Further work will need to be done to understand in greater detail the particular 

characteristics of the emerging niches of the drive touring market – the active 

tourers, the sedentary tourers and the culture tourers. It may be that existing 

research undertaken for Fáilte Ireland on the characteristics of tourists who visit the 

Atlantic coast will throw more light on these niche markets. 

6.2.6 IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNICATION WITH TARGET AUDIENCES 

The major implication from the analysis of the survey results is that a “one size fits 

all” package of marketing collateral and communications to the existing and 

potential tourer markets will not be appropriate. They need to be very targeted to 

the niches that have been identified and then probably to sub niches of them. 

6.2.7 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

 The proposition has a market among existing and potential tourers 

 Proposition elements have different market segments among experience 

seeking drive travellers 

 Wild is central to the brand , its identity and its value propositions 

 Different types of travellers have affinity with different brand values  

 There are different “Wild Atlantic Ways” for different people 

 The importance of the side roads, boreens and the roads on the edge of the sea 
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 The importance of defined stretches of the Wild Atlantic Way where the 

experience is likely to be most on brand and the coastal driving route most 

spectacular. 

6.2.8 INITIAL INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON 

We have compared the target market definitions scoped out in this study for Fáilte 

Ireland with a major research study undertaken by Arkenford for Tourism Ireland/ 

Fáilte Ireland.  Overall we believe both are very close and that there is a good fit 

between each.  This is especially true for the British market. These market 

segments will be where early marketing resources should be targeted.   We also 

note that from the Make Ireland Jump out, USA Review, A strategy for growth 2013 

-2015.  There is an ambitious target to increase US visitors by 20%, an additional 

175,000 to 200,000 visitors, over the next three years.  Within the US market, 

Tourism Ireland has identified two actionable segments that we believe will be 

interested in the Wild Atlantic Way proposition  these are the “middle aged 

explorers” and “mature must seers & doers”, plus the established niches of Golf 

and the Diaspora. 
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Figure 30: Comparison of Target Markets 

Wild Atlantic Way  

Experience Seeking Drive Travellers 

Arkenford (GB market) 

for Tourism Ireland/ Fáilte Ireland 

Road Travel Experience Seekers Great Escapers 

People who enjoy the challenge of driving on 

coastal roads; Motorcyclists; Cyclists  

Landscape Experience Seekers 
Nature lovers 

Great Escapers 

People who are primarily sightseers 

People primarily interested in the landscape 

People who like wandering in the landscape 
 

Culture, Heritage and Arts Experience Seekers 

 

Curiously Cultural 

Social Energisers 

People attending festivals; Cultural course 

participants; People exploring settlements and 

places of heritage; Food aficionados  

Outdoors Activity Experience Seekers 

 

Great Escapers 

Nature Lovers 

Hill-walkers and mountaineers; Mountain bikers 

and mountain trail runners; Horse and pony riders 

Sea sports participants – sailing, surfing, kite 

surfing; swimming, fishing 
 

Source: Colliers International Destination Consulting, Place Matters, Arkenford and Tourism 
Ireland 
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7 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

7.1 ECONOMIC IMPACT AND BENEFITS 

7.1.1 THE EARLY UNTESTED MESSAGE 

We believe the direct and indirect economic impacts plus softer social and 

environmental impacts will be significantly positive for the western seaboard and 

for Ireland.   

OPINION FROM A TOURISM AND PROPERTY INDUSTRY LEADER 

Our senior peer group reviewer for this project, Richard Tibbott
 
, based on his 

industry expertise, experience of the Great Ocean Road and in conversation with 

the Colliers International Destination Consulting team for the Wild Atlantic Way 

project, is that in Richard’s opinion:  

“The uplift of this sort of intervention, such as that planned for the western 

seaboard of Ireland, is that it is of profound for market size and value. The 

base case (as is without any intervention) is very limited - there are always 

"accidental" tourists on a route. It is the impact of the latent demand - always 

massively more than frustrated or deferred demand.  

From previous conversations I have had concerning Australia’s Great Ocean 

Road there has been an increment of those driving with the brand stimulation 

over broadly the last twenty years of an estimated twenty fold.  This is 

opinion based on discussions but there is no detailed analysis as yet to 

validate.  So if 1,000 drive tourists were driving the route before brand 

stimulation this could multiply up to 20,000 tourists driving the route after. 

In terms of value uplift my opinion is that this might in certain circumstances 

result in an uplift of c. 80%. So for example if €1.00 is spent initially by each 

drive tourist on the route, after brand stimulation and associated product 

development this might see an increase in value spent on the driving route 

by each drive tourist to €1.80. 

Overall a problem is that what are understood to be intrinsically good 

economic development projects, especially for rural areas, increasingly have 

to prove questions that are very complex to answer. For example estimating 

the economic impact and benefit for a fixed visitor economy attractor such as 

a museum, visitor centre, exhibition or conference centre, arena or stadium 

is relatively straightforward. Driving routes of length (such as the Wild 

Atlantic Way) that cross over different areas with varying economic strengths 

and weakness are much more complex.”   

Former Chairman of Locum 

Destination Consulting, (our 

predecessor business), former 

UK Tourism Professional of the 

Year and advisor to the EU, 

governments and public sector 

agencies internationally, 

including Ireland, on all aspects 

of the visitor economy 
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7.2 MEASURING GAINS FROM TOURIST DRIVING ROUTES 

7.2.1 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT  

In an increasingly competitive market place with funding limited and the private 

sector risk averse promotional agencies are starting to consider performance 

benchmarking to help in the advocacy arguments to secure initial and on-going 

investment from the public and private sectors. 

Indeed in conversation with stakeholders involved in Australia’s Great Ocean 

Road, they are now starting to consider performance benchmarking as part of a 

broader strategic approach.  We have also reviewed a variety of academic tourism 

studies
5
. These have considered many issues but have to date not really 

considered economic performance benchmarking or benefits.   

NORWAY 

In Norway, there is significant development, improvement and management work 

underway but as yet we have been unable to find out if they are embarking on any 

significant analysis to benchmark their major investment in the Norwegian Touring 

Routes. 

AUSTRALIA 

In Australia, we have had email and telephone conversations with public sector 

officers and private sector consultants in Victoria.  We understand that they have 

not reviewed to any depth gains following the more significant branding, marketing 

and improvement of the Great Ocean Road in recent times.  However public sector 

agencies in Victoria have over the last couple of years been considering projected 

future investment in the Great Ocean Road and what this might mean.  This is 

contained in the technical appendices to a report by the State of Victoria in 2011 – 

“Great Ocean Road, World Class Tourism Study”.  This is the investment plan for 

the road.  

 The Great Ocean Road region attracts around 7.2 million visitors per year at 

present (2010) and that forecasts show this will grow by another 2.4 million 

people by 2030.  

Figure 31: Great Ocean Road, Forecast Growth 2010 to 2030 

Million of Visitors 

  Base 2010 Forecast 2030 Growth Period % Growth % growth pa 

6.5 8.9 2.4 37% 2% 

State of Victoria forecasts 

 

5 Drive Tourism – Trends and emerging markets, 2011 
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 State of Victoria tourism forecasts of visitation postulate that the Great Ocean 

Road Region will attract between 9.6 million and 10.5 million visitors by 2030.  

 The Great Ocean Road Region has experienced growth in length of stay in 

all key origin markets – domestic, US, UK, Japan and China, and that growth 

in length of stay is particularly significant for international and interstate 

visitors.   

 The report suggests that this may reflect recent improvements in activities and 

accommodation that have been developed in the region over this period (last 

ten years), such as new internationally branded accommodation and new 

experiences on offer such as the Great Ocean Walk and Otway Fly.   

 The report does not contain figures for the quantum of this expenditure. 

 The report recommended a further A$480 million of investment in the road and 

its region over the ten years to 2021 through eight major projects. This 

includes: 

 infrastructure improvements, new tourist accommodation facilities (the 

above projections indicating the need for a further 3,440 guest rooms) and 

the improvement of attractions and development of new attractions. 

 This level of investment could generate a further A$1.1 billion in short to 

medium term (5-10 year) economic benefits for the region including 700 jobs 

during the construction period and a further 1,900 thereafter.  

SOUTH AFRICA 

In South Africa, email and telephone conversations with promoters of the Garden 

Route and Whale Coast uncovered that no economic impact analysis has been 

undertaken as yet.  This work included a face to face interview with an executive of 

the Whale Route, based in Hermanus, who had previously worked for the 

Provincial Government in its Tourism department. 

PLUS WE HAVE SPOKEN WITH VISIT BRITAIN 

In Great Britain (one of Fáilte Ireland’s target markets) we have spoken to the 

head of Research & Statistics of Visit Britain.  At a UK level they have not studied 

the market size, economic impact and benefits of tourist driving routes. Whilst their 

partner organisations such as Visit Scotland and Visit Cumbria, where there are 

established tourist driving routes, in their areas of great scenic environments have 

we understand not undertaken any analysis of economic impact to date.   

We have also undertaken a high level search to see if there have been studies of 

driving route economic impact in France and Germany (two of Fáilte Ireland’s 

target markets) but have not found anything of note. 
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7.3 WHAT GETS MEASURED  

7.3.1 GETS IMPROVEMENT, DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT 

Our recommendation is the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are likely to be 

those that would contribute to any cost/benefit appraisal for major public visitor 

economy product investment.   

In the current economic circumstances where capital is scarce and risk aversion 

high, with more clarity on what the Wild Atlantic Way could mean to the western 

seaboard and Ireland the advocacy arguments, which are already strong, will be 

strengthened.  

With initial performance measurement undertaken and on-going analysis this will 

mean strong advocacy arguments will exist to support the targeting of investment 

and resources where needed to drive the quality aspired to along the Wild Atlantic 

Way.  What gets measured gets improved, developed and managed.  This will help 

the economic development agenda for the western seaboard.     

This will help take an understandable, credible, sellable and deliverable investment 

story to partners in the public, private and third sectors, whether in Ireland or 

internationally. 

KPI’S FOR THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY MIGHT INCLUDE 

 visitors length of stay 

 type of visitor 

 visitor spend 

 dispersal to other areas  

 training and jobs created 

 indirect multiplier effects 

 partnership and integrated working by the public sector especially 

 press/media mentions 

 satisfaction surveys 

 participation and engagement of local stakeholders and people 

 new product development  

 private sector investment leveraged from public sector expenditure 
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7.3.2 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT: AMERICA’S BYWAYS  

Appendix 7 outlines the US experience since co-ordinated byway development in 

the early 1990’s.  This includes the results of a number of economic studies on 

driving routes. 

THE BYWAYS ECONOMIC IMPACT TOOL
6
 

As part of its congressionally designated function of providing technical 

assistance to local byway groups, the America's Byways Resource Centre 

commissioned the development of the Byways Economic Impact Tool. The 

tool enables local byway staff and volunteers to measure the impacts of 

byways and byway-related activities without the need for extensive 

surveying, by providing estimates based on available data.  

In 2012, the America's Byways Resource Centre conducted a project to 

measure the economic impact of various byways using its new economic 

impact tool. The centre's researchers obtained already published, detailed 

travel data from State tourism offices. In addition, they acquired data from 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service National Visitor Use 

Monitoring program, which provides reliable information on recreational 

visitors to national forests.  

What gets measured gets managed. Measuring economic performance can 

focus the attention of decision makers and stakeholders on the impact of 

America's Byways on local and regional economies. Although extensive 

surveying and economic modeling can provide estimates of the economic 

benefits of traveller spending and byway investments, other less resource-

intensive approaches also can be used to provide estimates. Given the 

challenges of accurately estimating economic impacts, specific results need 

to be considered in the context of the specific situation and the confidence in 

the input data 

All of these methodologies involve some assumptions regarding tourist 

activity and the influence that the byway designation might have on that 

activity. A model such as the economic impact tool developed by America's 

Byways Resource Center can employ existing data sources to provide 

reasonable estimates. Although the absolute value of this distinctive 

collection of American roads, their stories, and treasured places should not 

be put in economic terms only, the measurement of their economic value can 

assist State, local, and tribal decision makers in developing America's 

Byways. 

 

6 America’s Byways pay off in authentic experiences, but how about Dollars? Gary Jensen, 

January 2013, Federal Highway Byways, TCSP & Delta Programs Team Leader, Office of Human 
Environment HEPH-30, Federal Highway Administration 
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7.3.3 RESULTS FROM THE US ECONOMIC IMPACT TOOL 

In 2012, HDR Decision Economics was commissioned by the America’s Highways 

Resource Center to perform a sensitivity analysis of the Economic Impact Tool and 

to determine its effectiveness. As part of the study, HRD were tasked with 

conducting a number of case studies with selected byways. A summary of the 

value and job impacts attributable to each of five byways is below. 

Figure 32: Impacts of America’s Byways, conducted summer 2012 

Impact 

Journey 

Through 

Hallowed 

Ground 

Woodward 

Avenue All- 

American Road 

Blue Ridge 

Parkway 

Volcanic 

Legacy Scenic 

Byway 

Cherokee Hills 

National Scenic 

Byway 

Business Sales $1.6 m $234 k $1.5bn $164 m $85.3 m 

Jobs 6,500 1.2 9,300 1,000 924 

Earnings 

(increase) 

$165 m $53 k $252 m $24.6 m $30.2 m 

Source: NORAD and Byway Resource Center 

This is what a selected number of America’s Byways mean in economic terms 

per annum.  What the incremental gains might have been say from Byway 

establishment to 2012 has not been analysed In part this work was undertaken 

because since the inception of the Byways programme in the early 1990’s 

there was a desire to benchmark performance.  Whilst it also appears given 

the more constrained financial resources, the programme was becoming at 

risk of significant cutbacks. 

7.3.4 THE COMPLEXITY 

The length of the proposed Wild Atlantic Way is huge. This is a good differentiator 

and should help make significant “noise” in the domestic and international market 

place.  However it does make economic impact and benefit analysis very complex.   

In part this is because there are so many other things happening along their length.  

There might be other regeneration and economic development initiatives underway 

that are difficult to separate so as to understand the number and value that is 

attributable to the driving route 

We believe there are four clusters of driving routes within the Wild Atlantic Way that 

are likely to offer a truly spectacular Wild Atlantic Way experience where the brand 

proposition developed is strongest, this is illustrated in appendix 2, section 2.2.5.  It 

might be that an economic impact and benefit study of some of these clusters is 

undertaken with routes outside a cluster to help act as a control and provide an 

overall picture of potential. 

"It is difficult to segregate the 

portion of county travel-

generated economic impact 

that is attributable to the scenic 

byway[s] located in the county 

versus other destinations in the 

county." 

In other words, as stated in a 

1990 study by the New 

Hampshire Department of 

Transportation, "The actual 

dollar increase from visitors 

using a scenic byway will be 

difficult to separate from dollars 

already spent in the area 

without the scenic byway." 

America’s Byways pay off in 

authentic experiences, but 

how about Dollars? 
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This analysis should apply to both the hard crunchy economic impacts but also the 

softer impacts that will be important for the western seaboard communities, for 

example liveability, sense of place, community cohesion and pride, environmental 

conservation and profile. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
This is a truly exciting project that as part of a holistic economic development 

strategy to help position Ireland for future success.  Through investment in the 

tourist sector it is likely to boost economic activity, jobs and wealth on the western 

seaboard of Ireland.   The Wild Atlantic Way will have a number of projects that are 

“shovel ready” and can help generate construction jobs on the western seaboard.  

The Great Ocean Road was based on giving returning WW1 solders work at a time 

of high unemployment. 

This opportunity will need on-going investment to deliver on this emerging brand 

proposition.  

Whilst financial resources are constrained pan Government and State agency 

(for example local authority and NAMA) thinking and actions should help to prime 

the context for the longer term.  This means leadership to drive partnership working 

to pool the assets, resources and energy of the western seaboard.  Plus where 

appropriate the releasing of other public sector assets (land, property, planning, 

knowledge, education, transport etc.) that can help to reduce risk to the private 

sector so that they fully buy into the emerging vision.   

Equally the private sector needs to buy into the vision.  There should not be brand 

dilution and those in the public or private sector who don’t adopt the brand 

behaviour standards should be controlled.  If they don’t adopt on brand standards 

they should not be let in the Wild Atlantic Way “system”. 

The vision is about creating one of the world’s premier coastal touring routes. 

This helps package many intrinsically Irish Atlantic coast strengths to deliver critical 

mass. The aim is to deliver a bigger bang for Irish taxpayer investment – more 

visitors, staying for longer, making more repeat visits and spending more money. It 

should also be seen as a great leisure and recreational asset for local people 

close to the route and for Irish people across the country.  

To meet the vision there are a number of practical initiatives, transformational and 

catalyst projects required.  Some will struggle to get off the ground whilst funding is 

scarce but they should be considered now.  Continued priming of the project 

should be undertaken.   

Early market testing of the Wild Atlantic Way brand proposition shows strong 

interest from Ireland’s main source markets.  There is also a positive story 

emerging as to the experience proposed in the Wild Atlantic Way brand proposition 

and the latest research undertaken by Tourism Ireland/Fáilte Ireland. 

 Early market testing shows a strong appetite for the Wild Atlantic Way in 

Ireland’s main source markets. 
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 There is strong fit in target markets identified by Tourism Ireland/Fáilte Ireland 

in a major recent study and the core market identified in this project – experience 

seeking drive travellers. 

In addition to the actions currently planned by Fáilte Ireland we suggest some more 

that we categorise as follows: 
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8.1 SUGGESTED ACTIONS FOR 2013 

Strategy Theme Specific Actions 

Criteria  

 Agree criteria so you are clear on the value propositions and products  

 Map these value propositions where early development should happen 

 Fully understand the landscape, assess where its true strengths are 

 Know who should lead on product development and what are the quality standards  

Manageable 

 

 

 

 Keep the size it is a good differentiator but break down the Wild Atlantic Way into 

manageable stretches that will be legible and understandable to the visitor  

 This is focused stretches where the experience is considered the most on brand 

and probably where the coastal driving experience is best 

 Subsidiary brands that could/should be rolled out in time 

Economic 
Development 
Partnerships 

 

 

 

 Carry out a detailed Investor Memorandum study, to provide the due diligence on 

potential market size, spend, economic impact and general benefits 

 Begin to assemble the Strategic and Local Partnerships   

 Capture the energy from the route master plan consultation process and other 

national/international influencers and decision makers who could drive action 

 Meet with and agree how key private sector players such as airlines, ferry 

companies, car hire plus trade can help deliver and what resources they can offer 

Projects 

 Define practical initiatives and strategic catalyst projects, this includes signage 

 Start to business plan catalyst and signature projects especially those in key 

stretches to present a high quality and competent destination ready for the launch 

in spring 2014 

 Consider an architectural competition for viewing areas, a Wild Atlantic Way house 

style of toilet/rest area/kiosks/signage 

Communications  

 Aim to produce a final place brand book with high quality photography 

 Produce a website 

 Consider the Wild Atlantic Way’s fit with key segments in core markets  

 Meet and present with the trade in Ireland and internationally  
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APPENDICIES 

Supporting research, analysis and strategy 
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1 RESEARCH  

1.1 DRIVE TOURISM  

1.1.1 IRISH DEMAND SIDE RESEARCH 

Those who engage in drive holidays are not a homogenous group of travellers – 

which may make them a difficult group to communicate with. 

 Visitors and holidaymakers who use cars stay longer than those that do not use 

cars (50% of them stay for more than 6 nights). 

 This also means that car users spend more money and visit more places. 

 Those that bring their cars tend to be older (50% are over 45), usually married 

and from a slightly less affluent background (C1/C2). 

 Those that hire cars during their visit tend to be aged 25-44 and a significant 

portion are single. They are more likely to be from the ABC1 socioeconomic 

group and also like to travel in a couple or with their families. 

VISITORS UNDERTAKE A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES 

Almost two thirds of overseas visitors to Ireland who engage in hiking/hillwalking, 

water based activities or angling arrive in Ireland between May and August and 

they tend to stay longer than the average overseas holidaymaker. And they are 

more likely to use a car and tend to travel more widely. 

Those who engaged in water-based and equestrian activities were most likely to 

engage in other active pursuits. There appears to be some correlation between 

those who engaged in angling and other water-based activities and similarly those 

who engaged in cycling had a strong propensity to go hiking/walking also. This has 

implications for what we include in the brand proposition for the Way. 

Drive travellers are not confined to cars – they use motorbikes, bicycles, caravans 

and motorhomes. Ageing Baby Boomers (those born between 1946 and 64), a 

growing cohort in Europe, are among the major buyers of high-end cars and 

motorhomes (typically more luxurious and expensive than caravans) and the 

planning of the Way will need to take into account their varying needs and 

requirements. 

“Driven Tourists” are those who prefer coach trips and although this is still a strong 

market these tourists will not be a core segment of the drive tourism audience. 

While they will travel along the route their primary motivation is sightseeing, not 

driving and not active outdoors activities. 
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Understanding the characteristics of self-drive tourists and the nature of visitor 

flows is central to the sustainable development of The Way and for the 

development of its associated attractions, facilities, services and events. 

Many international road trippers fly to their destinations then hire a vehicle. This 

suggests that Cork, Knock, Kerry, Shannon and Donegal airports should be 

promoted as access points for the Wild Atlantic Way, not just Dublin Airport. 

However, Great Britain sightseers and culture seekers tend to bring their own car 

while other drive travellers from other international markets will hire a car on arrival.  

This means the advantages of the new Irish motorway system should be 

communicated loud and clear to the British market.  

VISITORS DRIVE TRIP MOTIVATIONS 

About 72% of respondents in one of the tourism surveys referred to above
7
 said 

that the suitability of Ireland for touring was a very important factor in choosing it as 

a holiday destination. This was a particularly important factor for North Americans 

and not so important for Europeans or the British. 

Drive travellers perceive that having a car gives them unlimited flexibility regarding 

their travel itinerary and unlike organised tours there are no limitations to how long 

one can spend in one place versus another. These travellers also benefit from 

being able to tour off the beaten track where traditional tours do not go. In 

comparison, those with young children and / or tight budgets often veer towards 

car touring destinations for convenience and cost reasons. 

Drive tourism is often linked with a special or specific interest – fishing, wildlife, 

food, heritage, bird watching, surfing etc., and their supply and development will be 

key to the success of the Wild Atlantic Way. 

Essentially a road trip is an escape – both mental and physical – a trip into another 

world where the culture and lifestyle may be very different from one’s own and that 

the main reason for taking a road trip is to simply take a break from everyday life 

and seek a change of scenery (literally). This means that promotion of the wild 

landscape of the Atlantic coast and improving access to it will be important. 

Drive holidays embody a ‘sense of freedom’ or ‘independence’ that attracts the 

many travellers who to choose this form of holiday. This separation from 

mainstream tourism is significant and is shown in preferences for ‘real experiences’ 

and ‘local information’ as opposed to things that on appearance seem ‘touristy’. 

This means that the brand proposition for The Way needs to encompass 

attractions that will play to a sense of freedom, e.g. surf schools on the coast and 

bike trails. 

Drive tourism facilitates observation with an emphasis on sightseeing. The vast 

majority of long car touring holidays were for sightseeing with people seeking 

 

7 “Growing the Car Tourism Market”, Tourism Ireland, 2007. 
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interesting environments, new places and activities. Access to diverse local 

interesting and authentic visual arts, crafts, theatre, music and festivals is therefore 

important for the development of the Way. 

Beautiful scenery is considered to be a ‘very important’ factor in choosing Ireland 

as a holiday destination. This factor is well ahead of things such as attractive cities, 

value for money, price of airfares, easy to get to, good nightlife; and festivals and 

events. 

Sightseers and Culture Seekers have been identified as the key market segment 

for overseas holidays to Ireland and many can be classed as drive travellers. There 

are estimated to be 75 million sightseeing culture seekers within Ireland’s top ten 

markets globally. 

Our research findings
8
 indicated that the development of highway-related tourism 

infrastructure – the provision of vehicle-centric facilities and services – filling 

stations, toilets, cafes, restaurants, car parks mobile caravan parks, motor home 

overnight parks, breakdown services, garages, efficient policing of the roads – can 

significantly boost the market for drive travelling. 

Despite the island of Ireland’s many strengths as a destination, it does suffer from 

some shortcomings, particularly around car touring. These drawbacks centre on 

poor road/driving conditions. However, on the plus side, the opening up of new 

motorways between the east coast and the south and Atlantic of the country has 

significantly improved access to the Atlantic coast for drive travellers. 

Only 10% of car tourers described driving in Ireland as stress-free. The aspects of 

driving at which most criticism was levelled at included the conditions of secondary 

roads and the quality of directional signposting. 

1.1.2 INTERNATIONAL MARKET DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS 

Drive travellers are not, as a recent Mintel report
9
 acknowledged, a homogenous 

group of people, although many of the market segments share common 

characteristics in terms of motivations. 

Typically they are people who: 

 Drive to capture a sense of freedom or independence. 

 Regard themselves as travellers rather than tourists (hence our use of the term 

“drive travellers”). 

 Undertake specific types of travelling at distinct stages of their lives. 

 Put a lot of thought and planning into the creation of their travels. 

 

8 Our case study of Norwegian tourist route development (See Section 6.2.3 below) 
9 Drive Tourism in Europe, Mintel, 2012 
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Despite the heterogeneous nature of drive travellers it is possible to segment them 

according to their lifestyles interests and length of trip. For example, lifestyle is a 

major determinant of the travel requirements of the senior market segment, the 

“baby boomers”, now in or approaching retirement, who are more inclined to travel 

and to drive in their destinations with the proviso that they can stay in good quality 

accommodation or drive good quality vehicles (if they are hiring in the destination 

region). They are definitely not into “roughing it”. 

An Australian study in 2003
10

 identified at least three types of drive traveller 

 Those who meander from place to place stopping off where they like on the 

basis of what they see and what they are interested in. This group tends to be 

older adults and older singles. 

 Those who plan to drive from A to B, making stops along the way but only for 

short periods of time, for which the attractions along the way are as important as 

the drive. This group tends to be composed of young couples and pre-school 

families. 

 Those who drive from A to B to get to their preferred destination (B) without 

stopping. This group tends to be composed of young singles and families with 

school age children. 

The same study identified four discrete segments based on the time allocated for 

the driving trip: 

 Those taking short breaks of 1 to 3 nights. 

 Those undertaking a short tour to various places of 4 to 7 nights. 

 Those taking longer tours to quite a few places of between 8 and 21 nights. 

 And those undertaking a grand tour to a lot of different places of over 22 nights. 

Drive travelling is different from other forms of tourism in that it does not rely on 

one location but rather a combination of routes and attractions, facilities and 

services along them, and this becomes more important as the length of trip 

increases. And the provision of clear and concise information on routes, 

attraction en-route, local facilities, services and events, becomes more important 

with the length of the trip being planned. 

A defining characteristic of drive travellers, especially those undertaking medium to 

long duration trips, is the extent of pre-planning that goes in to the organisation of 

their trip. There is a direct link between the length of trip and the detail it is planned 

in. And trip planning is regarded by drive travellers as one of the most enjoyable 

aspects of their trip. 

 

10 “An Investigation into the Key Factors Necessary for the Development of Iconic 
Driving Routes”, Anne Hartley, Journal of Vacation Marketing, 2003. 
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Drive travellers have specific interests and needs and use the internet extensively 

to plan their trips based on those interests. It is worth considering the development 

of specific itineraries for specific market segments of a reasonable size and 

investing in the development of Apps and other downloadable materials that 

contain information that respond to those interests. 

For the dedicated drive traveller the experiences along the way are as important as 

the ultimate destination which may simply be an end point – a ferry or an airport, 

the “destination” being the route driven, its landscapes and the places stopped at. 

And, given the recent development of very good quality roads along a number of 

the most famous of the world’s driving routes, for example the Great Ocean Road 

in Australia, the Garden Route in South Africa, and the new Fjord routes in 

Norway, drive travellers expect to have good quality driving infrastructure, good 

signage and support services. They don’t expect motorways but they do expect 

even wild roads to be safe to drive on and single track roads to have plenty of 

passing places. 

1.1.3 DEMAND AND SUPPLY AND PUSH AND PULL FACTORS 

From our research we have identified that there are typically a number of factors at 

work in the establishment and operation of drive travel markets.  These are push 

and pull factors and demand and supply factors, which Fáilte Ireland and its 

partners in the development of the Wild Atlantic Way need to take note of.  

The graphic below illustrates the relationship between the demand and supply 

factors and the push and pull factors at work in this market. 

Demand and Supply Factors 

There are a range of demand and supply factors that condition the market for drive 

travelling, as follows: 

 The level of type of motor vehicle ownership and their availability to drive 

travellers. 

 The extent and price of ferry services to enable international travellers with their 

own vehicles to access the destination region. 

 The extent and frequency of rail and air services for domestic and international 

drive travellers to access the destination region through vehicle hire services. 

 The extent of and depth of knowledge in target market segments on the offer of 

the destination region. 

 The growth or decline projected in each of the key market segments 
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Figure 33: Demand and Supply & Push and Pull Factors 

 

Push and Pull Factors 

There is a range of push and pull factors that condition the market for drive 

travelling, as follows: 

 The quality of the landscape in the destination region. 

 Quality and extent of road support facilities, e.g. toilets, cafes and parking for 

cars and overnight places for caravans and motor homes. 

 Stopping places to look at views. 

 Availability of targeted driving Itineraries for market segments. 

 Availability of attractions and events, in particular those known to be of interest to 

target market segments. 

 Availability of a range of types of accommodation for car drivers at a range of 

prices. 

 Policing and availability of emergency/repair services. 
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 Availability of Travel/Driving Insurance Cover. 

 Effective branding and marketing of the offer and experience and its focussed 

communication to target market segments. 

1.2 SUPPLY SIDE RESEARCH  

1.2.1 INTERNATIONAL OVERVIEW 

We have looked at a number of coastal driving routes around the world, and at two 

as case studies of relevance to the development of the Wild Atlantic Way. The aim 

is to understand how tourist driving routes have developed as car ownership 

became almost universal and drawn out a number of lessons for the development 

of the Wild Atlantic Way. In particular we have drawn on a recently published report 

on the world’s most scenic and spectacular drives.
11

 

 The Cape Breton Circle in Canada 

 Big Sur Coast in California, USA 

 Hana’s Highway in Hawaii 

 The Applecross Route in northern Scotland 

 The Amalfi Coast in Italy 

 The Garden Route in South Africa 

 The Pacific Highway in Eastern Australia 

 The Seaward Highway in Alaska 

 The Ring of Kerry in Ireland 

 The Causeway Coast Route in Northern Ireland 

 The Peloponnesus Route in southern Greece 

1.2.2 GOOD PRACTICE IN ROUTE DEVELOPMENT 

The Importance of Understanding the Nature of Demand 

The successful routes were developed in response to demand by tourists who like 

driving on spectacular coastal roads. They have a clear idea of who their 

customers are and by and large they are people who drive these routes seeking 

new and exciting experiences. Many have carried out market research to identify 

the needs and wants of their market audiences and respond to them. Successful 

routes do not attempt to provide every type of experience that research indicates 

 

11 “The World’s Most Scenic Drives – 101 Spectacular Trips”, National Geographic, 
2012. 
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their target markets are looking for. Rather, they play to their natural advantages 

and feature the best aspects of their coastal scenery and the places and activities 

the coast is famous for. 

The Importance of Partnership Working 

The successful routes have been planned and developed by coherent 

partnerships of various interests – public sector bodies responsible for highway 

construction and maintenance, tourism and economic development and an array of 

local providers of product and services. 

The development of themed routes 

The most distinctive of the routes play to a particular characteristic or discernible 

grouping of characteristics such as the high cliff top roads of the Amalfi coast route 

and the waterfalls of Hana’s highway in Hawaii and the natural features and 

products of the Garden Route in South Africa. 

The Importance of clear interpretation materials 

Accessible, accurate and clear information on driving routes is absolutely 

essential if drive tourists are to have an enjoyable experience. Such materials need 

to go beyond the facts and figures of the route. It needs to interpret for people what 

it is they are looking at and experiencing. It needs to explain why the landscape 

looks as it does. It needs to reveal meaning and relationships between the people 

of the area and the land and seascapes, their history and culture and what they do 

to make a living. 

The need for creative and effective marketing of routes 

The most successful of these driving routes market the features that drive travellers 

are most interested in and experiences that they want to try out. They base their 

marketing on thorough market research and the fit between their natural and 

manmade assets and their audience requirements. 

1.2.3 ROUTE DEVELOPMENT BUILDING BLOCKS 

From this research we can identify a number of important building blocks for the 

development of driving routes such as the Wild Atlantic Way. 
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Figure 34: The Building Blocks of Successful Route Development 

 

BUILDING BLOCKS OF SUCCESSFUL TOURIST DRIVE ROUTES ARE:  

 The assembly and packaging of unique driving experiences and destination 

attractions - providing a mix of products, services and events suited to the needs 

and interests of target market segments, which create a competitive advantage 

for the region of the route - a combination of landscape, heritage features, 

cultural features, outdoor activities and quality accommodation provision. 

 A safe and efficient road network – one without bottlenecks in peak periods, safe 

to drive especially on or above cliff faces on sea coasts. 

 Well Managed Network with Stakeholder Involvement and Support Attractions 

and services linked and packaged for convenience of drivers  

 An efficient user friendly information network underpinned by information centres 

and a strong web presence  

 Good Service Infrastructure – rest areas, driver reviver stops, scenic lookouts, 

camping and parking areas.  

 Clear Directional, Attraction, Facility and Event Signage  
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 A Safe and Efficient Road Network  

 Unique Driving Experiences and Destination Attractions 

1.2.4 INTERNATIONAL CASE STUDIES 

In addition to our assessment of published research on the development of drive 

travel routes we have undertaken two detailed case studies of established driving 

routes to identify lessons of relevance for the development of the Wild Atlantic 

Way: 

1 The Tourist Driving Routes in Norway 

2 The Great Ocean Road in Victoria, Australia 

3 The Garden Route and Cape Whale Coast, South Africa 

Following our descriptions of the development of each of these three driving routes 

we present a number of lessons from them of relevance to the development of the 

Wild Atlantic Way. 

1.3 NORWEGIAN NATIONAL TOURIST ROUTES 

1.3.1 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 

Initiated in 1994 as a four year trial project by the Norwegian Public Roads 

Administration, this had the aim of bringing car tourists to the countryside
12

. It was 

followed in 1999 with the establishment of the Tourist Route Project (TRP), 

collaboration between the National Public Roads Authority (NPTRA) and Norsk 

Form, an organisation promoting Norwegian design and architecture. The aim of 

the project was to provide good driving experiences through Norwegian natural 

landscapes and to open up access to them by designating and develop eighteen 

stretches of road throughout Norway as official tourist routes or scenic byways, 

with an initial budget of 216 million Norwegian kroner. Eleven of these roads are 

now completed with the remainder due for completion by 2020. Insert route map 

here 

The routes were carefully selected by the NPRA, and each of the 18 routes has its 

own history and character. The NPRA is currently adapting the roads to ensure 

that they meet drive travellers' needs by building spectacular viewpoints with 

service buildings, car parks, furniture, paths and art. 

OBJECTIVE 

The overall objective was to offer the drive tourist an exceptional quality experience 

and use this to attract more tourists to remote areas. It was recognised early on 

that outstanding road design and facility architecture would be major attractors in 
 

12 2 Described in “Routes, Roads and Landscapes” edited by by Mari Hvattum. 2011. 
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themselves. Quality landscape design, architecture and infrastructure are the key 

concepts that characterise the development of the TRP. Almost all the routes and 

rest stops can only be reached by car or by mountain bike, or by locally organized 

bus excursions provided by tour bus operators who are beginning to include the 

stunning beauty of the tourist routes into their programs. 

Figure 35: Locations of the Norwegian Tourist Routes 

 

Source: National Tourist Routes of Norway website 

TIMING AND COSTS 

Work on the routes started in 1994 with projects on Sognefjellsvegen, Gamle 

Strynefjellsveg, Hardanger and the Helgeland Coast. In 1997, these were officially 

designated National Tourist Routes, and the following year the Norwegian 

Parliament decided to expand the project. Municipalities were asked to nominate 

roads, resulting in 52 proposals covering 8,000 km. By 2004, eighteen routes had 

been selected for inclusion in the programme, with the goal of completing the 

necessary upgrades and officially opening them as National Tourist Routes by 

2020. The upgrades are estimated to have cost 1 billion million Norwegian krone 

(NOK) to 2011 covering the coasts of laying new road surfaces, safety barriers, 

building resting places, parking lots, viewpoints, and clearing vegetation. Total 

project final costs are estimated to be in the region of 3.4 billion NOK, of which 2 
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billion NOK will come from the public sector and 1.4 billion NOK from the private 

sector covering the costs of hotels and other accommodation, private activity 

centres, retail and restaurant facilities. 

Figure 36: Examples of Norwegian route viewing areas 

  

Source: Norwegian Tourist Routes 

BREAKING THE ROUTES INTO BITE SIZE PIECES 

The stops are seen as art projects that use design to enhance the experience. 

While most of the architecture has been designed by young Norwegians, 

international artists and designers, such as Louise Bourgeois and Peter Zumthor, 

have designed stops – for example in Varanger and Ryfylke. Insert photograph of a 

stop here 

Each of the routes is seen as having its own identity but part of a comprehensive 

mosaic made up of eighteen stretches of mountains, fjords, and coastal 

landscapes, which are all strong elements of each route, with the individually 

distinctive features of each route being “spiced-up” by new features of a high 

architectural quality and design. 

PARTNERSHIP WORKING 

This project involved three central government departments, 80 local municipalities 

and 9 counties, plus 20 tourist organisations, who worked with a range of local 

tourist information groups to select, design and implement the route planning and 

upgrading. While the overall structure of the route was a national planning 

responsibility, the design of the local sections was the responsibility of the local 

counties and local district councils, governed by a set of quality standards and 

criteria devised by central government. 

As noted above, TRP’s focus is not just on the construction of the roads, although 

it is responsible for that and their maintenance, it is equally focussed on the 

architectural structures built along them. The TRP organises architectural 

competitions for pull-out points, lay-bys, view-points, parking spaces, ferry quays 
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and visitor centres and the selection process is based on artistic, architectural and 

planning value. 

BLENDING ASSETS 

Overall, The TRP represents an interesting blend of foci – the selection of 

exemplary landscapes for tourists to drive through, the protection and curation of 

nature, architecture and the design of the roads, conceived within an economically 

motivated national development strategy. 

Topography plays a critical role 

Norwegian roads are typically configured by the country’s topography, most so on 

the fjord coastline of western and southern Norway. The TRP takes advantage of 

the vistas and undulations created by earlier roads relationship with the topography 

of the area. Until this project, with the exception of the very far north of the country, 

the road network on the western coast had remained much as it was in the 1840’s. 

Until that time roads had been principally built to serve communications between 

coastal settlements. 

After 1846 a number of new roads were built to cater for tourists who wished to 

explore the coastline and the fjords – the Gerlanger road in 1882/88, and the Old 

Stryneffjell road in 1894 and the Sogneffjell road in 1936/38. The current Tourist 

Routes are mainly established on the routes of the roads built between the 1880’s 

and the 1940’s. 

The designated TRP routes run mainly through mountain passes, over mountain 

plateaus and down and along the coast, for example, the Atlantic Road and the 

Lofoten road. The eighteen routes are NOT interlinked as one continuous road but 

spread out through region’s already famed for their spectacular natural scenery. 

The tourist routes have been chosen to display Norway’s spectacular mountain 

and coastline landscapes and as a means of experiencing them, as much for the 

international tourist as a way of introducing the areas to its own population. Insert 

photos of mountain and coastal landscapes here. 

Infrastructure and services 

In combination with the routes, the authorities have coordinated the establishment 

of accommodation, cultural activities, dining, sale of local arts and crafts, and 

natural experiences. The Norwegian Public Roads administration has a long 

tradition of building roads with high quality roadside amenities and rest sites were 

often constructed at natural viewing points, overlooking the fjords for example. 

The TRP has sought to build on this tradition and its amenities by improving 

existing rest and viewing points and creating new ones, securing and developing 

iconic viewing points, like the Trollstigen Plateau and the Voringsfossen (a 

spectacular waterfall). These had long been major tourist viewing points but were 
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in need of safety improvements and facility upgrades to create safer and more 

effective stopping places. 

Many of the viewing points have been designed by famous Norwegian architectural 

practices and a number, like at Tungeneset designed by Code Architects, are more 

than just places to get out of the car and admire the view, and incorporate 

architectural features like walkways that take you out over cliffs and valley tops, 

many of natural local timber and glass. Insert photos of viewing points here 

The TRP represents a new desire by the Norwegian government to include the 

infrastructure and the design of tourist driving roads as a core element of the 

country’s visual iconography alongside and integrated into its natural landscapes 

and features. 

1.3.2 BRAND STRATEGY 

The overall brand strategy for the designation and development of the routes can 

be summed up in one word, “quality” – quality driving, quality facilities and quality 

experiences. The Norwegian government has established a “Quality Council for 

National Tourist Routes” and only those routes that meet its exacting standards of 

quality will receive the coveted national Tourist Route designation. This designation 

is based on a set of detailed requirements governing the improvement of roads, 

their architecture – bridges, viewing points, stopping and rest points and the design 

of associated refreshment facilities. The Quality Council also has a role in vetting 

designs for the development of private sector funded facilities and attractions by 

the roadside. Stretches of the routes only receive national designation when they 

meet these exacting quality control standards for development and for 

maintenance. Routes that have already received designation have to undertake 

upgrades of roads, facilities and services as part of a programme of continuous 

improvement to meet the changing and increasing demands of drive tourists. All 

Wild Atlantic Way are re-assessed for quality every five years. 

PROMOTION OF THE TRP AND ITS ATTRACTIONS 

Web Sites 

Information on the routes is provided on a dedicated website –  

www.nasjonaletouristveger.no/em/  

This site identifies each of the routes on a map of the country and provides a 

photographic essay of each featuring the landscape and the new facilities being 

created on each. For each route the web site also provides information on the path 

of the route, weather conditions, architectural features, and travel information. 

Additional and more detailed information on the regions that the routes pass 

through is available at the Visit Norway web site: 
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http://www.visitnorway.com  

This site provides information on where to stay, what to do, major scenic 

attractions, natural attractions and activities such as bird watching, trips off the 

route, trips on the water along the fjord coastline, where to eat and what to eat, 

interesting towns and places to visit, articles to read and short videos (3/4 minutes) 

on special and iconic features such as the Northern lights. Visit Norway also has a 

presence on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. And many of the regions also 

provide dedicated web sites on what to do along and off the routes, for example 

the Varanger region web site at: 

http://www.varanger.com  

Exhibitions 

To promote the TRP to the international tourism market the Norwegian authorities 

organised a travelling exhibition, “Detour”, which presents all of the completed 

routes, which has been touring Europe and North American since 2008, visiting 

many major cities including Washington DC and new York, before moving on to 

Shanghai in 2010 and visits planned to cities in the rest of China, India, Japan and 

South Korea in the future. To date the exhibition has been seen by approximately 

120,000 people. 

The main attraction of the exhibition is a display showing footage from various 

points on many of the routes, films which have a “fleeting” character like glimpses 

caught from a car window on a continuous journey, many showing drive tourists 

getting out of their cars and looking at the views. 

Overall, the exhibition’s purpose is to incentivise and boost drive tourism on the 

routes. 

E-book 

To complement the web sites and the touring exhibition an e-book
13

 has been 

developed about the National Tourist Routes. The book provides an overview of 

Architecture and Design along the eighteen routes. 

http://www.nasjonaleturistveger.no/eKatalog/Nasjonale_turistveger2010.html 

The Atlantic National Route – The Road in the Sea 

A spectacular example of what has been achieved so far in the development of 

these new routes is the Atlantic road, also known as the “Road in the Sea” 

because stretches of it have been built on supporting columns over seawater. This 

8.3 km road (part of County Road 64), with its eight bridges, winds like a sea 

serpent through the often wild sea coast, over islets scoured smooth by the 

 

13 http://www.nasjonaleturistveger.no/eKatalog/Nasjonale_turistveger2010.html 

http://www.nasjonaleturistveger.no/eKatalog/Nasjonale_turistveger2010.html
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elements, from Kårvåg on Averøya to Vevang on the mainland, where the 

combination of wind and weather make for a great variety of physical and visual 

experiences, from howling storms sending breakers crashing over the road to a 

calm and peaceful sea. The road offers many spots for angling and the coastal 

land it passes through is rich in seabirds and seals. It also offers opportunities for 

wind and wave surfing and diving down to shipwrecks. Insert photos of the Atlantic 

Road here 

The road runs through an archipelago of islands between the villages of Kårvåg on 

Averøy and Vevang in Eida, is built on several small islands and skerries, which 

are connected by several causeways, viaducts and eight bridges—the most 

prominent being Storseisundet Bridge. 

The road was opened in 1989, having cost 122 million Norwegian Krone (€17m), of 

which 25 per cent was financed with tolls and the rest from public grants. Collection 

of tolls was scheduled to run for 15 years, but by June 1999 the road was paid off 

and the toll removed. The road has proved to be a popular location to film car 

commercials, has been declared the world's best road trip by the Guradian 

newspaper and been awarded the title as "Norwegian Construction of the Century". 

Figure 37: The Atlantic Route 

  

Source: Norwegian Tourist Routes 

1.3.3 LESSONS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY 

THE IMPORTANCE OF STRATEGIC PLANNING 

 The development of eighteen stretches of driving routes to a common set of 

quality control standards clearly required the involvement of national government 

and many local municipalities to ensure consistency of approach and 

maintenance of the completed infrastructure. Serious consideration should be 

given by Fáilte Ireland and its national sister departments responsible for 

highways and planning standards to a similar approach in partnership with 

county and district authorities which the Wild Atlantic Way passes through. 

Otherwise, development may be fragmented. 
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 Implementation of the Routes required a significant level of coordination of 

development of the roads, roadside facilities, and off-road facilities such as 

accommodation, cultural centres and activities, outdoor centre and their 

activities, dining facilities, local arts and crafts and natural experiences. 

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF PRODUCT AND EXPERIENCE 

 The quality of the landscape as much as the quality of the route facilities was a 

major factor in the designation of stretches of the routes; it’s the landscape that 

drive tourists are coming to experience. 

 The Norwegian approach of developing roadside and viewing facilities through a 

series of architectural competitions should be given serious consideration as it 

has clearly resulted in some outstanding designs and facilities that are as much 

an important element of the experience of the routes as is the natural landscape. 

 The fact that the Routes are not interlinked and not one continuous road does 

not appear to have been a problem in their development and use. 

BRANDING AND MARKETING 

 The emphasis on the quality of experience, a combination of quality driving 

experience, quality roadside facilities and quality services should inform the 

brand proposition for the Wild Atlantic Way. 

 The combination of web-based provision of information, the “detour” exhibition to 

promote the routes and the E-book explaining their development are a powerful 

set of tools to boost drive traveller take-up of the opportunity the routes provide 

to experience natural Norway and could easily be transferred as approaches for 

the promotion of the Wild Atlantic way. 

1.3.4 RELEVANCE OF FINDINGS 

We have considered this work with Paul Hogarth’s emerging route development 

proposals. 

We believe that our assessment of the relevance of the lessons from these two 

tourist driving routes chimes resonantly with the findings and suggestions of the 

Paul Hogarth team who propose that the Way: 

 Be navigable in its entirety by cars, buses, coaches, motor homes (incl. car & 

caravans), bikes and motorbikes 

 Be easily accessible locally, regionally and nationally, being navigable from end-

to-end, but equally enjoyed in sections. 

 Have a range of places to stop along it, from the globally recognisable to the 

locally interesting, appropriately distributed to ensure that the route remains 

engaging over its length, no matter where someone joins or leaves it. 
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 Have a range of uniquely identifiable differing experiences along the Route that 

will engage the visitor and encourage further exploration 

 Provide an introduction to the areas around it, encouraging people to choose to 

follow a loop and explore a specific area in more detail. 

 Provide opportunities for people to visit specific attractions, use the full spectrum 

of accommodation, eat, shop and enjoy cultural experiences. 

1.4 THE GREAT OCEAN ROAD 

1.4.1 SETTING THE SCENE 

In the genre of ‘scenic routes’ the Great Ocean Road on Victoria’s southwest coast 

is one of the best in the world. It has compelling beauty and drama, a high-energy 

coastline and it winds through a region of rich natural and cultural significance. 

Insert photo of coastal road here 

Mention of the Great Ocean Road stirs the imagination of many Australians. 

Spectacular landscapes and wild seas; shipwrecks, drama and tragedy; bushfires 

and landslides; summer holidays and winter bushwalking; sand, surf and 

swimming. Drivers think of the concentrated negotiation of narrow roads and 

passengers remember looking down at the waves and rocks waiting at the bottom 

of steep cliffs. Scenic lookouts abound. Scenic is an appropriate word, for this is a 

constructed landscape, a deliberate arrangement designed to enhance the drama 

and impact of the coastline as seen through the windscreen of a motor vehicle. 

The Road is considered an international drive tourism attraction. Much of the road 

hugs coastline affectionately known as the Shipwreck Coast, providing visibility of 

Bass Strait and the Southern Ocean. The road traverses rainforests, as well as 

beaches and cliffs composed of limestone and sandstone, which is susceptible to 

erosion, and has a number of now world famous coastal landmarks, rock 

formations such as The Twelve Apostles. Insert photo of Twelve Apostles here 

By enabling easier access to a previously remote stretch of coast and originally 

isolated townships, ports and settlements, construction of The Road facilitated the 

development and growth of local townships and local industries, as well as 

increasing tourism and recreation visitation. 

THE ROUTE 

Occupying a 240km stretch of Victoria’s south-western coastline, the Great Ocean 

Road traverses a diverse landscape with deep spiritual connections for Aboriginal 

people and many historical and cultural connections for the white population. This 

includes dramatic coastlines, townships and settlements, rural hinterland and forest 

along its length from Torquay to Warrnambool. These attractions make the region 

a popular visitor destination and the seaside lifestyle the area offers is attracting 
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more full-time residents. According to the Victoria State Highways department the 

“authentic” Great Ocean Road is 241 km long and runs from the Spring Creek in 

the coastal town of Torquay to Allansford, where it joins the Princes Highway 20 

km east of Warrnambool. 

1.4.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROAD 

Figure 38:  The Great Ocean Road, Victoria 

 

The purpose of The Road was to link the coastal settlements, increase property 

and land values, provide a communication route for land holders and the military 

and be a major tourism asset. Two motivations predominated. It was to be a 

memorial to all those Victorians who served in World War I and would give 

employment to returned servicemen in healthy, beautiful surroundings. It was also 

a program chosen to provide access to coastal scenery, already recognised as an 

asset to Victoria as a potential tourist attraction, and to improve the movement of 

goods to the benefit of local industries. 

The Road was unusual for the times because it was built on a completely new 

alignment and did not follow any existing track or footpath. It was purpose-built as 

a scenic touring road, characterised by sea level crossings of rivers and inlets and 

elevated headlands. At its highest, at a place called Cinema Point, it is 103 metres 

above sea level. 

Survey work began in August 1918 and thousands of returned soldiers descended 

on the area to start work. The first stage linking Lorne and Eastern View was 

completed in early 1922 and over the next decade, the Trust continued its work on 

the road linking Lorne with Cape Patton and Anglesea, while the Country Roads 

Board built the Cape Patton to Apollo Bay link. On 26 November 1932 the route 

was officially opened by the Lieutenant Governor, Sir William Irvine. 

The Great Ocean Road, one of 

the world’s best ocean drives is 

in fact a war memorial. In 1917 

a group of citizens, based in 

Geelong, formed the Great 

Ocean Road Trust to realise 

their long-held dream of a direct 

route along the coast. 
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The Great Ocean Road, officially designated as the B100, is two lane (one in each 

direction), with the majority covered by an 80 kilometre per hour speed limit. 

MODERNISATION 

For many years after The Road was completed in 1983 the coastal settlements 

along its route remained quiet villages with a small core of permanent residents 

augmented by weekend and holiday influxes. Traffic was relatively sparse and the 

pace leisurely. But since the final section of road was tarmacked in 1983 traffic 

along the coast has increased exponentially. For many tourists it has become a 

beautiful through road to the extraordinary Twelve Apostles, the iconic images of 

the south Victorian coast. And the existing settlements have become “pit stops” 

along the way. In 2011 Tourism Victoria claimed there were now 5 million visitors to 

the region every year and expects that figure to grow significantly. 

In its original state, the road was considered a formidable drive; fitting only a single 

vehicle comfortably at a time. Areas with sheer cliffs would be most hazardous, 

with only few places for drivers to pull over to allow others to proceed in the 

opposite direction. In 1962, the road was deemed by the Australian Tourist 

Development Authority to be one of the world's great scenic roads and 

subsequently it had sections widened to improve traffic, while aiming to preserve 

its character. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING  

A number of strategic plans have been prepared by State, Local and Australian 

Governments which reference the Great Ocean Road Region. The region is one of 

twelve in Australia which has been identified as a nationally significant landscape 

and recognised for capturing the essence of Australia for visitors. 

All levels of strategic policy in Victoria now recognise and highlight the importance 

of the Great Ocean Road region as a nature based tourism destination, which 

provides iconic experiences directed to a number of experience seeker segments, 

both from domestic and international markets. 

Released in 2004, the Great Ocean Road Region Strategy
14

 was prepared to 

manage the land use and transport growth demands of the period up to 2024. The 

strategy provided direction for the State Government, each of the region’s local 

councils, community, businesses and other government agencies to plan for the 

region’s future, set priorities and make decisions. The strategy was built around 

four key objectives: 

 To protect the landscape and care for the environment - through the protection of 

public lands and parks and the promotion of the region’s cultural and 

environmental values. 

 

14 Great Ocean Road Strategy”, Government of Victoria, 2004 
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 To manage the growth of towns – through protecting the character of coastal 

towns, directing urban growth to settlements best able to accommodate it, 

promoting best practice in coastal development and encouraging sustainability. 

 To improve the management of access and transport – through improved road 

safety, enhancing the road as a world class drive travel experience, the 

development of and promotion of inland travel routes and the development of 

more travel choice in and to the region. 

 To encourage sustainable tourism and resource use – through the geographic 

and seasonal dispersal of visitors throughout the whole region, development of 

standard world best practice sustainable tourism, direction of significant tourism 

facilities to key towns and strategic locations, the careful use of natural 

resources, improved safety and emergency management, and integration with 

local planning strategies. 

The primary motivation for the development of the strategy was the recognition by 

the Victorian State Government that its future needed to be carefully planned to 

make the most of its stunning natural environment, natural resource base and 

vibrant communities. 

The Victoria Government recognised that the Road Region needed a long-term 

strategy that managed growth and change and provided the necessary level of 

supporting infrastructure. It recognised that not managing growth would result in: 

 Environmental damage 

 Reduced visitor satisfaction 

 Potential loss of natural assets 

 Unsustainable growth in some towns and communities 

 Loss of valued township character, with inappropriate development 

 Growing congestion on the road and a further reduction in road safety 

 Reduced quality of life in many towns and communities 

 Increased fire risk and the need for emergency management. 

The Victorian Government believed that careful planning and management of the 

region’s future growth and development would avoid many of these potential 

problems and that economically, socially and environmentally sustainable 

development would benefit the community, visitors and industry alike. 

The strategy was developed through a consultative process, initiated by the 

Victorian Government and supported by the five local councils along the route of 

the road. All stakeholders had an opportunity to participate in the development of 

the strategy and to influence its content. A steering committee comprising 
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representatives from relevant Victorian Government departments and agencies 

and the region’s five councils has overseen its development and implementation. 

A detailed Implementation Plan was prepared which set out the actions that would 

be undertaken for each initiative. It identified a lead agency and partner agencies 

responsible for implementing each planned action. Implementation of the Great 

Ocean Road Region Strategy involved the Victorian Government, councils, 

industry and the community working together to manage the region’s future 

development. The Implementation Plan is a dynamic document which has been 

reviewed every five years to ensure that it remains relevant. An implementation 

committee was be established to support partnerships with other agencies, 

stakeholders and community groups and to promote understanding and 

implementation of the strategy 

1.4.3 KEY INITIATIVES IN ROAD DEVELOPMENT 

A number of initiatives were proposed whose development has been a key factor in 

the success of The Road as a drive travel route. 

ESTABLISH A SINGLE NATIONAL PARK 

Public land management was to provide the focus for stronger environmental 

protection. Protection of the region’s diverse ecosystems and natural systems 

would be increased through the creation of an expanded national park, which 

would complement other parks and reserves in the hinterland and on the coast. 

Innovative approaches to public land management would be established. 

PROTECT SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPES 

The region’s high quality landscapes would be protected and improved. Significant 

landscapes would be protected by stronger planning controls in local planning 

schemes. Catchment bodies and councils would work together to create stronger 

linkages between catchment plans and the land use planning system. 

PROTECT COASTAL TOWNS 

Clear town boundaries would be established for settlements to prevent further 

ribbon development along the coast. Expert committees would provide advice on 

strategic growth boundaries. Finalisation and implementation of township character 

studies would help ensure that development respects the character of coastal 

towns. 

SPREAD SETTLEMENT GROWTH ACROSS THE REGION 

Coastal growth would be directed to specific towns - Torquay and Warrnambool 

and to a lesser extent Apollo Bay. Inland growth would be encouraged at specific 

places - Colac, Camperdown Timboon and Winchelsea, while other settlements 
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such as Cobden and Terang would provide further development alternatives. New 

Structure Planning would be prepared to facilitate these directions. 

PROVIDE A WORLD-CLASS TRAVELLING EXPERIENCE 

Improved management and road safety actions will enhance the Great Ocean 

Road as a world class driving experience and recognise its regional access role. 

IMPROVE ACCESS WITHIN THE REGION 

Improvements to north-south coastal access routes and expanded seasonal public 

transport services would provide alternative access to the region, reduce seasonal 

congestion and provide more travel options for local communities. Improved 

cycling and walking opportunities would provide more alternatives for moving 

around the region. 

BECOME A LEADER IN SUSTAINABLE NEW DEVELOPMENT 

Tourism plans and programs will facilitate more environmentally sustainable 

tourism development. Enhanced planning tools and support for council planners 

would assist local decision making. 

IMPROVE MANAGEMENT OF SEASONAL PEAKS 

The creation of new nature-based tourism opportunities such as facilities on public 

land, for example in the Otways, would disperse visitors across the region. In 

addition, emergency and safety management planning would be reviewed and 

improved. 

CREATE A NETWORK OF TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES 

The region would be promoted as a year round premier recreation and visitor 

destination. The location of high quality tourism infrastructure in strategic locations, 

would encourage visitors to explore the whole region. 

1.4.4 PROGRESS WITH DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIC PLAN 

REPORT CARD ASSESSMENT, 2007 

A report card on achievements made towards implementing the strategy was 

released by the Victorian State Government in April 2007
15

. 

The report showed that the Great Ocean Road Region Strategy was well on target 

in addressing coastal growth pressures and managing change in the coastal 

region. Almost 95% of the strategy’s 154 recommended actions had commenced 

 

15 “The Great Ocean Road – Report Card on Progress”, 2007 
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or were well on their way to being delivered, with significant progress in all four 

main areas of focus – environment, settlement, access and prosperity. 

MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS 

 $13 million allocated to establish and manage a new National Park and Forest 

Park at Otway, with a further $3.37 million per year for on-going management of 

the park system. 

 More than $1 million raised to manage a new Marine National Parks and 

Sanctuaries system and a further $1.5 million for marine habitat mapping for the 

Twelve Apostles and Point Addis. 

 Completion of a comprehensive landscape assessment of the region’s coastline, 

enabling local councils to amend their planning schemes to ensure the visual 

values of coastal environments are not compromised by inappropriate 

development. 

 Commencement of many new coastal township structure plans by local Councils 

as part of the strategy’s focus on settlement planning. Plans had been completed 

for a number of settlements - Warrnambool, Port Campbell and Torquay/ Jan 

Juc, and plans for Apollo Bay, Wye River, Separation Creek and Kennett River 

were progressing. 

 Road funding and safety improvements associated with the region’s access 

strategy were in excess of $31.8 million, with VicRoads allocating $19.3 million 

to improve shoulder-sealing, guard rails, signing and line markings along roads. 

 Delivery of improvements to motorcycle and pedestrian safety with $800,000 

allocated. 

 Enhanced public transport access to the Great Ocean Road Region by the 

Regional Fast Rail upgrade between Melbourne and Geelong, the introduction of 

new Velocity passenger trains, upgrades to station facilities, and improved bus 

links between coastal towns. 

 Raised $7 million over four years to boost new job, tourism and recreation 

opportunities in the Otways area and hinterland communities. Recently 

completed projects included the Great Ocean Walk, Old Beechy cycle and 

walking trail and new visitor facilities at Lake Elizabeth and Triplet Falls. 

1.4.5 PRODUCT GAPS ASSESSMENT 2011 

A second progress assessment was carried out in 2011
16

 focussing on product 

gaps and was published in December of that year. 

 

16 “Great Ocean Road – Report Card on Progress”, Government of Victoria, 2011 
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This study concluded that despite further progress on a number of fronts 

The Great Ocean Road was not entirely fulfilling its potential as a tourist 

destination. 

It identified eight potential priority infrastructure projects to assist in meeting long-

term visitor needs. These potential projects include a Great Ocean Road eco-lodge 

development (at Moonlight Head), improving the Great Ocean Walk and upgrading 

a key feeder airport (Avalon) to international standard. 

The Great Ocean Road Region had experienced growth in length of stay in all 

key origin markets – in particular from China, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea, 

the United Kingdom and the United States. And growth in length of stay was 

particularly significant for international and interstate visitors. This reflected 

improvements in activities and accommodation that have been developed in the 

region over the period 2007-2011, such as new internationally branded 

accommodation and new experiences on offer - such as the Great Ocean Walk. 

This is a walking track stretching 104 kilometres in parallel to the Road (from Apollo 

Bay to Glenample Homestead, located near The Twelve Apostles). The walk 

passes through the Otway National Park which has seven hike-in camp-sites 

spaced at intervals of 10 km to 15 km along the track. Guided tours are offered 

with the walk estimated to take approximately eight days to complete. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE EXPERIENCE SEEKERS MARKET 

The report identified that there were 2.7 million experience seekers who visited 

Australia in 2010, of which 10% or 260,000 visited the Great Ocean Road Region. 

And in 2011 it was estimated that more than 7.2 million people visited the Great 

Ocean Road and this number might be as high as 10.5 million by 2030. 

The report identified the primary and secondary destination attraction preferences 

of the experience seeker segment. 

PRIMARY DESTINATION PREFERENCES 

Food and Wine Experience - Surprisingly, the study found that this was the 

number one preference for experience seekers and was identified as a preferred 

activity by all key origin markets. 

Nature Based Experience - More expected, the study found that was the second 

most common preference for experience seekers from all origin markets and is a 

key preference for all markets identified expect Japan. 

Shopping Experience - All key experience seeker markets except the United 

States and New Zealand expressed a preference for a shopping related 

experience during their visit. 
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SECONDARY DESTINATION PREFERENCES 

Festivals and Events - German, British and American experience seekers had a 

preference for attending festivals and events. 

Walking Experience - German and American experience seekers had a 

preference for a walking experience. However, this was not matched by other 

markets. 

Accommodation Preferences - The accommodation preferences for international 

experience seekers varied significantly by market and highlighted the need to 

provide a variety of accommodation options to meet the experience seeker market 

demand. Preferences include budget hotels, 4/5 star hotels, guest houses/B&Bs 

and self-contained accommodation and Tourist Parks. 

Iconic and Unique Visitor Attraction Experiences - The iconic and unique visitor 

experiences in the Great Ocean Road Region included, not surprisingly, driving the 

Great Ocean Road itself; viewing the 12 Apostles; walking the Great Ocean Walk; 

visiting beaches and experiencing the surf culture at surf breaks, shops and 

coastal towns; discovering maritime history; and viewing Australian wildlife. The 

study concluded that the majority of the iconic experiences in the Great Ocean 

Road region were centred on nature based tourism.  

There are also a range of other experiences across the region, which, whilst not 

iconic, provided the visitor with a high quality experience. These included: 

 Food and wine experience including dining at seaside villages and visiting 

wineries/cellar doors; 

 Heritage and history experience including maritime history along the shipwreck 

coast such as Flagstaff Hill, surf history in Torquay and lighthouses/light stations; 

 Events and Festivals - various well branded and high quality recreation/ nature 

based events (e.g.: Great Ocean Road marathon, Melbourne to Warrnambool 

Classic cycling race, Fun4Kids Festival, Rip Curl Pro, Australian Rules football at 

Kardinia Park) and large music events (e.g.: Falls Festival, Port Fairy Folk 

Festival).In addition to music and nature based events, business events are also 

prominent in the region, particularly in Geelong and Surf Coast. 

The study recommended that these experiences could be further developed 

through investment in infrastructure and product, leading to the development of 

new iconic experiences, for example: 

 Cycle the Great Ocean Road Region 

 Experience the Wild South Ocean by Sea 

 Taste the Great South Ocean 

 Learn about Southern Australian Aboriginal Culture and Settlement 
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 Attend a Great Australian Music Event 

 Attend a Great Australian Sporting Event 

TOURISM PRODUCT STRENGTHS 

The study drew a number of conclusions about the strengths and weaknesses of 

the tourism product offer of The Road and its region. 

The Primary product is wild life, food and wine and the secondary product 

encompasses history and heritage, art and culture, golf, accommodation, 

cycling, festivals and events. 

It’s not surprising that The Great Ocean Road Region has its primary strength in 

nature based tourism. Nature based tourism is available at a number of nodes in 

the region, including the Great Otway National Park and Otway Forest, Port 

Campbell National Park and Cape Bridgewater/Lower Glenelg National Park. 

Water based tourism is also a consistent and primary strength throughout the 

Great Ocean Road region. 

Emerging products are spas and facilities and services for improving well-being. 

PRODUCT WEAKNESSES 

The study found that the major weaknesses in the Road Region product offer 

related to the lack of complementary product and infrastructure building on the key 

product themes of the region - nature based tourism, food and wine and history 

and heritage. 

These included day visitor facilities, interpretation and accommodation linked to 

nature based attractions. The study suggested that food and wine product could be 

strengthened through leveraging off the seafood strengths and local produce in the 

region. The study also found that the food and wine and nature based tourism 

experiences in the hinterland were hampered by the lack of connections to the 

Great Ocean Road. 

And a key gap for the region is the low supply of high quality internationally 

branded accommodation, particularly along the Great Ocean Road itself. 

Infrastructure Issues 

The study identified a number of infrastructure weaknesses and highlighted areas 

for infrastructure improvements and development. 

1.4.6 RECOMMENDATION FOR IMPROVEMENT - INFRASTRUCTURE 
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Road Improvements 

The Great Ocean Road is at capacity during peak times. Improvement to parking 

bays, rest areas and passing bays needs to be explored. The general road quality 

also needs to be improved; 

Harbours, marinas, piers and jetties 

There are numerous development plans in places for harbours and marinas along 

the coast. These will improve water access significantly in the region; 

Park Infrastructure 

There is a need to improve facilities and infrastructure at various parks locations 

across the region to meet visitor expectations; 

Airport Upgrades 

Airport upgrades are required at two access airports - Warrnambool and Avalon 

which will significantly improve access into the region. 

Public Transport 

Improved regularity of train services along the Princes Highway Corridor and 

significantly improved public bus transport along the Great Ocean Road is 

proposed and is regarded as necessary to meet existing and future demand for 

independent travellers. There is also a need to upgrade the rolling stock servicing 

this corridor. 

Accommodation 

There are areas within the Great Ocean Road region that lack tourist 

accommodation, particularly internationally branded accommodation at the higher 

end of the market, requirements that are to be urgently addressed. 

1.4.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS  

The study made a number of proposals for the types of projects that are required to 

improve the product offer and infrastructure of The Road. 

Game changing projects – Projects that will significantly change tourism in the 

region by enabling significant new investment. 

 Matching supply to meet demand by experience seeker segments – Projects 

designed to meet the preferences of experience seekers in key target 

international and interstate markets. 
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 Create and enable iconic experiences - Projects which provide or facilitate an 

iconic experience in the Great Ocean Road Region which becomes a motivator 

for travel. 

 Focus on attractions that increase yield and length of stay of visitors - Projects 

which encourage greater visitor yield as opposed higher levels of lower yielding 

visitors. 

 Create and enable additional capacity - Projects which create more capacity 

within the region to accommodate projected growth. 

 Facilitate and enable new niche higher yielding visitor markets - Projects which 

provide new experiences which encourage visitors in new higher yield markets to 

visit who may not currently being accommodated in the region. 

 Encourage and enable seasonal dispersal of visitors - Projects which encourage 

visitation during the off peak and shoulder periods. 

 Encourage and enable geographic dispersal of visitors - Projects which 

encourage dispersal of visitors to geographic locations which do not attract high 

levels of peak visitation. 

 Match and enable demand from the Melbourne short break market - These are 

locations of product and product typologies that meet the high yield Melbourne 

short break market. 

Based on this categorization, the study made a number of strategic project 

recommendations, most importantly proposals for: 

 A major new interpretation centre 

 Upgrading the Great Ocean Walk 

 Creation of GOR signature accommodation 

 Creation of nature based accommodation 

 Multiple nodes of interpretation 

 Upgrading of access airports (Avalon) to international standard 

 Upgrading of roads 

 Creation of an international four star integrated resort 

 Creation of five star wilderness lodges 

 Creation of a convention and exhibition centre 

CREATION OF A REGIONAL TOURISM BOARD 

In parallel to the conduct of the Study, during 2011 Regional State Tourism 

Advisors met with senior representatives of each of the Local Councils to discuss 
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the creation of a tourism board specifically for the Great Ocean Road region, one 

that would replace the existing local tourism bodies. All of the Chief executives 

agreed with the basic concept and undertook to seek the full support of their 

individual Councils. The primary functions of this new body would include industry 

development, product development, marketing and the identification of investment 

opportunities. We understand that this proposal is being developed. 

MARKETING AND PROMOTION  

The Great Ocean Road Website 

 

The web site provides information on: 

 Coastal parks and national parks – e.g. the Bay of Islands Coastal Park and 

Great Otway National Park, typical information including locations of great views 

and geological features, maps of their locations, weather forecasts, cultural 

histories, alerts on bush fires. 

 Accommodation and deals – hotels, motels, apartments, B&B, backpackers and 

hostels, caravan and holiday parks, cottages, holiday houses, farm stays, 

resorts, retreats and a bookings service 

 What’s on events calendar – like the Rip Curl Pro Surfing Championships held 

every Easter, the Bluestone blues festival, AFL games in nearby stadiums, the 

Australian International Airshow at Geelong, the Port Fairy Folk festival, and 

Appollo Bay Music Festival. 

 Guide on things to do 

 Natural and wildlife attractions – info and guides on rugged coastal scenery, 

ancient rainforests, Australian native wildlife, national parks and reserves, 

beaches and coastlines, scenic lookouts 

 Videos on sights and attractions 

The Road is primarily promoted 

through a dedicated and 

comprehensive website created 

and funded by the State of 

Victoria government developed 

and funded by the State 

government of Victoria – 

www.visitvictoria.com/regions/g

reat-ocean-road.aspx 
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 Destinations along the way 

 Caravan and holiday parks 

 Coastal attractions around the main natural feature – the twelve apostles 

 Location and services of visitor information centres 

 Information on touring routes – the GOR, The Geelong and Bellarine Touring 

Route and the Great Southern Touring Route 

 Scenic outlooks along the route – e.g. Cape Nelson Lightouse and Mount 

Defiance 

 Walking trails along the route – e.g. The Surf Coast Walk 

 Beaches along the route 

 Information for surfers, tides, beaches, weather conditions 

 History and heritage – Aboriginal history, seafaring past, heritage buildings, 

building the GOR 

 Family activities – featuring adventure parks, museums, discovery centres, 

coastal features, watersports, sealife watching seals and whales, 

 Travel information – Air line services, train and coach services, ferry services 

The site also “brings alive” this comprehensive array of information with 12 short 

videos illustrating many of these features, most lasting only 2/3 minutes 

The Great Ocean Road App 

Most recently an App has been developed and launched for the offer and 

experience of the Road. This provides information on: 

 Places to stay, with accommodation near your location on the road 

 Places to eat with cafes and restaurants near your location 

 Things to do near your location 

 Events in your location to see or participate in 

 Special deals 

 Towns to see along the Road 

 Trips worth taking 

 Previous traveller’s favourite attractions and experiences 

The App is available from the Apple App store. 
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1.4.8 LESSONS OF RELEVANCE THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY 

From this case study we have identified a number of lessons for the development 

of the Wild Atlantic way, as follows: 

STRATEGIC PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

 Strategic Planning is required to plan the development of the offer and 

experience of driving routes, to plan improvements to the route and its marketing 

and promotion; there needs to be a soloist “voice” rather than a choir of voices 

singing from different hymn sheets. 

 The strategic development of The Way needs to involve local authorities along 

The Way and the providers of the product, from planning, through 

implementation and management. They need to set out the actions that need to 

be taken by all levels of government and by private sector investors. And a body 

of some form needs to be created to take responsibility for doing so. 

 The improvement and management of the roads of The Way needs to be 

included in the strategic planning and needs to be undertaken with the needs of 

the drive traveller in mind alongside the needs of local populations and the local 

economy. 

 In developing The Way care needs to be taken that it does not damage the 

natural landscape and its iconic features with unsuitable development as these 

are the primary attractor. 

 Thought should be given to undertaking a comprehensive landscape 

assessment of the coastline to inform local environmental and development 

planning to avoid unsuitable and unsightly development that might damage the 

landscape. 

 The development of the route goes beyond its own immediate infrastructure and 

needs to encompass the development of the offer and experience of the region 

and localities that it passes through. 

 Capacity needs to be planned and pro-actively managed to ensure that 

bottlenecks do not occur and result in poor experiences. 

 Capacity can be increased through careful investment in road infrastructure – 

surfaces, safety management, speed management, car parking and rest 

facilities, viewing points, complemented by increases in the capacity of the 

residential short/medium stay accommodation. 

 The development of the route as a movement corridor needs to be paralleled by 

investment in the capacity of road and rail public transport systems and in the 

development of the existing airports at Cork, Shannon and Donegal as 

“Gateways” to the Way. 
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 Not managing the development of the Way in a strategic fashion could result in a 

range of transportation, environmental and economic problems. 

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF PRODUCT AND EXPERIENCE 

 The offer of the adjacent places enhances the offer and experience of drive 

travellers and creates a critical mass of greater attractiveness. 

 Align the development of product to the known preferences of segments of the 

drive traveller market, e.g. the provision of activities and associated 

accommodation, especially for the “experience seekers”. 

 The development of the Way can be used to manage and disperse tourists and 

reduce congestion at “honey-pots”. 

 There needs to be comprehensive investment in interpretation along the way 

and at the major natural and man-made attractions, capable of being accessed 

on the internet and through mobile phones and tablets. 

 Thought should be given to the creation of new nature-based facilities, services 

and events that can “stretch” the drive travel season and reduce mid-season 

peaks. 

BRANDING AND MARKETING 

 The branding of The Way can encompass elements of the product along the 

route such as outdoor activity centres (and this need to be done with 

considerable care in our view in order to retain brand clarity). 

 The creation of a dedicated and comprehensive Wild Atlantic Way web site and 

the use of a dedicated App will enable drive travellers (and tourists more 

generally) to plan their itineraries in more detail with up to date information. 

 These facilities should be maximally interactive, enabling drive travellers to 

interrogate information, construct individual itineraries and book attractions, 

facilities, services and events online through one branded portal. 
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1.5 THE GARDEN ROUTE AND CAPE WHALE COAST  

1.5.1 BACKGROUND 

There are nine provincial tourism authorities in South Africa, one for each 

province. They are all responsible for tourism marketing to people who live outside 

of the province. Some of them are also responsible for major events, some are 

also responsible for inward investment, and some of them have a conference 

bureau. Most of their funding comes from the government. 

There is also a second tier of tourism promotion and management, typically 

organised on the basis of local government districts, which are called 

municipalities. Tourism businesses that join a local tourism bureau, such as Cape 

Whale Coast Tourism – which is the tourism organisation for the municipality of 

Overstrand – in so doing automatically become members of the provincial tourism 

authority. 

1.5.2 THE GARDEN ROUTE  

This has imprecise boundaries but is taken to extend for about 750 km along the 

southern coast of the Western Cape province into the Eastern Cape, more or less 

following the N2 highway from east of Cape Town to west of Port Elizabeth. 

It is one of the most well-known, and probably successful, tourism trails in the 

world.  It demonstrates how effective the results can be once a brand like that 

becomes established in the public realm. It takes on a life of its own.   

The name, Garden Route, comes from the verdant and ecologically diverse 

vegetation encountered along the south east coast of South Africa, plus the 

numerous lagoons and lakes dotted along the coast. It includes towns such as 

Mossel Bay, Knysna, Oudtshoorn, Plettenberg Bay and Nature's Valley; with 

George, the Garden Route's largest city and main administrative centre. 

NO PLANNED STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT 

This success is, however, because it long ago established a momentum of its 

own. Its origins are lost in the mists of time. We have been unable to find any 

description of its history of when it was originated.  

Not much investment is made in the brand currently. It does not have a website, 

there are no official leaflets about it and a traveller will see little by way of signage 

referring to it. It is not a way-marked route. 

It has become one of South Africa’s must visit places 

Yet, all travel guide books for South Africa headline it, many private sector web 

sites feature it, and many businesses along the route have Garden Route in their 

name. The manager of Cape Whale Coast Tourism told me that, at international 

This case study has been 

prepared by David Geddes, 

Principal Associate of 

Colliers International, who, 

outside his Colliers work, owns 

a souvenir shop and an 

espresso bar which is located 

alongside the tourist information 

centre in Hermanus, South 

Africa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The case study is based on a 

face to face interview with the 

manager of Cape Whale Coast 

Tourism, the name given to the 

tourism function run by 

Overstrand Municipality. Until 

recently the consultee worked 

for Cape Tourism, the provincial 

tourism authority.  

David also talked to a selection 

of managers of tourism 

businesses in Hermanus and 

knows about the situation from 

personal experience. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mossel_Bay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knysna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oudtshoorn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plettenberg_Bay
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature%27s_Valley,_South_Africa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George,_South_Africa
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travel trade exhibitions she has attended, most requests are for information about 

the Kruger National Park and the Garden Route.  

Traverses multiple authorities 

The reason for the lack of current promotion is that the Garden Route extends 

across two provincial authorities and seven local authorities. Some of the local 

authorities have tourism departments, some do not. There is no mechanism for co-

ordinating activity across that many stakeholder organisations. 

1.5.3 THE CAPE WHALE COAST  

By contrast, the Cape Whale Coast is actively promoted.   

It follows a scenic route of about 100 km (60 miles) from Gordon’s Bay to Gansbaii, 

largely around Walker Bay, which is known as being the best place in the world for 

watching whales from the shore. Southern Right Whales take refuge there from the 

Artic during the winter. 

It is all contained in one local authority area, Overstrand, and links all four of the 

main towns in that municipality. 

Figure 39: Map of the Cape Whale Coast 

 

Source: Cape Whale Coast 

1.5.4 CREATION OF A DESTINATION MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION 

The Cape Whale Coast dates from an initiative by a group of tourism operators in 

Hermanus, which is the main town and tourism hub in the area.  
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They, in 2008, with the agreement of the local authority, Overstrand Municipality, 

established a destination management organisation (DMO) with a view to 

promoting Cape Whale Coast as a brand.  

The local authority put the resources that it had used for marketing the area into 

the DMO.  

The DMO immediately created the brand and, working with the Highway Authority, 

to install way finding.  

Figure 40: Cape Whale Coast way finding and branding 

  

The DMO was successful in delivering the brand, and many stakeholders in 

Hermanus continue to talk highly of the work which it did.  

Some of the people on the committee had tourism businesses, however, and there 

were accusations of bias. 

Overstrand therefore decided, in 2011, to withdraw the funding and take the 

service back in house. They created a new position of tourism manager and set 

up an Overstrand Tourism Advisory Committee, which has 9 members including 

the mayor, municipal manager, representatives of each of the four towns and the 

private sector. 

The Council now decides how the budget is spent.  The annual budget is 2.85 

million rand c. €260,000.  

 c.R1.4 million (€130,000) funds four tourism bureaus (tourist information 

centres), one in each of the main towns in the district.  

 R600,000 (c.€55,000) funds events and festivals, most significantly the annual 

Whale Festival in Hermanus. That is highly successful, attracting about 200,000 

people for a weekend each September. It is important in promoting the brand, 

especially to local markets. 

 The rest of the budget (c €75,000) is spent on promotional activity, including 

attending exhibitions, and also some skills development. 
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Although it has only been in existence for a short period, the Whale Coast brand 

already seems to be entrenched and to have taken on a life of its own.  

Increasingly this is without “the Cape” moniker. The proof of this is that new 

businesses are starting to use it in their name as new products are brought to 

market.  This gives some confidence that, whatever the political manoeuvring the 

brand will survive and add value for many years to come. 

Figure 41: Branding for a new hotel in Hermanus 

 

1.5.5 THE LESSONS FROM THIS ARE 

 It is important that the name for the trail is catchy and has a good chance of 

being “adopted” in common parlance. It needs to, not long after the set up 

period, take on a life of its own that is independent of tourism marketing 

structures. 

 It needs a coherent administrative regime to make it happen. 

 Public sector leadership of that administrative regime is most likely to be 

successful because it can be seen to be impartial, although it needs to capture 

the zeal and “can do” attitude often found in the private sector. 

1.6 RESEARCH ON DRIVE TOURISM 

Below we summarise a number of studies that look at drive tourism in general 

terms and from an international perspective. 

1.6.1 “UP THE WALL AND AROUND THE BEND” 

In summary this 2002 research study of drive tourism l
17

 indicates that: 

 Self-drive tourism is complex and diverse in terms of markets, locations, and 

impacts. 

 Understanding the characteristics of self-drive tourists and the nature of visitor 

flows is central to the sustainable development of tourism in many destinations, 

and for the success of many tourism products. 

 Those who engage in drive holidays are not a homogenous group of travellers. 

 

17 Carson, Waller and Scott. 2002 (Australia) 

http://whalecoasthotel.co.za/
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 Drive holidays are preferred by many people because they are a ‘cheaper option’ 

than other holiday types with travellers turning to more budget, often domestic 

travel during tight economic times. 

 Drive holidays embody a ‘sense of freedom’ or ‘independence’ that attracts many 

travellers to choose this form of holiday. This separation from mainstream 

tourism is significant and is shown in preferences for ‘real experiences’ and ‘local 

information’ as opposed to things that on appearance seem ‘touristy’. 

 The drive market has two distinct phases of information collection, pre-trip 

planning and information gained on the journey. While extensive planning of the 

main route is a key part of drive holidays, some aspects of a trip including which 

towns to visit, where to stay and what activities they undertake are primarily 

made ‘on the road’. 

 The over 50’s consider pre-trip planning one of the most enjoyable parts of a 

drive holiday. 

 Good pre-trip planning information along with adequate road signage can lead to 

visiting more attractions. 

 In the melee of information sources, brochures, guides, maps, logos and images 

that the drive market are bombarded with they often seek a ‘one-stop shop’ 

source to simplify their route planning. 

 The desire for ‘freedom’ inherent in the drive holiday means that little more than 

the first and last night’s accommodation is often booked and only around 40% 

actually travel the route they had originally planned. 

 Information collected on the route can change drivers’ plans. 

 The market can be segmented into short breaks (1-3 nights), short tours (4-7 

nights), big tours (8-21 nights), and grand tours (22+ nights). 

 Drive tourism is often linked with a special or specific interest – fishing, wildlife, 

food, heritage, bird watching, surfing etc. Such visitors are not always looking for 

‘bargains’. They like to read material before they go somewhere. They rarely 

book ahead, but carefully plan the route. Such visitors enjoy the freedom and 

flexibility of drive tourism. Having determined what specific interests can be 

satisfied, visitors indicate they like to stop and explore their chosen activity; they 

are not hurried and can go at their own pace; they enjoy driving and they can 

take more luggage. 

 Drive tourism facilitates observation with an emphasis on sightseeing. The vast 

majority of long car touring holidays are for sightseeing with people seeking 

interesting environments, new places and activities. Access to diverse local 

interesting visual arts, crafts, theatre, music and festivals is important. 

(Authenticity). 
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1.6.2 “ROAD TRIPS IN EUROPE”
18

 

This research, published in 2012, indicates that: 

 The most popular destinations for a road trip in Europe are France, Germany, 

Italy, Spain and the UK. 

 Europe’s network of fast motorways make it easy to get around, but road 

trippers, whether they are following an itinerary designed by a tour company or 

travelling independently, favour secondary roads and the dozens of designated 

tourist routes around the continent. 

 Road trips are not confined to cars – includes motorbikes, bicycles, caravans 

and motorhomes. Ageing Baby Boomers (those born between 1946 and 64), a 

growing cohort in Europe, are among the major buyers of high-end cars and 

motorhomes (typically more luxurious and expensive than caravans). 

 Domestic tourism fuels the travel industry and the majority of Europeans who 

holiday at home travel by car. International road trippers typically fly to their 

destination then hire a vehicle once they get there. 

 Driving holidays have remained remarkably resilient during the recession. 

 Essentially a road trip is an escape – both mental and physical – a trip into 

another world where the culture and lifestyle may be very different from one’s 

own. 

 The main reason for taking a road trip is to simply take a break from everyday life 

and seek a change of scenery (literally). The desire to visit family and friends – 

whether they live in another region or a different country – is also a prime 

motivator. 

 Travelling by car (or with a caravan or motorhome) gives drivers a sense of 

freedom because they can explore a destination at their own pace, without 

having to stick to a schedule. 

 One group that has the time and the financial means to take a road trip wherever 

and whenever they like, are older holidaymakers who are retired (or semi-

retired). 

 The popularity of road trips – whether for short breaks or longer holidays – is not 

likely to wane any time soon. In fact, the opposite will likely be true. Despite 

economic uncertainty driving holidays appear to be resilient. 

 Neither high petrol prices nor traffic congestion appear to be a deterrent to 

exploring the back roads of the continent which suggests that driving loops to 

places off the Wild Atlantic Way should be seriously considered.. 

 

18 Ibid,  Mintel, 2012 
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 International road trippers usually fly to their destinations then hire a vehicle. 

This suggests that Cork, Shannon and Donegal airports should be promoted as 

“gateways” to the Wild Atlantic Way, not just Dublin Airport. 

 The Mintel research findings indicate that the main motivation for a road trip is to 

take a break from everyday life and seek a change of scene. The desire to visit 

family and friends is also a motivator. These are key messages for promotion of 

the Wild Atlantic Way routes and itineraries. 

 Travelling by car gives drivers a sense of freedom; they can explore a 

destination at their own pace; another key message for future promotion of the 

experience of driving the about the Wild Atlantic Way. 

 Real driving enthusiasts appear to love to travel by road no matter what the 

damage to their wallets but against this must be set the behaviour of European 

holiday makers who are increasingly opting for trips closer to home due to higher 

petrol prices. 

 In this market there is a trend towards short breaks rather than annual holidays 

or holidays plus short breaks, which people believe helps to relieve stress at 

work. 

 Tourist Boards throughout Europe have capitalised on this trend with the 

development of thematic driving routes and fly/drive holidays, which has 

implications for marketing the Wild Atlantic Way and arrangements with airlines 

and car hire companies. 

 Consumers aged 50+ are the primary purchasers of motor homes and caravans, 

and many are retired and empty-nesters with time on their hands for multiple 

trips. This group of the market prefer to travel in spring or the autumn and they 

could provide the Wild Atlantic Way with healthy “shoulder” markets during those 

periods. 

 Caravan and motor home holidays offer good value for money compared to 

hotels and hiring houses or apartments, which has implications for 

accommodation providers along the Way and also for the provision of short stay 

caravan parks and places for parking motorhomes overnight, as well as for the 

width of roads in the wildest areas. 

 The trend towards holidaying closer to home has boosted this market across 

Europe which has implications for marketing the Wild Atlantic Way to the 

domestic Irish audience and to the British; how close to home will British visitors 

see the Atlantic coast of Ireland? 

 The Mintel research indicates that motorcyclists like challenging roads and 

routes and that they like the great outdoors. Motorcycle tours are growing across 

Europe and their itineraries (weekends to two weeks) typically take in local 

attractions and stopovers. Some companies, like Extra Mile, which specialises in 

wild landscapes and challenging driving routes, and like Horizon Motorcycle 
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Tour’s Dalmatian Coast and Dubrovnik tour, all of which is good news for the 

development of the Wild Atlantic Way. 

 The Mintel research indicates that cyclists like to get up-close and personal with 

landscapes, communities, learning about cultures, absorbing sights, sounds and 

experiences. 

 On the European continent the European Cyclists Federation has developed a 

network of Euro Velo routes designed for long distance cycling , with mileage 

posts, plaques, explanatory maps , e.g. the Pilgrims Route from Trondheim in 

Norway to Santiago do Compostelo in Spain. Can we do the same for the Wild 

Atlantic Way? 

 Cyclists tend to be independent travellers who cycle in pairs or small groups (4-

5) and are people who prefer rural roads. Some prefer organised cycle tour 

holiday and others plan their own itineraries. In response to the growth in this 

market segment a number of specialist cycling tour operators have been 

established, e.g. Butterfield and Robinson, Headwater, and Pedal England, all of 

whom might be interested in developing tours of the Wild Atlantic Way. 

 And Mintel predicts that more young families will likely discover the fun (and 

cost-saving benefits) of a holiday on wheels. For children, living in a moveable 

‘house’ – albeit for a short period of time – is a grand adventure. This could be 

an important market for the Wild Atlantic way. 

 Short breaks are also likely to remain popular. The European travel trade has 

traditionally promoted them as city getaways but product offerings have widened 

to include trips themed around an activity (golfing, hiking, sailing and driving), 

mini-cruises and/or jaunts into the countryside (visiting artisanal food producers, 

craft studios and the like), all good news for building a market for the Wild 

Atlantic Way. 

 Cycle tourism will remain a niche market. The number of travellers who opt for a 

(slow) road trip on two wheels is simply too small for large scale tourism to be 

developed. This does not mean, however, that the sector will not grow. Riding a 

bicycle is a healthy activity that involves physical effort and getting out into the 

great outdoors is a much-cited antidote to the stresses of modern life, all of 

which suggests that cycling could be a growing market for the Wild Atlantic Way. 

1.6.3 OTHER INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH 
19

 

The type and structure of drive tourism found in any region is governed by a 

number of factors: 

 

19 An investigation into the Key Factors Necessary for the Development of Iconic 
Driving Routes”, Anne Hardy, Journal of Vacation Marketing, 2003; “Drive Tourism – 
Trend and Emerging Markets”, Bruce Prideaux and Dean Carson, 2010. 
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 The distance between the generating region and the driving region. Where the 

distance is short, travel by car or other form of motorised transport is popular but, 

as distance increases, the preference will be for air or rail. However, with the 

growth of low cost airlines and associated car rental and accommodation 

packages, the “Fly-Drive” offer is boosting the drive travel market. 

 The quality of the road network between the generating region and the travel 

region, and the ease of the journey, which together can be a determinant of 

willingness to get to the desired region. 

 National levels of car and other forms of motorised transport ownership, which 

can increase the market for the destination region. 

 The development of highway related tourism infrastructure – the provision of 

vehicle-centric facilities and services – filling stations, toilets, cafes, restaurants, 

car parks mobile caravan parks, motor home overnight parks, breakdown 

services, garages, efficient policing of the roads – can boost the market for drive 

travelling. 

 The creation of specific driving routes to connect the driving traveller with the 

experiences along the designated and signposted route. 

 Destination marketing of the drive traveller “mix” of routes, facilities, services and 

attractions of interest to the market segment, requires coordination of multiple 

destinations to create and operate a route identity and brand proposition that is 

the sum of the experiences on offer; also requiring the coordination and 

cooperation of a complex range of stakeholders. 

1.7 DRIVE TOURISM IN IRELAND 

1.7.1 GROWING THE CAR TOURISM MARKET
20

 

In summary, this Fáilte Ireland report of 2007 indicates that: 

 Visitors and holidaymakers who use cars stay longer than those that do not use 

cars. (50% of them stay for more than 6 nights). This also means that car users 

spend more money and visit more places. 

 In 2006, around 1.9 million tourists from overseas hired a car in Ireland (the 

island). In addition around 1.2 million tourists from overseas brought their own 

cars (via ferry). 

 35% of overseas visitors used a car during their trip in 2006 (42% in 2001). 

 85% of visitors who arrived by ferry in 2006 brought their own car. 

 Those that bring their cars tend to be older (50% are over 45), usually married 

and from a slightly less affluent background (C1C2). Visitors bringing their own 
 

20 8 Fáilte Ireland, 2007 
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car to the island tend to travel in a couple or with their family. Their experience of 

the island tends to be strong: 25% of them are Irish and a further 54% are on a 

repeat visit. VFR market dominates. The number of holidaymakers bringing their 

own cars to Ireland has been declining. 88% of visitors that brought their own car 

in 2006 were from Great Britain. 

 Those that hire cars during their visit tend to be aged 25-44 and a significant 

portion are single. They are more likely to be from the ABC1 socioeconomic 

group and also like to travel in a couple or with their families. 4 in 10 of them are 

first-time visitors with just 11% Irish born. 41% of car hire users were from Great 

Britain, 27% from North America and 27% from Europe. The car hire market is 

dominated by holidaymakers (rather than VFR or business). 

 The majority of car-touring visitors pick their destination first and then decide if 

it’s more feasible to bring or to hire a car. 

 A minority of visitors however, see the ability to bring their own vehicle as a key 

motivator in choosing their destination. These visitors are often campervan 

owners or have large sports equipment, so bringing their own vehicle is vital. 

 Visitors perceive that having a car gives them unlimited flexibility regarding their 

travel itinerary and unlike organised tours there are no limitations to how long 

one can spend in one place versus another. The visitor also benefits from being 

able to tour off the beaten track where traditional tours do not go. Those with 

young children and / or tight budgets often veer towards car touring destinations 

for convenience and cost reasons. 

1.7.2 TOURISM IRELAND SEGMENTATION OF DRIVE TOURISM MARKET 

Tourism Ireland segment the car tourism market as follows: 

ROAMING SPENDERS 

Roaming spenders stay in paid accommodation and overnight in more than one 

county. 

Roaming spenders are mainly holidaymakers and come from all over the world. 

They are more likely to hire a car than to bring one and tend to stay for 1 to 2 

weeks – mainly in the Summer months. They visit multiple regions on the island, 

both North & South. They travel mainly in couples and are less likely to have 

dependent children. They stay in a variety of different accommodation types with 

guesthouses and B&B’s being the most popular. They tend to fall into Tourism 

Ireland’s Best Prospect: Sightseers & Culture Seekers segment. 

ONE STOP SPENDERS 

One stop spenders stay in paid accommodation based in one county 
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On Holiday (40% of total): Around 40% of 1 Stop Spenders come to the island on 

holidays, mostly from Great Britain or Europe. They are as likely to bring a car as to 

hire one. They usually arrive in Summer, in couples or with families and are often 

on their first trip to the island. They stay around a week, basing themselves in just 

one area, often in rented accommodation. They tend to fall into Tourism Ireland’s 

Sightseers & Culture Seekers or Relaxers segments. 

On Business (44% of total): A significant amount (44%) of 1 Stop Spenders are 

here for a business trip. They are predominantly from Great Britain and tend to be 

on a repeat visit and stay for a very short time. The vast majority travel alone and 

stay in hotels. 

MOBILE SAVERS 

Do not use any paid accommodation 

This segment comprises of car users who come to the island mainly to visit friends 

or relatives (79%). They are more likely to bring their car than to hire one and the 

vast majority are from GB. A large proportion is Irish born (42%) and less than 10% 

are on their first visit. 

 Car Tourers who have not yet been to the island of Ireland hold some positive 

preconceptions about what a car-touring holiday might be like here. A belief that 

roads are free from traffic and relaxing to drive on is often expressed, as well as 

the ability to cover a lot of ground in a short amount of time. 

 The Irish people have a reputation for being friendly and welcoming and this is 

also one of the island’s key attractions as a car-touring destination. 

 Irish scenery is world renowned and is one of the island’s key attractions. The 

varied scenic driving routes are one of the key motivators for a car-touring 

holiday on the island. People enjoy driving around as it is part of the holiday 

rather than just a means of getting from one destination to another. 

 The island of Ireland offers the tourist a wide variety of historical and cultural 

things to do. Touring by car gives the tourist increased flexibility to visit the 

island’s historic sites, which are often located in rural settings off the beaten 

track. The living culture can also be experienced. 

 Over half of all car tourers said they were more likely to return to Ireland for 

another car touring holiday after the experience of their last trip. The British and 

North Americans are more likely to be motivated to return for another holiday 

based on their experiences. 

 Despite the island of Ireland’s many strengths as a destination, it does suffer 

from some shortcomings, particularly around car touring. These drawbacks 

centre on poor road/driving conditions. 
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 Only 10% of car tourers described driving in Ireland as stress-free. The aspects 

of driving at which most criticism was levelled at included the conditions of 

secondary roads and the quality of directional signposting. 

1.7.3 COACH TOURISM 

A 2012 report
21

 from Fáilte Ireland on Coach Tourism indicates that: 

 There were 300,000 overseas coach tourists to Ireland in 2010. (40% from North 

America, 30% from GB, 20% from Europe, 10% from elsewhere.) 

 Some 86% of coach tourists stay in hotels across Ireland. 

 The average length of stay in 2010 was 8 nights with North Americans having 

the longest stay at 9 nights and British visitors the shortest at 6 nights. 

 It is fair to say that coach tourism contributes hugely to the regional distribution 

of spending power, the sustainability of hotels across Ireland and spreads 

demand across the off-peak shoulder periods. 

 Coach tourism suits older tourists. On average 56% of coach tourist were aged 

55 or older, but the age profile varies by source market. 

 In terms of activities engaged, 90% of coach tourists actively engage with Irish 

culture and visit sites of historical interest which again improves the utilisation of 

Ireland‟s existing tourism infrastructure. 

 Dublin was the most visited region with almost 80% of overseas coach tourists 

spending at least one night in Dublin. Outside of Dublin the South West was the 

next most popular region with just over 70% visiting this region. The West (48%) 

and the South East (39%) also accounted for a significant proportion of coach 

visits. 

 A concentration of arrivals at Dublin Airport, and a lesser reliance on Shannon, 

Cork and other airports means that the vast majority of tourists begin their 

sightseeing activity in the capital. 

 Improved roads from the capital to many popular attractions means that visitors 

can now visit the likes of the Cliffs of Moher as a day-tour from Dublin, whereas 

such trips used to involve an overnight in Galway, and a day-tour from there. 

 Visiting places of cultural/historical interest is the main activity for coach tourists 

with 91% engaging in this activity. Cultural events /festivals were attended by 

10% of visitors. Considering the more active pursuits Hiking/Hill walking was 

pursued by 7% of visitors with activities like equestrian, golf and cycling on the 

itinerary of just 1% in each case. 

 Travel agents were the main source of information used for planning a coach 

holiday to Ireland with 72% using these services; internet was the next most 
 

21 9 Failte Ireland, 2012 
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used resource at 31%. There was a greater propensity amongst Americans 

(37%) to use the internet compared with British visitors (22%). Brochures were 

popular with British tourists with one third using this source. 

 July and August are the peak months for coach arrivals with 19% and 23% 

arriving during these months. 

 For most visitors (74%) it was their first trip to Ireland while for a quarter it was a 

repeat visit. 

 The age profile for visiting coach tourists veers towards the older age groups 

with one third over 65 and just over 40% aged 46-64. When looking at the 

individual markets this is more pronounced in the British market with 60% over 

65 compared with 19% for Europeans and 23% for Americans. 

 Social class C1 dominates the coach touring market with 60% of visitors 

belonging to this class. For Americans and Europeans this percentage is even 

higher at 64% and 65% respectively. Britain at 28% has the highest proportion of 

coach visitors in the C2 segment. 

 Since 2006 the number of coach touring visitors to Ireland has fallen by 16%. 

Much of this decline is due to the drop in British touring visitors and reflects a 

wider trend across the industry as Ireland has been losing market share in 

Britain since the start of the recession. 

 It must also be noted that many coach touring visitors from Britain arrive on a UK 

operated coach via ferry. 

 Many coach operators are operating unprofitable businesses. 

1.7.4 GIANT’S CAUSEWAY AND CAUSEWAY COAST 

This 2009 research report
22

 indicates that: 

 The vision for the Causeway Coast Signature is for a ‘must see’, world class 

tourism destination known for its scenic beauty, and its spectacular coastline, 

Giant’s Causeway and the Glen’s of Antrim. 

 The signed tourist driving trail, launched in 2007 from Belfast Lough to Lough 

Foyle, provides a unique journey, experiencing some of the most dramatic 

landscapes and seascapes in Northern Ireland. The Guardian travel edition poll 

ranked it as the second most spectacular road trip in the world. 

 63% of visitors to the Causeway followed the Causeway Coastal Route. 

 For the majority (61%) a car was the main form of transport used within Northern 

Ireland, more likely to be a hired car, and 17% were on a coach tour. 

 

22 Northern Ireland Tourist Board, 2009. 
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 Visitor Origin: GB 35%; North America 23%; Europe 15%; Rest of the World 

13%; Republic of Ireland 9%; Northern Ireland 5%. 

 Good appeal across all age groups 

 Visitors are general sightseers and culturalists who enjoyed feeling welcome and 

the attractions on offer. However they like to experience Northern Ireland 

through the natural environment and less through interaction with the locals, on a 

guided tour, for example. 

 Visiting the Causeway was their primary reason for visiting Northern Ireland and 

were attracted by the North Coast and experiencing Northern Ireland through the 

natural environment. The most appealing aspect of the experience was 

 scenery and beautiful views 

 attractions/places to visit providing unique experiences 

 lots of interesting places in close proximity 

 lots of outdoor activities 

 roads signs to places of interest and signposted driving route to follow 

 quality food and drink 

1.7.5 OTHER RELEVANT VISITOR RESEARCH 

We have also looked at a number of other studies that have been undertaken to 

understand the motivations of tourists in Ireland, the activities they do and how that 

has relevance for the development of a driving route on the Atlantic coast. 

IRISH VISITOR ATTITUDES SURVEY
23

 

This 2010 study identified that: 

  ‘Beautiful Scenery’ is considered to be a ‘very important’ factor in choosing 

Ireland as a holiday destination by 91%. This factor is well ahead of things such 

as: attractive cities; value for money; price of airfares; easy to get to; good 

nightlife; festivals and events. 

 About 72% of respondents said that the suitability of Ireland for touring was a 

very important factor in choosing it as a holiday destination. This was a 

particularly important factor for North Americans and not so important for 

Europeans or the British. 

 Bad roads, poor signposting, difficult driving and poor internal transport were 

some of the most commonly mentioned disadvantages. 

 

23 Fáilte Ireland, 2010 internal work and presentation 
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 The scenery was the reason why Ireland exceeded expectations for 40% of 

respondents. 

 About half of overseas visitors visit historic houses, monuments or sites. 

 About 92% of overseas visitors are interested in natural Ireland such as the 

Burren or the Cliffs of Moher. 

1.7.6 “UNDERSTANDING THE “SIGHTSEERS AND CULTURE SEEKERS” MARKET 

SEGMENT” 

 Sightseers and Culture Seekers have been identified as the key market segment 

for overseas holidays to Ireland – there are estimated to 75 million of these 

people within Ireland’s top ten markets. 

 They are slightly older (42% at least 45 years of age compared to 38% for other 

holidaymakers). 

 Have more disposable income (ABC1C2 98%). 

 Travel with others, usually as part of a couple or with other family members (83% 

compared to other segments 67%). 

 Travel by Air (82%), however they are more likely to travel by sea than any other 

segment. 

 Are first time visitors to the island of Ireland (68%) compared to other segments 

(35%). 

 They identify that the key drawbacks of Ireland relative to other destinations as 

the high cost of living (food and accommodation), bad weather, roads and 

signposting 

 They are attracted to the island throughout the year however the summer 

months are the most popular for Sightseers & Culture Seekers, with arrivals 

peaking in July/August. 

 They spend more than other holidaymakers (637 euro vs.506euro per trip). 

 They are more likely to use a car when they arrive than other segments (49% vs. 

29%). GB Sightseers & Culture Seekers tend to bring their own car while other 

markets will hire a car on arrival. 

 They are twice as likely as other segments to visit houses/castles (62% vs. 

30%), monuments (53% vs. 21%), museums/art galleries (40% vs. 17%), 

interpretive centres (37% vs. 17%) and gardens (17% vs. 7%). 

 Tourism Ireland’s focus is to increase Sightseers & Culture Seekers‘ awareness 

and interest in the island of Ireland as a holiday destination and to assist the 

industry in closing the sale with these holidaymakers. By incorporating historic 

and living culture, the diverse and beautiful landscape and warmth and humour, 
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their campaigns bring to life the holiday experience on offer on the island of 

Ireland. The campaign appeals to Sightseers & Culture Seekers by illustrating 

the great places and activities brought to life by great people. This has many 

implications for the development of the Way and what we include in its brand 

proposition. Messages should focus on themes which are likely to entice 

holidaymakers such as: rural culture, heritage, breath-taking scenery, urban 

culture, gastronomy. 

1.7.7 “PROFILE OF OVERSEAS HOLIDAYMAKERS ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES” 

This internal 2009 Fáilte Ireland study
24

 indicates that: 

 Almost two thirds of overseas visitors who engage in hiking/hillwalking, water 

based activities or angling arrive in Ireland between May and August and they 

tend to stay longer than the average overseas holidaymaker. 

 They are more likely to use a car and tend to travel more widely. 

 Bed and breakfasts, hostels and self-catering accommodation are the most 

popular forms of accommodation. 

 Activity holidaymakers are more likely than average to have been to Ireland 

before and tend to be aged between 25 and 34 years of age and are more likely 

to be travelling with family. 

 They use guide books and tourist information offices more than the average 

overseas holidaymaker. 

 In terms of satisfaction with activities, more than half of overseas holidaymakers 

who engaged in equestrian activities and hiking/walking expressed high levels of 

satisfaction with the quality of the activity – two in three rated the cost involved in 

hiking/hillwalking very satisfactory, this dropped to one in three for equestrian 

activities. Two in five rated the quality and price of fishing and cycling very 

satisfactory. 

 Those who engaged in water-based and equestrian activities were most likely to 

engage in other active pursuits. There appears to be some correlation between 

those who engaged in angling and other water-based activities and similarly 

those who engaged in cycling had a strong propensity to go hiking / walking also. 

 80% of those who participated in active pursuits also visited sites of 

historical/cultural interest and more than two in five engaged in traditional 

culture. 

“PROFILE OF DOMESTIC HOLIDAYMAKERS ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES” 

This 2009 Fáilte Ireland research report
25

 indicates that: 
 

24 Fáilte Ireland, internal work and presentation 2009 
25 Fáilte Ireland, internal work and presentation 2009 
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 Domestic holidaymakers who engage in activities generally travel in April to 

September period (60%) and two-thirds are on short breaks (1 – 3 nights). 

 However, those on longer holidays (4+ nights) are more likely to participate (60% 

- rising to 64% of those staying 6 or more nights). 

 69% holiday on the western seaboard and an above average number of them 

are on family holidays (45%). 

 The biggest cohort of domestic holidaymakers engaging in activities is between 

35 and 54 years of age. 
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2 CURRENT OFFER 

2.1 AN ICON OF IRELAND 

The Atlantic coast of Ireland is home to some of the most iconic, recognisable and 

culturally significant landscape images of Ireland. Names such as Mount Errigal, 

Slieve League, Benbublin and Croagh Patrick are synonymous with Ireland’s 

Atlantic landscape. The southwest of Ireland is the country’s most mountainous 

area, not only the home of Carrauntoohil (1038m), Ireland’s highest peak, but also 

home to the top 10 highest peaks in Ireland and 16 of the country’s top 20 peaks. 

And yet the Atlantic coast is not entirely mountainous or upland. There are large 

areas of coastal and inland lowland, river estuaries and valleys, coastal plains and 

plateaus, dunes and beaches. 

2.1.1 THE LANDSCAPE 

The tough igneous and metamorphic rocks of Donegal, Mayo and west Galway 

uplands provide the backbone for the rugged, wild coastline of the west and 

northwest. Likewise, the long fingers of erosion resistant Old Red Sandstone 

define the spectacular mountains, drowned river valleys and coastal fringe of South 

Kerry and West Cork. Elsewhere on the coast, softer limestones have allowed the 

Atlantic to ‘eat’ in to the landscape, forming wide bays at Galway, Sligo and 

Donegal. 

To one side of the spine of the rounded open uplands with their impressive 

landmark peaks are spectacular sea cliffs, exposed steep sloping farmland, coastal 

moorland, dunes, beaches, villages and expansive sea views; to the other are 

sheltered river valleys, large reflective lakes and a mosaic of peatlands, trees and 

woodlands and 40 shades of farmland. 

A LANDSCAPE OF MANY PROPOSITIONS 

The Atlantic coast has a variety of landscape types – seascapes, skyscapes, and 

coastal cliffs and beaches. Taken together these landscapes offer the drive the 

traveller a menu of propositions and experiences, as described below. 

The Atlantic coast landscape is more than a sum of geographical attributes. More 

than any other part of Ireland, the Wild Atlantic coastline is: 

 A landscape of diversity – of expansive mountain ranges and peaks, of soaring 

sea cliffs and remote islands, of golden beaches and pounding waves, of 

sheltered valleys and farmland, of expansive moorland – both inland and 

coastal, of lakelands and rivers, of villages, towns and a place to live, a feast for 

the senses 
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 A landscape of weather, of stunning skyscapes, light and colour, in sun – ‘the 

best place to be in the world’, of ever-present wind, sea breezes and pulsating 

storms, of fast moving clouds, of refreshing rain, drizzle, mist, showers – 

sometimes all in the same day ... 

 A landscape of stone – of defiance, of endurance, of permanence, of lines, of 

culture, of work, fields of stone, walls of stone, rock cliffs, hollowed caves and 

swallow holes ... 

 A landscape of headlands, of the edge, isolated, rocky, precipitous and weather-

worn, of landmarks, most northerly, westerly and southerly ... 

 A landscape of lighthouses, of caution, of welcome, of loved ones and lost lives, 

of sense of place, of tradition, of anchored, patterned buildings, of light and glass  

 A landscape of bays and inlets – of safety, security and shelter, of rest, of 

access, of fishing, of livelihood ... 

 A landscape of colours, of mountain brown and silver, of upland purples, browns 

and olive greens, of shades of landscape green, of black, dark grey, green, blue 

and aqua marine sea, of golden sands, of painted villages ... 

  

 A landscape of setting suns, sinking into sea, of orange / red sea, of sea on fire, 

northwest in summer, southwest in winter. 

 A landscape of nature, of swaying dune grasses, of upland heather, of weather-

bent trees, of green grassland, of rare plants, of soaring birds, of concealed 

animals. 

 A landscape of views, of landscape and seascape; expansive, contained; of 

panoramas, of vistas, of space, of elevation. 

 A landscape of activity, of enjoyment, of laughter, of work, of livelihood, of play, 

of sport, of exploration. 

 A landscape of tradition, of 5000 years of history, of cultural reference, of 

pilgrimage, of penance, of devotion, of contemplation of reflection, of stories. 

 A landscape of work, of existence, of labour and endurance, of livelihood, of 

connection with the landscape, of sheep, of old tractors, of tradition. 

 A living landscape, of family, of tradition, of culture custom and folklore, of a 

living language. 

 A landscape of light, of moving shadows, of intense colours, clarity, of sky-

scape, of reflection. 

 A landscape of sound, of roaring water, crashing waves, of wind, of bird song, of 

music, laughter, of tractors, barking dogs. 
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 A landscape of feelings, of warmth and welcome, of remoteness and wildness, of 

sharpness, of protection. 

 A landscape of taste, salty, of moisture, sea and salt, of locality, of food and 

drink. 

 A landscape of smells, of freshness, of air, wind, vegetation, of agriculture and 

aquiculture. 

 A landscape of islands, edge of the world, of endurance, patience, survival. 

 A landscape of literature, poetry and music, of dance, song, of meeting, chatter 

and laughter, of drinking, of craic. 

 

Source: Brady Shipman Martin 
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2.2 THE DE-FACTO BRAND OF THE CURRENT OFFER 

2.2.1 THE CONCEPT OF DE-FACTO BRANDS 

All places have brands, even places that do not have well developed brand 

strategies have them. We all create brands of places in our minds based on our 

preconceptions about them, our prior knowledge and our experience of being there 

and using their facilities and services and attending events. 

All destination development brands start with the existing brand of the place. Even 

although there may not be a formal brand for the place expressing its stakeholders 

desire for its future development, people who know it, who live and work there, who 

pass through it, or simply look at it, will carry an image and view about it in their 

mind, which is the place that brands reside. In other words they will already have a 

perception of the area and what happens there. 

All places and destinations have brands even if they do not have formal, overt and 

in the public domain brand strategies. We term these their “de-facto” brand. They 

are what people who live, work, learn and play, and visit there would describe the 

place to be in their understanding and experience. And there can be as many of 

these brand understandings as there are people in the city, with a greater or lesser 

degree of overlap between people‘s views as circumstances dictate. 

Places, cities, that do not have overt brand strategies effectively give over to their 

populace the right to hold their own understanding of the brand of the place in their 

own minds and although there may be a consensus among public sector policy 

makers about the future direction of the place, if this has not been expressed as a 

brand (strategy), as a clear statement of the planned, evolving offer and 

experience, then it’s should be no surprise that the population and visitors may not 

have that view in their heads as a brand for the place and destination. 

Below we set out the results of our analysis of the existing offer of the places that 

the route and its various loops passes through and its expression as a de-facto 

brand. We have used our Brand Compass to compile this analysis. 

This gives us a good basis for the selection of elements of the offer of the places 

along the route – attractions, settlements, facilities, services and events, for 

possible inclusion in descriptions of what can be seen and done along the route of 

the Wild Atlantic Way. 

In our way of analysing place and destination brand offers we categorise them as 

follows: 

 Brand Attributes 

 Brand Benefits 

 Brand Values 

 Brand Personality 
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 Brand Essence 

We then interpret and assess the position of the de-facto brand by defining how the 

brand is: 

 Expressed 

 Perceived 

 Recognised 

 Valued – its Reputation 

 Positioned 

2.2.2 EXISTING PLACE AND DESTINATION BRANDS 

We are aware that in a number of the areas that the Way will pass through place 

and destination brands have been developed – in West Cork (The Fuschia Brand 

developed through the LEADER programme to exploit the market potential of the 

West Cork name), Mayo (“North Mayo Destined” and Sligo, and that a number of 

brand initiatives have been developed for new destinations and products – for 

example, Gaelforce – an extreme sports offer, the Greenway running to the coast 

from Westport along the route of an old railway line, new interpretation and 

orientation in Connemara, for the “Nasen Beg” wilderness park, for Balina as “The 

Salmon Capital of Ireland”,for Erris and for the Aran Islands, the evolving marketing 

campaign for Galway Bay, and a relatively new initiative in County Donegal to 

create a brand for the offer of the county. 

The key point here is that the brand proposition for the Way needs to reflect, to 

some degree, these brands in how it is described and characterises its offer, 

especially so as the Way is being seen as a route to discover and experience a 

variety of attractions and destination offers that are located in the place where the 

sea meets the land. 

A lot of time, effort and money has gone in to developing these offers and their 

brands and, subject to agreement on the criteria for the the selection of the 

elements that will constitute the offer of the brand of the Way, these existing 

brands should be portrayed as supporting the brand of the Way and be regarded, 

as far as possible, as being compatible with it. 

COMMON BRAND STORIES 

These places and their offers tell the prospective traveller a number of stories 

about their place and its offer and the common strands are: 

 It’s a place with a rich and compelling history; 

 It’s a dramatic place where the culture and nature are intertwined – place of 

wonder; 
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 It’s a place to relax, chill out, discover new things, indulge your interests, seek 

out new experiences. 

 It’s a place to explore and experience as its fairly unique. 

2.2.3 BRAND ATTRIBUTES 

Attributes are what a brand, be it product, service, place or destination – is good at. 

Its attributes are its strongest distinguishing features. They are what differentiate its 

product and service offer, its experience from other places and its competitors as a 

destination. 

Below we list the core attributes of the current, de-facto brand, attributes that we 

believe will enable a new brand proposition to be constructed, marketed and 

promoted to the selected target markets. 

What these place and destination branding initiatives appear to have in common is 

a desire to capture the uniqueness of the particular experiences that they offer, to 

package them in such a way that they will appeal to their identified target markets, 

and to move them around the destinations in their areas. 

Of particular relevance to the development of the brand proposition for the Wild 

Atlantic Way are the attributes these areas and destinations are claiming as part of 

the attraction of their brand offer. These are a mix of (and not all of the brands 

identified have them all): 

 A place that is easy to get to; 

 A place to relax in or to get fit in; 

 A place with a history and a distinctive culture; 

 A place with loads to do: 

 Nature pursuits 

 Sports on the sea, in the water, on the land; 

 A place with a range of natural attractions: 

 Mountains and lakes 

 Coastlines and beaches 

 Sites of historic and mythological interest 

2.2.4 THE LANDSCAPE AND SEASCAPES 

THE NATURAL ATTRACTIONS AT THE EDGE OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN 

The sea coast is the last European land before the North American mainland and 

has the feel and quality of being “an edge”, a place of transition and a place of 
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change, not least of all through the interplay between the weather and the 

landscape and its characteristic features. 

The wild landscapes, coastal in particular but also nearby inland, and the 

seascapes they provide, are the defining element of the potential Wild Atlantic Way 

the core element or attribute of the potential brand proposition. They are the raison 

d’etre of the potential brand proposition. 

Although these landscapes are dramatic they are not continuous along the coast 

and where they recede to become flatter and less wild they often offer small 

headlands from which the more dramatic sea coast landscapes can be seen and 

places to view the often equally dramatic inland mountain ranges and equally wild 

places. 

We believe that these inland mountain ranges, their high passes, inland loughs and 

moors are a key, core, element of the existing offer of the potential route of the way 

and should be included for the potential brand proposition. 

2.2.5 THE ROADS ON THE EDGE OF THE ATLANTIC COAST  

The roads on the wilder stretches of the sea coast, the landscapes they skirt and 

the seascapes they offer to the drive traveller, are a core element of the natural 

proposition of the route of the way. The experience of driving them is likely to be 

the major attraction and very memorable.   

Also of importance are a number of the roads (the “loops”) that take you to 

dramatic beaches, great seascapes, ferry ports and fishing villages, and places to 

look out over the Atlantic, places like Mallin Beg in Donegal, Rosses Point in 

County SligoBlacksod on the Mayo coast, Cleggan on the west Galway coast Loop 

Head. in Clare, Clogher Head on the Dingle Peninsula, Garinish Point on the West 

Cork coast and the Old Head of Kinsale. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL, FLORA AND FAUNA FEATURES 

Within the wild landscapes there are a number of important elements that will serve 

to attract some segments of the drive travel marketplace, principally archaeological 

features like old burial places and stone hill-top forts, country and national parks, 

mountain and river valley walks and trails, country house gardens, places to 

observe sea-life, for example seals and dolphins, and wildlife like deer and eagles. 

THE OUTDOORS ACTIVITY OFFER 

For experience seeking travellers who like to experience outdoor activities like hill 

walking, mountain climbing, mountain biking, or watersports such as surfing, wind 

surfing, kayaking and canoeing, or running along forest, moorland or mountain 

trails, or taking part in less exerting activities like golf, the Atlantic coast area along 

the potential route of the way has an extensive menu of possibilities for them to 

consider. 
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THE HERITAGE OFFER 

The heritage and history of the countryside that the potential route of the Way 

passes through is equally a major attribute and source of attraction, the equal of 

the offer of the settlements. It includes the remains of settlements and fortifications 

from pre- Christian times, the remains and occupied structures of the Church, such 

as chapels, abbeys and cathedrals, the houses and residences of famous people 

from Irish history such as Padraig Pearse and Daniel O’Connell, castles –both 

ruins and occupied, from the pre-Christian period to the present day. 

For drive travellers who have an interest in the history of the catholic Christian 

church in the Atlantic coast of Ireland the potential route of the way takes in many 

sites and places of religious significance, a rage number of chapels and abbeys, 

mostly ruined and unoccupied and a number of cathedrals still active as places of 

worship. 

THE ARTS AND CULTURAL OFFER 

On a permanent basis and during the tourism season – largely from June to 

September, and also the “shoulders of Easter to May and October to December, 

there is a comprehensive and rich arts and culture experience on offer along the 

route of the Way. It takes in arts and crafts, dance, music, poetry, creative writing, 

the region’s literary history, for example the extensive Yeats offer in and around 

Sligo town, and the many music festivals in Donegal. 

THE SETTLEMENTS AND COMMUNITIES 

The settlements – fishing ports, villages, towns and cities of the potential way are a 

core element of the existing offer and experience of the route of the potential Way. 

They are redolent of the heritage and culture of the people and the communities of 

the Atlantic coast. They offer places to interpret that culture and heritage, they offer 

places to stay, places to experience local cuisine, especially sea food, and venues 

and events to understand and learn about the music, dance and literary traditions 

of the areas. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE LAND WHERE IT MEETS THE SEA 

Tourism Ireland has rightly made much of the people of the Atlantic coast and they 

are a strong attribute of the area. Their heritage in the form of their settlements, 

their language – the Gaeltacht and its associated song and dance, their stories and 

their mythologies, the activities they earn their living undertaking, and the products 

and services they make and provide, are all eleemtns which, taken together, create 

a very strong brand attribute that will be of interest to the target market of 

experience seeking travellers. 
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2.2.6 BRAND BENEFITS 

Brand benefits are the emotional and physical promises that a brand makes to 

improve its customer’s lives. 

The benefits that experience seeking travellers and tourists derive from the current 

brand offer can be summarised as a mix of: 

 Awakening the Senses – enabling travellers to cast off the pressure of 

everyday life and become more aware of the world around them and what it has 

to offer by way of interesting experiences. 

 Broadening the Mind – enabling travellers to think about new things and 

expand their horizons, helping them to better understand the places they are 

visiting or passing through. 

 Engendering Happiness – enabling travellers to escape stresses and to feel 

happier with their lives. 

 Becoming Healthier – through exploring the landscape and seascapes, taking 

up opportunities to test their bodies again the sea, the wind and the land. 

 Providing Comfort – a place that relaxes travellers, providing them with a range 

of comforts in the shape of accommodation, food and drink, beaches to lay on, 

vistas to calm the senses. 

2.2.7 BRAND PERSONALITY 

Brand personality is the tonality of the brand and how it is characterised. 

The personality of the current brand offer (the mix of existing features, products, 

services, facilities and events) can be summarised as: 

 Intriguing – a place that’s got a degree of mystery and mythology about it where 

surprises await the traveller around the bend or down a road to a headland. 

 Adventurous – offering opportunities for adventure, on the sea, on the coast, on 

the hills and mountains. 

 Cultured – a place of distinctive culture, valuing that culture and celebrating it. 

 Welcoming – of travellers and tourists. 

 Sharing – of culture and heritage, insider knowledge of the best places to visit. 

2.2.8 BRAND VALUES 

These are the ideologies, beliefs and principles that the brand lives by. 

The values of the current brand offer can be summarised as: 

 Valuable – it’s a place that is valued and valuable. 
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 Authentic – by and large you get what it says on the tin and the place is exactly 

like it is described. 

 Care – for the landscape, the environment, heritage and culture; for customers 

and visitors. 

 Fun – it’s a place that enables travellers to have fun through exploration of new 

things to do and places to visit. 

 Exciting – it’s a place to get excited by, by the sheer majesty of the landscape 

and by the range of things you can do in it. 

2.2.9 BRAND ESSENCE 

The essence of the brand of the current offer of the places that the route passes 

through and the driving loops and destinations nearby is a combination of: 

 Landscape - the wild coastal landscapes and seascapes and the nearby wild 

inland landscapes, their flora and fauna. 

 History and Heritage – settlements and their features, their people. 

 Art and Culture – language, literature, poetry, songs, dance, music. 

 People – welcoming, willing to spend time with you, willing to share their 

knowledge. 

 Opportunity – to immerse yourself in the environment, communities, 

settlements, culture heritage and events of the area. 

2.3 CONCLUSIONS ON CURRENT PRODUCT OFFER 

2.3.1 AN EXTENSIVE AND COMPREHENSIVE PRODUCT OFFER 

The current product offer of the Atlantic coast areas that the routes of the way will 

pass through is extensive and comprehensive. It is also a mature product offer and 

a constantly evolving offer.  

It’s a distributed product offer located along the coastline where the land meets the 

sea, in the settlements on the coast and inland and in the inland landscapes. 

It is however too large a product range to be easily encapsulated in the proposed 

brand proposition of a driving route for experience seeking travellers. 

2.3.2 IT’S A NATURAL PRODUCT OFFER 

In a number of respects the Atlantic coast is recognised as natural or wild Ireland 

at its most varied and probably at its best. It is a place that attracts people who 

wish to experience nature and “the great outdoors” as well as people who wish to 

“chill out” away from the stresses and strains of their working lives, relaxing by the 
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coast or on the sea. In this respect its landscapes and seascapes should have a 

high degree of resonance with experience seeking travellers. 

The reputation of this offer and experience appears to be a strong one in terms of 

the numbers of people visiting the Atlantic coast and one that is regarded as high 

quality in terms of its “naturalness”, especially with regard to the natural unspoiled 

landscapes and seascapes and its array of arts, cultural, heritage and religious 

offerings and experiences. 

2.3.3 MARKETING THE CURRENT OFFER 

The current offer and experience of the Atlantic coast area of Ireland is expressed 

through a range of marketing collateral and carried by a variety of marketing 

vehicles in a multiplicity of uncoordinated ways. 

It is a multi-element offer covering: 

 Descriptions of the landscapes and their locations. 

 The location, history and offer of the settlements that border the coastline or a 

located within an easy drive of it. 

 The location and offer of attractions located on the coast or inland from it that 

appeal to a variety of interests and needs: 

 Outdoor activities in wild landscapes. 

 Outdoor sports activities. 

 Places of cultural, historic, and religious significance. 

 Events of a variety of different kinds – dance, drama, music, sports, outdoor 

activities, etc. 

This offer and experience is largely currently positioned as a tourist brand for the 

short and medium stay markets – 3 to 5 days up to three weeks, and largely as a 

one or two centre location offer. It is not marketed or perceived as a drive tourism 

brand by the vast majority of visitors to the region. 

However, as is obvious, it is a multi-faceted offer that is being expressed as a large 

number of independent and unrelated brands. 

And it’s also too large an offer for inclusion under the proposed brand strategy for 

the offer and experience of the Wild Atlantic Way brand proposition. 
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3 THE PROPOSED BRAND 

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO OUR WORK 

Below we describe the proposed brand for the development of The Wild Atlantic 

Way. We have constructed this brand and its proposition from: 

 Our assessment of the “de-facto” brand of the existing offer of the Atlantic coast 

that The Wild Atlantic Way is likely to pass through 

 Our assessment of the target market for the offer and experience of The Wild 

Atlantic Way 

 Our assessment of good practice in the development of successful tourist 

driving routes in other parts of the world 

 Our criteria for selection of product, facilities, services, events and experiences 

for inclusion in the proposed brand proposition 

 Our identification of the primary market of experience seeking drive travellers 

for the offer of the brand. 

To describe the proposed brand we use the categories of our Brand Compass, 

which mirror those of the more widely known five and six stage brand pyramids. 

Figure 42: Place Brand Compass 

 

Source: Place Matters and Colliers International Destination Consulting 

PRINCIPLES OF GOOD 

PRACTICE IN PLACE BRAND 

DEVELOPMENT 

Have a simple, focussed and 

compelling idea – “travel the 

Wild Atlantic way where the sea 

meets the land”. 

Keep the brand identity simple 

and easy to understand 

Be truthful in how you describe 

the brand offer and experience 

and have integrity 

Be realistic about what the 

brand is offering 

Gather the necessary 

resources to deliver on your 

brand promise to customers 

Remain true to the brand’s 

values over time 

Remain “on-brand” in how you 

develop, manage and deliver 

the brand’s offer 

Avoid over-promising and 

under-delivery. 
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3.2 PLACE BRAND GUIDELINES 

3.2.1 HAVE A SIMPLE, CLEAR, FOCUSSED AND COMPELLING IDEA 

The best place and destination brands are built from a simple idea that drives and 

organises how the brand presents itself, acts and behaves. By building a brand 

around a simple idea it is easier to: 

 articulate and get people to understand   

 get people to engage with and interact with it.   

 Deliver and maintain “on-brand” behaviours and actions from the stakeholders in 

the brand’s proposition. 

 

Travel Ireland’s Wild Atlantic Way - where the land meets the sea 

Here is the most compelling and the strongest idea – the heart of the brand proposition. The 

prospect of travelling along the route to explore and experience where the land of the west 

coast of Ireland meets the wildest stretches of the Atlantic Ocean sea coast on the western 

edge of northern Europe. 

3.2.2 KEEP THE BRAND IDENTITY SIMPLE AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND 

All too many place and destination branding strategies result in a plethora of logos 

and graphic designs – often referred to as “brand soup”.  This creates confusion 

about the offer of the place. Far better to create an identity that reflects the simple 

and compelling idea at the heart of the brand proposition.  Then ask stakeholders 

to unite around it, to adopt it and to get rid and limit logos that compete with it. 

3.2.3 BE TRUTHFUL AND HAVE INTEGRITY 

Whatever the stakeholders in the brand proposition for the Wild Atlantic Way say 

about the value offer and the experience people will have when they travel along 

the routes of the Wild Atlantic Way, it has to be true – have authenticity.  

The description of the offer and experience – its value propositions - needs to be 

based on fact.  The description of proposals for improvement needs to be based on 

decisions taken to create new and valuable brand propositions.  These will be 

strengthened attributes, new assets, facilities and services on which money is 

being spent. There is little point in promoting a desired place that has little basis in 

current reality or desired future reality. 

3.2.4 BE REALISTIC 

A brand proposition for the Wild Atlantic Way that is realistic and based on existing 

attributes can be an achievable ambition provided that the stakeholders are 

realistic about the time it will take for this to be achieved.  A period of between five 
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and ten years is likely.  The current economic climate means financial resources 

are very scarce, so a series of focused practical, lower cost initiatives is most 

appropriate.  Whilst the Norwegian drive route experience and the Great Ocean 

Road in Australia shows these regional initiatives take time.  This will certainly be 

the case for the Wild Atlantic Way.  At this time we need the vision, the practical 

initiatives and the large strategic actions/projects that will help achieve the vision. 

3.2.5 GATHER THE NECESSARY RESOURCES 

This brand proposition, as a description of the desired offer and experience of the 

Wild Atlantic Way, is some distance from the current reality. As highlighted above, 

in the current economic circumstances it will not be realised for a period of time. 

And it will only be realised if considerable investment is made in creating the 

desired brand attributes of the Wild Atlantic Way in a properly planned and 

budgeted way.  Telling a clear, understandable, credible, deliverable and sellable 

investment story is vital to mobilising scarce resources in a smart and creative 

way.  Research, analysis and due diligence are the building blocks of successfully 

and sustainable projects, too little of this was undertaken in the previous fifteen 

years. 

3.2.6 REMAIN TRUE TO AGREED VALUES OVER TIME 

The truly great commercial brands have a major characteristic in common.  They 

remain true to their founding values. Places and destinations should do likewise. 

You need to put careful thought in to the values of your brand, what it stands for, 

how it behaves and how it treats people and businesses, as these need to stand 

the test of time. 

3.2.7 REMAIN “ON – BRAND” 

Adhering to agreed brand values is one way or remaining on brand. Being on-

brand means that you will give priority to actions and investments that will bring 

the brand alive and exemplify the brand in action that will cumulatively bring about 

the desired future state.  You do not invest in projects that contribute little or 

nothing to the achievement of your vision. 

3.2.8 AVOID OVER - PROMISING AND UNDER – DELIVERING 

A common trap with place and destination brand development is that stakeholders, 

in their natural desire to paint a very attractive picture of their place, promise more 

than they can currently deliver or have the resources to create. Far better to stick 

to many smaller scale and fundable proposals that can be delivered which will 

commence the process of change and which, cumulatively over time, create the 

new desired identity. 
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3.3 THE BRAND PROMISE 

The brand’s promise is that The Wild Atlantic Way will: 

1 Lead you through one of the world’s most dramatic coastal landscapes, an 

unspoilt and dramatic landscape on the edge of Europe.  One that has shaped 

the development of its people, communities and settlements, a landscape that 

has inspired its own particular language, literature, art, song and dance.  

2 Take you to places where you can escape from the stresses and strains of 

modern life by exploring its rich diversity of natural features – seascapes, sea-

life, cliffs, mountains, glens, loughs, trails and pathways. 

3 Enable you to explore and experience nature at its wildest, a place to become 

healthier, fitter and inspired. 

4 Enable you to explore the history of the people and communities of the wild 

Atlantic coast Gaels and their religion 

5 Enable you to participate in events and activities, whether food and drink, 

music and the craic, water sports or activities on land.  Plus to hear the stories 

of the land and its people and to meet the people. 

3.4 BRAND ATTRIBUTES 

As previously explained, brand attributes are the destination’s main assets and its 

tangible, identifiable and measureable characteristics. 

The core attributes of the brand which flow from the compelling idea described 

above are described below: 

3.4.1 THE WILD LANDSCAPE WHERE THE LAND MEETS THE SEA 

The wild coastal landscapes and seascapes are the essence of what this brand 

has to offer the experience seeking drive traveller. They are the core unique selling 

point of the brand proposition. Their number and variety offer the traveller a range 

of experiences. 

Archaeological, Flora and Fauna Features 

Within the wild landscapes there are a number of important features that give them 

their character.  Principally archaeological features like old burial places and stone 

hill-top forts, country and national parks, mountain and river valley walks and trails, 

country house gardens, places to observe sea-life and wildlife. 

3.4.2 THE ROADS ON THE EDGE OF THE WILD ATLANTIC COAST 

Allied to the wild landscape are the roads that skirt it or run through it which enable 

experience seeking drive travellers to get close to and into the wild places. 
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These roads on the wilder stretches of the sea coast are a core element of the 

natural proposition of the route of the Wild Atlantic Way. The experience of driving 

them is a strong attraction and very memorable. This is the early catalyst to 

increase visits in the early years of the project.  This is what sparked the 

success of initiatives such as the Great Ocean Road, the Garden Route and 

the Pacific Highway. 

Also of importance are a number of the roads (the “loops”) that take you from both 

the wild parts of the coast and its less dramatic sections down to dramatic 

beaches, great seascapes, ferry ports and fishing villages, and places to look out 

over the Atlantic. 

3.4.3 THE OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPERIENCE THE LANDSCAPE AND THE SEA 

These are the places, activity centres, trails of several kinds, and programmes that 
enable travellers to explore and discover features of the landscape and coast first 
hand. 

3.4.4 THE HERITAGE AND HISTORY OF THE PLACES ON THE WILD COAST 

The natural landscape and the sea have moulded the people of the place, their 
history and the heritage that remains to be seen today. Nowhere else in the world 
has developed in quite this way or been affected by historical events in the way 
that it has been. 

3.4.5 THE PEOPLE, THEIR CULTURE AND THEIR SETTLEMENTS 

The people of the coastal areas are a key and important attribute of the brand as 
is their history and their culture as expressed through their settlements and their 
built heritage, their art and their culture expressed through their literature, their 
arts and crafts, their song and their dance. 

3.5 BRAND BENEFITS 

Brand benefits are the emotional and physical promises that a brand makes to 
improve its target market’s experiences and its investor’s returns. They are 
advantages to: 

 travellers along the Wild Atlantic Way 

 investors in its facilities and services, that enhance visitors sense of well-being, 

their sense of adventure and exploration travellers; investors and operators from 

servicing this market 

 local people derived from the employment in facilities and services along the 

Wild Atlantic Way. 

A key brand benefit can be its ability to solve a problem for a traveller or meet an 

expectation.  In doing so remove feelings of frustration, insecurity, helplessness or 

vulnerability, and induce feelings of satisfaction and pleasure. For example: 
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 finding the right routes, locating the wow landscapes, experiencing the wild 

landscapes, attending the right events, etc., that meet the needs, wants and 

aspirations of experience seeking travellers. 

3.5.1 RATIONAL BENEFITS 

 An accessible place – being able to get to so many wild and impressive places 

in the landscape and on the sea 

 A sense of space – being out in wide wild open places and out on the sea 

 A sense of history – being in a place with a rich and varied history 

 A sense of tranquillity – being able to take time to appreciate the quiet of even 

a wild landscape 

 Becoming fitter and healthier through outdoor activity 

3.5.2 EMOTIONAL BENEFITS 

The emotional benefits to be derived from the brand by experience seeking 

travellers are that it offers: 

 Personal renewal – from being in a place that’s so different, so natural, so 

restful and relaxing 

 A place that will provide great memories – of places visited, activities 

undertaken and events attended 

 A sense of liberation – being released from the stresses and strains of working 

life 

 A sense of freedom – being able to plan your journey as you please and change 

your plans with ease; being carefree and not worrying about other pressures 

 A sense of excitement – being in a place with so much to do and so much to 

discover 

 A sense of “oneness” with the wild places – feeling part of the landscape and 

seascapes and their settlements and activities 

3.6 BRAND PERSONALITY 

As noted above, brand personality is the tonality of the brand and how it is 

characterised.  These are the key traits that it communicates to the head and the 

heart of the visitor.  

The traits we ascribe to the proposed brand are: 

 Rugged – its till a place that is wild fashioned by nature; 

 Unspoilt - it’s a place that’s not been badly spoilt by modern development, 
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 Intriguing – it’s a place that’s got a degree of mystery and mythology about it 

where surprises await the traveller around the bend or down a road to a 

headland. 

 Challenging – it’s a place that challenges the visitor to see more, to experience 

all that it has to offer; 

 Adventurous - it’s a place offering opportunities for adventure, on the sea, on 

the coast, on the hills and mountains. 

 Exciting – it’s a place that you can have fun in and be challenged by where you 

can take part in exciting activities. 

 Immersive – it’s a place that you can really get in to in a big way, a place that 

can really take you over. 

3.7 BRAND VALUES 

Brand values are the ideologies, beliefs and principles that the brand lives by, what 

it is measured by, all of which have an impact on the experience offered to 

travellers in the target market and its segments. 

The Wild Atlantic Way should be developed over time by a variety of stakeholders. 

Elements will be development in partnerships and certain projects by individual 

groups. The values we ascribe to the brand need to be bought in to by all of the 

stakeholders otherwise conflict will occur and people in target markets will 

become confused by what the place is trying to be and trying to achieve. 

There needs to be caution about the selection of the brand values for the Wild 

Atlantic Way. Stakeholders will need to live and behave in line with them and 

investors and travellers will expect them to do so. Even if stakeholders do not 

openly communicate them in any documentation, travellers will expect certain 

standards from the brand proposition’s offer and the experience. 

We believe that the values of the brand offer and experiences for the Wild Atlantic 

Way should be: 

 Natural - it’s a place that offers the opportunity to discover and experience a 

unique set of wild natural landscape and seascapes. A range of opportunities to 

take part in activities based on nature. 

 Surprising – it’s a place full of surprises and things to discover that are 

(relatively) unique to this part of the world 

 Challenging – it’s a place that challenges the experience seeking traveller. To 

explore the landscape and the coastlines, to improve their health and their 

fitness through outdoors activities 

 Vibrant – it’s a place with a lot going on and a lot to do 
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 Authentic – it’s a place that is exactly how it is described; a place like no other; 

a place that’s authentic to its landscape, history, heritage and culture; a place 

that delivers exactly what its brand proposition promises. 

 Caring – it’s a place that values and protects its coasts, landscapes and 

seascapes, a place that cares for its visitors and travellers. 

3.8 BRAND ESSENCE 

The brand’s essence is the essential nature and character of the destination that 

will be the Wild Atlantic Way.  We believe it to consist of five elements or 

ingredients, as follows: 

 The wild landscape where the sea meets the land - the wild coastal landscapes 

and seascapes and the nearby wild inland landscapes, their flora and fauna. 

 The opportunities to explore the landscape and the sea – to undertake a 

variety of outdoor pursuits; 

 The history and heritage of these places, their settlements and their features, 

the people who have lived and worked there; writers, artists and musicians; 

 The people of these places and their settlements – who live and work here now, 

who farm the land, who work on the sea and who work min the tourism sector; 

 The art and culture of the people and their communities– their language, 

literature, poetry, songs, dance and music. 

3.9 BRAND POSITIONING 

Brand positioning is where we believe the brand proposition needs to be sited in 

the international tourist market. Specifically: where it should be sited in the 

market for “experience seeking drive travellers”. 

Below we describe a draft brand positioning statement to position the brand in the 

minds of this market. 

3.9.1 THE RATIONALE OF BRAND POSITIONING  

Brand positioning is how we explain why the brand offer is better than, and 

different from, its competition. The Wild Atlantic way being “wilder”, more natural, 

longer than other Irish or European driving routes. 

Brand positioning is where we want to position the Wild Atlantic Way offer and 

experience in the minds of our target audience s of investors and consumers. 

It requires us to demonstrate the advantages our offer and experience has over the 

competition and in what ways it is different. Destination brand positioning 

emphasises the product that is available, for example in this case the 
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landscape/seascape, its history, its heritage, its settlements, their arts and culture 

and events along the way),  who is already visits and who it is for; and  value – how 

people who travel along the way are benefitting from being in the location. 

THE BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT 

Below we suggest a possible brand positioning statement: 

The Wild Atlantic Way on Ireland’s Atlantic coast leads you through one of the 

world’s most dramatic coastal landscapes.   

 

It’s a  place to experience this stunning nature where the land meets the sea.  

 

A landscape that has inspired its own language, literature, art, song and dance.  

 

A place to explore the history of the Irish and to experience great events, activities,  

music, food and drink and the craic. 

3.10 BRAND INTERPRETATION 

With any tourism and destination brand which we develop it is valuable to assess 

the proposition against a number of considerations which are: 

 How the brand should be expressed for its target markets 

 How the brand should be perceived in its target markets 

 How the brand will be recognised in its target markets 

 What we want the reputation of the brand to be in those markets. 

3.10.1 BRAND EXPRESSION 

Brand expression is about how we express, or explain, and exemplify the brand to 

target segments.  In this case the experience seeking drive traveller market.  

In destination branding it results from the brand proposition, the offer and 

experience, and development proposals for its improvement.  

 Brand expression is a promise to drive travellers of the service offer and 

experience, which sets their expectations of the Wild Atlantic Way; expectations 

that need to be met or surpassed. 

 The way we express that offer and experience in marketing collateral and 

communications and in the delivery of the offer, needs careful thought-through 

planning in order to induce desired beliefs, attitudes and behaviours. Brand 

expression drives the content of marketing and the marketing mix. 

Key considerations for expressing the brand proposition of the Wild Atlantic Way 

will include: 
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 How the landscapes are described and located 

 The location, history and offer of the settlements that border the coastline or a 

located within an easy drive of it 

 The location and offer of attractions located on the coast or inland from it that 

appeal to a variety of interests and needs: 

 Outdoor activities in wild landscapes. 

 Outdoor sports activities. 

 Places of cultural, historic, and religious significance. 

 Events of a variety of different kinds – dance, drama, music, sports, outdoor 

activities, etc. 

3.10.1 BRAND PERCEPTION 

Brand perception is defined as the total impression that visitors have of a brand 

based on their exposure to it. This is a process that can be heavily influenced 

through how you express the brand to them.  

 Brand strategy implementation, marketing and communications, as well as 

previous experience of the brand offer.  

This exposure is created by the experience that visitors have of the brand and the 

image that experience creates in their mind. Effective brand management requires 

you to define the perceptions you want target visitors to have of the brand and not 

leave it to chance. 

You will want experience seeking drive travellers to perceive and see the 

Wild Atlantic Way as wild Atlantic coast with Ireland at its most varied and 

probably at its best.  

A perception needs to be created that will attract travellers who wish to experience 

nature and “the great outdoors” as well as people who wish to “chill out” away from 

the stresses and strains of their working lives, relaxing by the coast or on the sea. 

The way the proposition is positioned and described should have a high degree of 

resonance with experience seeking travellers. 

3.10.2 BRAND RECOGNITION 

Getting your brand recognised by experience seekers in your target markets is 

more than simply raising awareness of it. Brand’s become “recognised” and 

understood for what they offer as a result of a number of factors: 

 What they offer to travellers in comparison to other travel offers 

 What the brand does for travellers  that other brands can’t 

 How the brand benefits them in ways that others do not.  
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In other words, brand recognition is how consumers distinguish the offer and 

experience from that offered by other place and destination brands. 

There are two aspects of brand recognition that need to be clearly understood as 

they will help you to enable your target consumers and prospects to differentiate 

your offer brand from other places. They are brand discrimination and brand 

connections. 

BRAND DISCRIMINATION AND CONNECTIONS 

A combination of awareness and distinctness results in positive brand 

discrimination. Brands can be distinguished from each other by the type of brand 

that they are. Travellers look at a brand not only in relation to its competitors but 

also in terms of brands that it does not compete with in terms of the connections 

that it may have to other brands that they use or admire. 

In summary, we believe that the Atlantic coast is broadly recognised by tourists as 

a destination and as a tourism brand offer domestically and internationally, in 

particular in Europe and North America. It is already strongly recognised for its wild 

landscapes and for its outdoor activity offer which is extensive. It should have a 

high degree of resonance with experience seeking travellers. 

3.10.3 BRAND REPUTATION 

In plain English, brand reputation is what investors and consumers perceive the 

brand to stand for. A brand’s reputation provides it with three specific qualities, 

namely authenticity, credibility and reliability. 

The reputation of the proposed brand and its proposition will be built by attracting 

and satisfying the needs and wants of significant numbers of experience seeking 

drive travellers. This can be achieved by emphasising the high quality of the 

proposition in terms of its “naturalness”, especially with regard to the natural 

unspoiled landscapes and seascapes and its associated array of human factors - 

arts, cultural, heritage and religious offerings and experiences. 

3.11 EXISTING BRAND ARCHITECTURE 

One of the major challenges to be faced when a new tourist or place brand is 

developed is where it will fit in the hierarchy of existing brands for the country or 

regions in which it will exist and operate. 

3.11.1 A BRAND WITH MANY RELATIONSHIPS 

In this instance the brand of the Wild Atlantic Way is simultaneously: 

 An element of the national Irish tourist brand offer; 
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 A major national niche brand covering a significant number of recommended 

tourist (driving) routes on the Atlantic coast; 

 A brand that could become an international brand in its own right and a member 

of the international “family” of driving routes; 

 A brand that encompasses a number of existing place and destination brands 

which meet the criteria for inclusion in its offer and its marketing and promotion 

activities, places such as the Burren, National Parks, the Ring of Kerry, 

Connemara and West Cork; 

 A brand that will connect with existing locally designated Atlantic coastal drive 

roads; 

 A brand that will add to the existing offer of the places that its routes pass 

through, elements of which may become dual branded. 

As such the introduction of a new brand faces a number of challenges, the chief of 

which are identified below. 

3.11.2 BRAND RELATIONSHIP CHALLENGES 

In working out the relationships that the brand will have with other existing brands a 

number of challenges need to be recognised and addressed: 

SIGNAGE 

The recommended routes of the Wild Atlantic Way will be signposted in the livery 

of the agreed brand identity. This livery should be restricted to signage indicating 

how to get to a recommended route and attractions on the route. As such it will 

need to be recognisably different visually from existing road signs, such as those 

that act as “Gateways” to particular areas or attractions, and existing County or 

national road traffic signs. 

A major challenge for signage for the Wild Atlantic Way will be to retain its 

distinctiveness and provide cohesion for the design and development of each of 

its individual routes.  This enables travellers to recognise when they are on one of 

these routes and to identify associated attractions that the brand covers and 

promotes. 

It may be possible that, with the introduction of route signage that a number of 

existing signs could be removed and directions to places and notices of arrival 

incorporated into the Wild Atlantic Way’s signage. 

PRODUCT 

The product offer of the Wild Atlantic Way brand will be governed by the criteria set 

out below in appendix 2. As such the challenge will be to decide when a product 

offer may need to be  
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1 included under the brand of the Wild Atlantic Way or,  

2 dual branded as a legitimate offer of the Wild Atlantic Way and as an offer of a 

branded settlement or sub-region. Such as the area covered by the “Fuschia” 

brand in west Cork, or as an existing standalone brand in its own right, say an 

outdoor activity centre or an arts centre. 

USE OF THE BRAND IDENTITY  

The use of the new identity developed for the Wild Atlantic Way needs to be 

governed by clear rules. Otherwise it could end up being used on inappropriate 

product and events that have no real relationship to the essence and value of the 

brand other than a geographical closeness to its routes. Inappropriate use of the 

identity results in confusion in the minds of consumers and a dilution of the brand’s 

offer.  As we have said, the Wild Atlantic Way should be elevated from much of the 

local noise on the Atlantic coast, especially in its early years of development. 

To illustrate our thinking on how to address these challenges and to establish clear 

brand relationships we have developed a set of guidelines for the use and 

application of the Wild Atlantic Way brand identity.  This uses the proposals in the 

recent report by the Paul Hogarth Company, the Connemara Infrastructure and 

Interpretation Plan
26

 

3.11.3 GUIDELINES ON THE USE OF THE BRAND 

The table below illustrates the uses of the brand of The Wild Atlantic Way and its 

relationship to other brands being used or being proposed along The Wild Atlantic 

Way, using the proposals for Connemara as an example. 

 

26 “Connemara Infrastructure and Interpretation Plan”, report for Failte Ireland, the 
Paul Hogarth Company, April, 2012. 
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Figure 43: Brand use, Relationships and Comparisons 

Brand Elements The Wild Atlantic Way Connemara 

The Wild Atlantic Way Brand 

Identity 

Limited to the routes of The 

Wild Atlantic Way 

No use of brand on other 

coastal drive routes 

The Wild Atlantic Way 

Branded Signage 

Signs pointing to the routes, 

route signs and signs to 

qualifying attractions and 

events along the route 

Local signage to attractions 

off the route. No use of  

brand. 

The Wild Atlantic Way Route 

Viewpoints and Rest  and 

Refreshment Points 

Signs to the points and 

facilities, signs at the points 

and facilities 

Local signage of restaurants 

and cafes, etc. No use of the 

brand by the facility 

operators,  

Qualifying Attractions, 

Facilities and Services 

Signs to the attractions, 

facilities and services and 

signs at the point of arrival 

Local signage and brands on 

signage of the location. No 

use of the attractions. 

Qualifying Events Signs to location of events 

Local signage at event 

location. No use of brand by 

the event organisers 

SOME MORE ON ROUTE SIGNAGE 

As English is not the first language of many of the visitors in the target markets the 

signage we have designed is simple and clear. We recommend that it be solely in 

English as this will maximise clarity. Examples of the use of the brand identity on 

signage are given in appendix 3.  

We recommend that: 

 Use of the Wild Atlantic Way logo should be restricted to the Wild Atlantic Way 

route signage and only be incorporated into national and local road signs that 

provide directions to get to the routes of the Wild Atlantic Way. 

 Use of the Wild Atlantic Way logo to signpost scenery, views, attractions, 

facilities, settlements, and events should be restricted to those covered by the 

criteria governing the scope of the Wild Atlantic Way brand (set out in appendix 

2). 

Where there are existing local driving routes that will be covered by the routes of 

the Wild Atlantic Way, where there is existing signage, possibly already signed as 

“brown signs” or other colours denoting driving routes, it may be necessary to 

negotiate agreements for the inclusion of the the Wild Atlantic Way logo on those 

signs as opposed to repeating their information on a solely branded the Wild 

Atlantic Way sign. In this way the establishment of the Wild Atlantic Way would 

avoid any further proliferation of signs. 
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ROUTE INTERPRETATION - GUIDELINES 

The primary purpose of interpretation is to explain to people what they are looking 

at and what they are experiencing. Interpretation can take many forms and in this 

context of a drive traveller tourist route, it commonly takes the form of: 

 Physical Interpretation Points – commonly found at viewpoints, at entrances to 

natural attractions, at rest and refreshment facilities, where the interpretation 

materials can be physical (display boards) and (increasingly) digitally interactive. 

 Mobile Interpretation Facilities – accessing information from mobile devices 

such as mobile phones and iPads. 

 Special Temporary Points - usually associated with events or exhibitions. 

There are already a range of interpretation points on some of the routes of the Wild 

Atlantic Way, of varying physical and information quality, many of which need 

improvement and maintenance. In our opinion the establishment of the first driving 

routes of the Wild Atlantic Way should be accompanied by a programme to 

improve and standardise the presentation and content of interpretation materials. 

We recommend that 

 A house style for presentation of interpretation materials be developed for use 

at interpretation points on the routes incorporating the Wild Atlantic Way brand. 

 Existing points of interpretation along the routes be “badged” with the brand 

identity of the Wild Atlantic Way and their interpretation materials presented in its 

house style. 

 New points of interpretation be badged in a similar way. 

 Points of interpretation at existing attractions along the routes be encouraged to 

adopt the Wild Atlantic Way guidelines for interpretation and the Wild Atlantic 

Way logo. 

 New the Wild Atlantic Way interpretation points and their materials be presented 

in both Gaelic and English. 

 Local bodies be charged with the preparation of interpretation materials in 

consultation with route planners. 

 Interpretation materials cover: 

 What people can see at the point of interpretation  

 The history and culture of the place 

 Things to do in or near the place 

 Resources be set aside for the routine maintenance of interpretation points. 
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Subsequent to this project’s completion more detailed guidelines should be drawn 

up.  This would govern what types of new product can be considered for inclusion 

under the wings of this brand.  This includes its marketing and promotion collateral 

to complement these guidelines for the use of the brand identity of the Wild Atlantic 

Way on its collateral and signage. 

3.11.4 USE OF IDENTITY - GUIDELINES 

The primary purpose of the Wild Atlantic Way identity and its logo, is to alert people 

to the location of the routes of the Wild Atlantic Way, to their viewpoints, rest and 

refreshment points and to qualifying attractions, facilities, services  and 

experiences. 

Therefore, we recommend that the Wild Atlantic Way the logo should be 

limited to Wild Atlantic Way: 

 directional signage – signs pointing to the routes of the Wild Atlantic Way 

 Signs along the Wild Atlantic Way pointing to scenery, viewpoints, facilities, 

services, and settlements. 

 signs of a temporary nature promoting events at locations along the routes. 

 interpretation points along the routes. 

 interpretation materials – printed and digital. 

 promotional collateral – printed and digital. 

 website 

 Apps for mobile devices 
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4 THE BRAND PROPOSITION 

4.1 RATIONALE AND CRITERIA  

For the value proposition product and service selection  

A rationale and criteria needs to be in place to aid the selection of the attractions, 

product and experiences on the proposed routes of The Way.   

In our Interim Report we argued that the sheer scale and variety of the existing 

offer and experiences to be had on the Atlantic coast presented a number of 

challenges when considering what to include as part of the brand proposition. We 

argued for and presented a rationale and criteria for the selection of product for 

inclusion below. 

4.1.2 A TIGHTLY DEFINED OFFER 

In our view the initial brand proposition for the Wild Atlantic Way should be tightly 

drawn.  This is in order to give it a clearly identifiable and distinctive character, to 

distinguish it from other international drive travel routes and to distinguish it from 

the mass of other, largely unbranded, offers that exist along the Atlantic coast.  

There will be a repacking of existing and new products but with focus so as to align 

with wider Fáilte Ireland ambitions. 

ACCORDING WITH THE BRAND ESSENCE 

We also believe that the offer should initially be limited to product and experiences 

that reflect the absolute essence of the brand. This is in order to achieve the 

distinctiveness and identity in the market that will be required if the Wild Atlantic 

Way is to compete with more established drive travel routes in the international 

tourist marketplace. That essence is: 

 The wild landscape where the sea meets the land - the wild coastal 

landscapes and seascapes and the nearby wild inland landscapes, their flora 

and fauna. 

 The opportunities to explore the landscape and the sea – to undertake a 

variety of outdoor pursuits; 

 The history and heritage of these places, their settlements and their features, 

the people who have lived and worked there; writers, artists and musicians; 

 The people of these places and their settlements – who live and work here 

now, who farm the land, who work on the sea and who work min the tourism 

sector; 
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 The art and culture of the people and their communities– their language, 

literature, poetry, songs, dance and music. 

ACCORDING WITH BRAND VALUES 

The offer of the brand proposition also needs to be in line with and reflect the 

brand’s values which it should exemplify and transmit through products and 

experiences. 

4.1.3 THE RATIONALE 

FOCUS ON WHERE THE LAND MEETS THE SEA 

In our view the Wild Atlantic Way is about experiencing the offer of where the land 

meets the sea and where the sea has influenced what happens on the land.  This 

has been the catalyst for the development of other coastal driving routes. 

We believe that the Wild Atlantic Way should be more than just the offer of a 

driving experience along wild stretches of coast and country.  However in the 

early days of the project this opportunity should not be diminished. It is a 

fundamentally important motivator that then leads to the opportunity to experience 

the rich tapestry of the Atlantic coast of Ireland life and the unique natural 

landscape.  From the start it should carefully consider the history, heritage, culture 

and settlements where the land meets the sea.  Over time these elements should 

be strengthened. 

A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY 

The Wild Atlantic Way should be the basis for a journey to discover the people of 

the places along the route.  This is their history and the culture, and heritage of the 

country that it passes through, as well as its landscapes and seascapes. It should 

be a way to visit the special and wild places that are on or just off it – 

archaeological ruins, religious ruins and Christian sites of importance, castles, 

country houses, gardens, country and national parks.  

4.1.4 PROPOSED CRITERIA AND WEIGHTING 

So, key to this rationale are Spatial, Natural, Cultural, Community and Brand 

Value considerations which need to sit alongside consideration of the experiences 

desired by the target market of experience seekers who like travelling along tourist 

routes. 

The essence of the Atlantic coast offer for experience seeking drive travellers is its 

wild Atlantic coast and the intersection of landscapes and seascapes, supported by 

the history, heritage and culture of the communities of people where the land 

meets the sea. We believe that the greatest weight should be given to those 

considerations which reflect this essence. These are numbered in priority order 
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below and consideration will need to be given to their weighting when considering 

the product offer to be included as value propositions in the brand proposition. This 

work should be further developed following the conclusion of this stage of 

the project. 

1. Target Market Segment Preference Considerations 

The known destination and experience preference of the target market segments 

should drive the selection of product for inclusion in the brand offer. Being the 

primary driver of demand these preferences represent a “first sift” of the available 

product for potential inclusion. They also represent a guide as to what might be 

developed as new product to better meet market demand as it grows. 

2. Brand Considerations 

While product selection should accord with the above criteria it should also strongly 

reflect the essence of the brand and the experience being promised. These are 

focussed on introducing experience seekers to the offer of the wildest parts of the 

country where the sea meets the land. 

3. Natural Feature Considerations 

The natural environment is a primary motivator of experience seeking travellers 

and features such as those listed below should be included in the core brand offer: 

Beaches - strands, coves, coral beaches, tombolo, dunes  

Inlets - sea lochs, river estuaries 

Islands – those that are inhabited and which can be reached by ferry, those linked 

by causeway, e.g. Valentia, those that are uninhabited which can be reached by 

boat trip or at low tide and archipelago viewpoints on the mainland. 

Rock formations – headlands, cliffs, sea stacks, caves, rock wells 

Ecology - wetlands, salt marshes, machair, dunes, Atlantic peat bog, limestone 

pavement 

Atlantic wildlife – salmon, dolphins, whales, seals, seabird colonies, sea eagles, 

choughs 

Gardens - those which specialise in Atlantic semi-tropical plants owing to the Gulf 

Stream 

Mountain Ranges – those which can be seen from the way and the coastal roads 

that make up the land where the country meets the sea. 

4. Locational Considerations 

Product selection should be also governed by its location in relationship to the 

major natural attractions of the Wild Atlantic Way. The coastal roads included and 

the loops that take travellers to and through wild Atlantic coastlines. 
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5. Activity Considerations 

Strongly related to the natural environment, and usually located in it, this product 

element reflects a strong element of experience seekers destination preferences. 

 Nature study centres 

 Outdoor activity centres programmes 

 Trails for walking, cycling and riding 

 Outdoor sports such as links golf, surfing 

 Sea-based activities such as fishing, sailing, diving, and surfing should be 
included.  

6. History and Heritage Considerations 

Product that tells the story of the development of the areas that the way passes 

through and their people and communities should be included. 

In terms of structures in the landscape of historic significance we should include: 

 Castles and forts – those built as defences from attack from the sea – O’Malley 

strongholds to Martello towers. 

 Country houses – where the sea was an important factor in the location. 

 Lighthouses – on forelands and headlands. 

 Historic harbours – especially those where people left Ireland for the New 

World. 

 Abbeys, Priories and Cathedrals - of historic significance that have a 

relationship to the coastal communities. 

 Archaeological Remains – forts, barrows and settlements, whose existence 

explain part of the story of the development of local communities. 

7. The People – Their Arts and Cultural Considerations 

Product that tells the story of the development of the people and communities of 

the Atlantic coast and the major historic events that shaped their lives and the 

pattern of development of the landscape – social and economic, cultural and 

historical, should be included where relevant: 

 The Gaeltacht – the mainland, the islands and culture with strong seafaring 

links. 

 Festivals – Those that have a strong relationship with the sea and with the 

development of the culture of the maritime communities on the coast – e.g. 

sailing, seafood, song, dance, literature. 

 Inspiration – poets, film-makers, writers, musicians etc. inspired by the sea.  
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 Edge influences and “next parish America” – innovation (Atlantic cable, flying 

boats etc.), famine and emigration.  

 Traditional way of life – fishing, kelp industry, boatbuilding, carrageen. 

 Icons associated with one or more regions - Galway Hookers, Curraghs, Aran 

jerseys. 

 Places that tell stories – about local legends, pirates, smugglers, shipwrecks, 

the Armada, maritime tragedies but these are essentially interpretation and can 

be woven into the story of the offer of the Way. 

8. Settlement Considerations 

The inclusion of settlements as elements of a route proposition can be tricky. Just 

because a route passes through a village, town or city does not mean that all of its 

offering needs to be included in the brand proposition. However, if their rationale is 

strongly maritime, for example, Bundoran as a place that has a festival of surfing 

and Roundstone as a new town built to encourage the fishing industry, they 

should be considered for inclusion as “on-brand experiences”. However, 

settlements which are simply visitor comfort stations with accommodation, catering, 

etc., should not be described and listed as core on-brand experiences. Information 

on them can be accessed from parallel sources and web sites which can be listed 

separately as information which can inform experience traveller route itineraries. 

9. Accessibility Considerations 

Product for inclusion needs to be relatively easy to access, with a good standard of 

parking and rest and refreshment facilities, capable of accommodating cars, bike, 

motorcycles, cars, motor homes, caravans and coaches.  

4.2 THE CORE PROPOSITION 

4.2.1 THE ORIGIN OF THE PROPOSITION 

The proposition has been assembled from: 

 The brand proposal, described above; 

 Our assessment of the destination preferences and interests of experience 

seeking drive travellers; 

 Our criteria for product that can be included under the offer of the brand; 

 Our assessment of existing product that fits that set of criteria; 

 Our ideas for product and value proposition improvements; 

 Our ideas for new product to strengthen and expand the value propositions. 
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4.2.2 THE SCOPE OF THE PROPOSITION 

The proposition detailed below is composed of a number of interrelated elements: 

 The market for the proposition; 

 The promised offer and experience; 

 The fit of the offer with the market’s needs, wants and aspirations; 

 The benefits the market will derive from the offer and experience; 

 Proposals for the development of the proposition. 

4.2.3 THE UNIQUE SELLING POINT OF THE PROPOSITION 

THE LANDSCAPE AND THE SEASCAPES 

We believe there to be one distinct and unique USP to the brand offer of the Wild 

Atlantic Way the natural landscapes and seascapes and the driving routes 

through and along them. This more than any of the other brand attributes is truly 

unique and while they may not have the height and topography of the landscapes 

of the driving routes in Norway, Italy, the Alps and the Rockies they are just as 

dramatic in their setting.  

We believe this brand attribute is the primary motivator for experience 

seeking drive travellers and a strong magnet to attract them to the area. 

Following the rationale and criteria for product for inclusion in the brand offer the 

types of natural features that would be featured as value propositions would 

include: 

 Coastal routes along the wildest stretches of coastline; 

 Seascapes and Mountains seen from viewpoints on the routes; 

 Beaches - strands, coves, coral beaches, tombolo, and dunes;  

 Inlets - sea lochs, river estuaries; 

 Islands – those that are inhabited and which can be reached by ferry, those 

linked by causeway (e.g. Valentia) and those that are uninhabited which can be 

reached by boat trip or at low tide and archipelago viewpoints on the mainland; 

 Rock formations – headlands, cliffs, sea stacks, caves, rock wells; 

 Ecology - wetlands, salt marshes, machair, dunes, Atlantic peat bog, limestone 

pavements; 

 Atlantic wildlife – salmon, dolphins, whales, seals, seabird colonies, sea 

eagles, choughs; 
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 Gardens - but only those which specialise in Atlantic semi-tropical plants owing 

to the Gulf Stream; 

 Mountain Ranges – those which can be seen from The Way and the coastal 

roads that make up the land where the country meets the sea. 

4.3 THE MARKET FOR THE PROPOSITION(S) 

4.3.1 EXPERIENCE SEEKING TRAVELLERS 

Based on our market research on the market for drive travel and our case studies 

we have concluded that the primary market for this brand proposition can be 

described as “experience seeking drive travellers”.  The people who we believe 

to be most interested in what the Wild Atlantic Way has to offer, people who travel 

tourist routes seeking their kind of experiences. 

We identify below potential sub segments of the experience seeking travel market. 

Our primary stimulation for this way of thinking about the market is the case study 

referred to earlier on - The Great Ocean Road in Australia and the categorisation of 

its market that has been developed over the last few years. 

Activity preferences of experience seekers 

Recent work assessing the destination and activity preferences of an extensive 

international market of experience seekers driving along the Great Ocean Road 

has identified their primary and secondary destination and activity preferences. 

These are summarised below.  Given our assessment of the offer of the country 

that the Wild Atlantic Way will pass through, we believe there to be many 

similarities with the Great Ocean Road. Thus the categorisation is valid for 

consideration as a means of classifying what experience seekers might expect to 

see and do as they tour along the Wild Atlantic Way. 

Are regular international 

travellers; 

Seek out and enjoy a range of 

personal experiences of a type 

that they particularly enjoy and 

like to talk about; 

Involve themselves in active 

and participatory holiday 

activities, are sociable in 

personality and who like 

socialising with local people 

along the way; 

Are naturally active and like to 

do and learn new things; 

Are adventurous and enjoy a 

variety of experiences on each 

single trip; 

Place high importance on value 

for money and critically balance 

benefits with costs; 

Place a high value on having 

contrasting experiences (i.e. 

being very different to their day-

to-day lives); 

MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
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From what we know of their interests and behaviours we can assess the current 

offer of the areas of the Atlantic coast that the Wild Atlantic Way might pass 

through and those elements most likely to attract and be of interest to the identified 

segments of this experience seeking travellers market. 

ROAD TRAVEL EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

This segment primarily consists of three types of road traveller: 

 Those people who enjoy driving a vehicle along coastal and mountain roads for 

whom the challenge of a difficult road through a wild landscape is their primary 

motivation; 

 Motor cyclists of a similar frame of mind; and in complete contrast, 

 Cyclists who enjoy riding along roads with spectacular views – seascapes and 

landscapes. 

This segment will be a mix of local residents, domestic tourists and international 
visitors. 

LANDSCAPE EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

This sub segment primarily consists of three types of experience seeker: 

 People who are primarily sightseers who want to see all that there is to see; 

 People who are interested in wild landscapes and want to photograph them; and 

people who we describe as “soul searchers”; 

 People who feel that being in wild places is good for their soul, people who want 

to connect with the landscape and its past. 

CULTURAL AND ARTS EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

This segment consists of up to four different types of experience seeker: 

 People attending festivals. 

 Cultural course participants. 

 Heritage visitors. 

 Food, especially seafood, aficionados. 

OUTDOORS ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

This segment consists of people who are very active and like to get out on to the 

sea and into the hills and mountains: 

 

27 Recognised to be much less relevant to destination choice motivation in the west 
of Ireland. 

PRIMARY DESTINATION 

PREFERENCES 

Food and wine experiences27 

Retail experiences – in 

particular local arts and crafts 

Nature based experiences – 

particularly iconic places 

SECONDARY DESTINATION 

PREFERENCES 

Walking experiences 

Festivals and events 

Iconic and unique visitor 

attractions 

Heritage and history 

experiences in particular.  

RANGE OF 

ACCOMMODATION 

PREFERENCES 

Camp sites 

Bed and breakfast and guest 

houses 

Budget hotels 

Family hotels 

4 and 5 star hotels 

Self-Contained apartments and 

houses to rent 

Tourist/drive parks 
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 Hill-walkers and mountaineers; 

 Mountain bikers and mountain trail runners 

 Horse and pony riders 

 Sea sports - wild swimmers, kayakers, sea divers, sailors and surfers. 

It’s worth noting that we believe that the preferences for these experience 

segments are not mutually exclusive and the Australian experience bears this out. 

For example some experience seekers will combine nature, outdoors, arts and 

cultural experiences as primary destinations and share secondary preferences for 

food and drink shopping and types of accommodation. 

4.4 THE CORE VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

4.4.1 CREATING ATTRACTIVE VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

A common challenge for all brands and their marketing is to develop customer 

value propositions that make the brand relevant and desired by specific audiences.  

This is not just targeted messaging to them about the brand, its’ much more about 

specific and tangible things that will address their needs and wants for new 

experiences in new places or provide them with opportunities that will be valued by 

them. 

Travellers perceive the value of a proposition that addresses something that they 

want to do and experience, and the benefits it creates for them, articulated in time 

well spent, cost savings, and memories of their experiences. 

Tourism value propositions that are aligned to meet the needs and wants of their 

target audiences should be the centrepiece of operational marketing that is 

focused, differentiated and engaging. These propositions should focus on what 

matters to these customers; benefit-driven themes or promises delivered by the 

product and service offer of the Wild Atlantic Way and the experiences to be had 

there. 

And while the overall brand proposition of the Wild Atlantic Way may remain the 

same over time, its value propositions will change over time as customer 

audiences and needs change, as competitor places catch up and as target markets 

evolve.  

Place and destination brand value propositions will be all the more memorable to 

target audiences if they matter to them. They do this by language they can relate 

to, provide logical arguments that explain how the offer addresses their particular 

interests and meets their needs and articulates the benefits to them in a way that 

makes sense and is memorable. 

Having identified your target audiences and the key issues they are facing, you 

need to identify the benefits the value propositions provide to them, especially 
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those that are distinctive and differentiate the offer of the Wild Atlantic Way. In all 

related marketing you will need to provide evidence of these benefits and their 

positioning attributes – price, quality, etc., using this to articulate the propositions in 

a compelling way through our communications. 

4.4.2 THE FIVE KEY VALUE PROPOSITIONS OF THE BRAND 

Figure 44: Brand Proposition 

 

We believe there are 5 classes of value proposition, all related to the USP of the 

area’s natural landscape and seascapes that will appeal to the experience seeking 

drive travel market. All of them are core attributes of the brand offer: 

1 Exploring and experiencing the landscapes and seascapes; 

2 Exploring the history and heritage 

3 Exploring the settlements 

4 Exploring and experiencing the culture of the place and its people 

5 Experiencing and participating in events and activities. 

When the recommended routes are agreed value propositions for each of them 

can be assembled covering each of the categories listed above. These can be 
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expressed through suggested itineraries for different market segments or by type 

of proposition, or both. The important point here is that the individual propositions 

in each category need to be identified and communicated to the market and its 

segments. 

Individual value propositions that comply with the brand inclusion criteria set out 

above will need to be assembled for each individual route. 

1. EXPLORING AND EXPERIENCING THE LANDSCAPES AND SEASCAPES 

Strongly related to the natural environment, and usually located in it, this value 

proposition reflects a strong element of experience seekers destination 

preferences: 

 Driving through wild landscapes and along wild sea coasts; 

 Studying the natural landscape – its flora and fauna, at nature study centres or 

on individual trips of exploration; 

 Exploring the natural landscape through active outdoor exercise – at outdoor 

activity centres such as Achill Outdoor Educational centre and the Killary 

Adventure Centre, or on individually selected trips, including programmes trail 

walking, trail cycling, mountain biking, horse riding and pony trekking, wild river 

rafting and kayaking, cliff climbing and mountaineering; 

 Undertaking less exerting outdoor sports such as links golf; 

 Exploring the coast on the water and participating in sea-based activities such as 

fishing, swimming, sailing, diving, and surfing, sea kayaking and canoeing; 

Our research indicates that the potential routes of the Wild Atlantic Way offer an 

extensive menu of existing opportunities for experience seeking drive travellers to 

take part in a range of outdoor activities along the Atlantic coast and its immediate 

hinterland.  

Existing propositions that will be valued by experience seekers include sea and 

river fishing, dolphin watching, surfing and kite surfing,  sea cruises, kayaking, 

power boating, sailing, hill walking, walking tours, mountain climbing, orienteering, 

horse riding, clay pigeon shooting. 

2. EXPLORING THE HISTORY AND HERITAGE  

Also related to the value proposition of the natural landscape and the seascapes is 

that of the history and heritage of the places that the routes of the Wild Atlantic 

Way will run through. 

This value proposition encompasses the many places of historic, religious and 

cultural interest, some of international significance, likely to be of interest to many 

experience seekers travelling along the routes of the Wild Atlantic Way.  
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 These include Cathedrals, Abbeys, other ecclesiastical centres, religious 

sanctuaries, heritage centres, maritime museums, military museums, castles, 

country houses, old forts, craft workshops, woollen mills, workhouses and 

cemeteries commemorating the great famine and poverty. 

In terms of structures in the landscape of historic significance this value proposition 

would include: 

 Castles and forts – those built as defences from attack from the sea – O’Malley 

strongholds to Martello towers; 

 Country houses – where the sea was an important factor in the location; 

 Lighthouses; 

 Historic harbours;  

 Abbeys, Priories and Cathedrals - of historic significance that have a 

relationship to the coastal communities; 

 Archaeological remains – forts, barrows and settlements, whose existence 

explain part of the story of the development of local communities. 

3. EXPLORING THE SETTLEMENTS 

From our research we know that the Atlantic coast has many historic settlements, 

towns and villages which are worth exploring to find out about their history.  This 

likely to be of interest to many experience seekers.  Many settlements will have 

attractions, events and activities, such as: Ballyshannon, Baltimore, Clifden, 

Cork, Dingle, Donegal Town, Killybegs, Roundstone, and Westport. 

4. EXPLORING AND EXPERIENCING THE CULTURE ITS PEOPLE 

Related to the history and heritage value proposition, this one is also of interest to 

many experience seekers. 

The Atlantic coast is rich in its own particular culture of language and writing. Its 

poetry, its writing, its spoken verse and for those driving travellers with an interest 

in this area there are many festivals, courses and events to attend and join. 

Including myths and legends seminars, book festivals, Irish language courses, 

creative writing courses and programmes for example that celebrates the work of 

William Butler Yeats. 

This is an extremely comprehensive offer and set of experiences, which, taken 

together, should act as a considerable draw for experience seeking travellers. 

Product that complies with our proposed brand inclusion criteria and which helps 

travellers to understand the story of the development of the communities of the 

Atlantic coast, the major historic events that shaped their lives and the pattern of 
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development of the landscape – social and economic, should be included under 

this value proposition category. This should include: 

 Festivals – Those that have a strong relationship with the sea and with the 

development of the culture of the maritime communities on the coast – e.g. 

sailing, seafood, song, dance, literature; 

 Inspiration – poets, film-makers, writers, musicians etc. inspired by the sea;  

 Edge Influences and “next parish America” – innovation (Atlantic cable, flying 

boats etc.), famine and emigration;  

 Traditional way of life – fishing, kelp industry, boatbuilding, carrageen. 

 Icons associated with one or more regions - Galway hookers, curraghs, Aran 

jerseys; 

 Gaeltacht – on the mainland, islands and culture with strong seafaring links; 

 Places that tell stories – about local legends, pirates, smugglers, shipwrecks, 

the Armada, maritime tragedies but these are essentially interpretation and can 

be woven into the story of the offer of The Way. 

5. EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES TO EXPERIENCE AND PARTICIPATE IN 

The fifth category of value proposition is the events and activities that are held 

throughout the year but particularly from Easter through to the autumn 

(September/October). 

Experience seekers are participative travellers; they like to attend and participate in 

events and programmes of activity. In this context they are most likely to be 

interested in value propositions that enable them to do so, especially those which 

inform them about the evolution and development of the area, its history and 

heritage, and its culture. 

The projected routes of the Wild Atlantic Way pass through a number of places on 

or near the wild coasts and wild inland landscapes.  These annually mount a wide 

range of events and activities – festivals, seminars, courses - that experience 

seeking drive travellers can attend or participate in. 

ART FESTIVALS 

For those travellers with an interest in art there are a number of art festivals and 

courses between April and November, including marine painting, children’s art and 

exhibitions of both local, Irish and international artists work. 
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FOOD FESTIVALS 

An important element in this value proposition category are the various food 

festivals, courses and events, particularly those emphasising sea food, held mainly 

between May and October. 

NATURE EVENTS 

For those travellers with an interest in events that explain the landscape, its flora 

and fauna, how it has developed and how it has been farmed over time, there is a 

good programme of events in this value proposition category. These events 

encompass garden shows, festivals of restored agricultural equipment, courses on 

the links between the environment and culture, shows of farm animals and farm 

products, guided tours around the landscape and guided tours of heritage homes 

in the landscape. 

MUSIC, DANCE AND LITERARY FESTIVALS 

There is a rich programme of music and dance festivals courses and events to be 

experienced. A comprehensive selection of music and dance festivals, from 

traditional Irish folk song and dance, through jazz to modern rock and blues. Also 

available are a range of musical instrument training courses in centres off or near 

the driving routes. And there are also dance festivals and dancing courses, from 

traditional Irish to country and western line and set dancing. 

MARINE FESTIVALS AND SEA AND RIVER EVENTS 

As might be expected for an area with a long sea coast and a tradition of sea 

fishing and angling, the route takes in a number of annual sea festivals, ranging 

from celebrations of surf and music at Bundorran in Galway to the Seafest at 

Rathmullan in Donegal, sea and river angling, yachting regattas, diving events, and 

celebrations of boats and boating. 

SPORTS EVENTS AND COURSES 

There is a rich and comprehensive offer of outdoor sports events and courses that 

experience seeking drive travellers can participate in or attend to watch. On the 

land the offer encompasses mountain running trails, mountain walking and cycling 

festivals, mountain bike trails, running marathons over hill country, hill and 

mountain climbing.  Plus there are the action sports such as surfing, wind surfing, 

sailing, kite surfing, open water swimming and sea kayaking that have gained 

much popularity in recent years 

There are also a number of annual sporting events that people travelling along the 

route can attend, including horse racing, golf tournaments, Gaelic sports, rugby 

and football tournaments. 
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And a number of the towns hold annual festivals to showcase their heritage and 

what happens there. 

4.4.3 VALUE PROPOSITIONS BENEFITS FOR MARKET SEGMENTS 

Value propositions convey a range of benefits on particular market segments. 

ROAD TRAVELLERS SEEKING DRIVING EXPERIENCES 

These are people whose primary desire is to drive, in particular through wild and 

dramatic landscapes and along challenging coastal roads. 

This segment of the target market will benefit by: 

 A sense of freedom and liberation from being able to drive along some of the 

wildest coastline in western Europe 

 Being able to rest and be inspired at great viewpoints equipped with excellent 

refreshment and parking facilities. 

 Being able to access a range of overnight parking, camping and accommodation 

facilities which are integrated into the planned viewpoints, as attractions in their 

own right (providing that they get built). 

 Gaining a sense of wonder at the majesty of the mountains in the landscape 

and the scale of the seascapes and the numbers of islands within them. 

LANDSCAPE EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

These are people who want to travel through and get out into wild and dramatic 

landscapes. 

This segment of the target market will benefit by: 

 Being able to access wild landscapes and seascapes. 

 Gaining tranquillity through spending time in peaceful landscapes. 

 Finding space to explore. 

 Gaining a sense of oneness with the landscapes and seascapes. 

 Being excited by the pure naturalness of the landscapes and seascapes. 

 Being stimulated by the flora and fauna and sea life 

CULTURE AND ARTS EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

These are people who want to understand, learn about and experience the cultural 

and arts offer of wild and dramatic places. 

This segment of the target market will benefit by: 
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 Discovering, accessing and being stimulated by the heritage and culture of 

the people and their settlements. 

 Learning more about this culture and heritage. 

 Experiencing the cultural offer by taking part in or attending events. 

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

These are people who want to experience, close up, landscapes, coastal and 

mountain, by walking, cycling, riding, sailing, diving, etc. 

This segment of the target market will benefit by: 

 Accessing, discovering and exploring the features of the landscape and the 

sea in an active way. 

 Becoming fitter and healthier through outdoor activities. 

 A sense of freedom and liberation from being able to explore some of the 

wildest coastline in western Europe 

 Gaining a sense of oneness with the landscapes and seascapes. 

 Being excited by the pure naturalness of the landscapes and seascapes. 

 Being stimulated by the flora and fauna and sea life 

4.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Below we make a number of recommendations regarding the development of the 

brand proposition described above. These are related to the lessons we have 

learned from our case studies. For example on driving route development, and 

from our assessment of the existing offer of the Atlantic coast where there are gaps 

in the existing product provision. 

4.5.1 ROUTE DEVELOPMENT 

DEVELOPING THE DRIVING ROUTES 

The improvement and management of the roads of the Wild Atlantic Way needs 

to be included in the strategic planning of its brand offer and needs to be 

undertaken with the needs of the drive traveller in mind alongside the needs of 

local populations and the local economy. 

A Single Strategic Route Development Plan 

We believe that a single strategic plan covering all of the recommended routes is 

required.  This will plan for the development of the offer and experience of the 

designated driving routes and that criteria for their development and investment in 
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their improvement be agreed between Fáilte Ireland, the National Roads Authority 

and the local County Roads Authorities. 

This plan should encompass route capacity planning and upgrading.  

Building Capacity 

There are probably low cost transport engineering solutions. Capacity needs to be 

planned and be pro-actively managed to ensure that bottlenecks do not occur and 

result in poor experiences. Capacity can be increased through careful investment 

in road infrastructure – surfaces, road markings, safety management, speed 

management, car parking and rest facilities, viewing points, complemented by 

increases in the capacity of the residential short/medium stay accommodation.   

Digital Route Planning and Way-Finding 

There is a need for an integrated, on-line, web-enabled service covering route 

planning essentials -maps, attractions, facilities, services, events. The provision of 

market segment itineraries, the provision of interactive digital information displays 

at sites of interest; the development of a route App for use on mobile phones and 

tablet devices that can access information of what users are seeing or the places 

they are visiting. 

Development of Viewpoints and Associated Services 

We were impressed by the way in which viewpoints on the Norwegian routes had 

been designed to become attractions and mini-destinations in their own right. The 

attention to detail in their design using local materials and the use of international 

architects and landscape architects through design competitions is a lesson for the 

medium term in Ireland. 

We recommend that a programme of viewpoint development is undertaken to 

include the construction of viewing platforms with associated car parking, rest 

facilities and food and beverage refreshment facilities. With each location 

connected to the internet and telecommunications infrastructure to enable 

travellers to access information on what’s to be seen from the viewpoint, 

information on the history of the place plus information on the refreshment facilities. 

Accommodation for Drive travellers at Viewpoints 

We believe that in tandem with the development of great viewpoints that there 

needs to be closely related accommodation for drive travellers.  Accommodation 

that will create more capacity within the region to accommodate projected growth: 

 Expanding Modern Caravan Park Facilities and Facilities for Overnight Stay of 

Motor Homes 

 Expanding Modern Camp Sites with Quality Facilities 
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 Expanding and Improving Short stay B & B Accommodation 

 Remote camping facilities linked to dramatic discovery points. 

Access Points to the Route Network 

Work also needs to be undertaken to improve access to the network of Wild 

Atlantic Way. This means that the development of the routes needs to be 

paralleled by investment in the capacity of road and rail public transport systems.  

It will require integrated working in the development of the existing airports at Cork, 

Knock, Kerry Shannon and Donegal as “Access Points”. 

A Comprehensive Landscape Assessment 

We recommend that a comprehensive landscape assessment of the coastal 

landscapes along the Wild Atlantic Way be undertake.  This should update and 

build on previous work of this nature by the local authorities in order to inform local 

environmental and development planning to avoid unsuitable and unsightly 

development that might damage the landscape. This assessment should also 

identify places to stop and look at “WOW” views where viewpoints can be 

constructed. 

4.5.2 VALUE PROPOSITION PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

DEVELOPING THE OUTDOOR ACTIVITY VALUE PROPOSITION 

Cataloguing Individual Route Propositions Which Comply with Brand 

Inclusion Criteria 

For each designated route a catalogue of the existing outdoor – on land and on 

sea – value propositions needs to be created. The inclusion of these propositions 

should be governed by the criteria set out above, in particular those that reflect the 

known interests of experience seekers. 

Qualifying propositions can then be included in the on-line information base about 

each route for selection for inclusion in individual traveller itineraries. 

Development of New Value Propositions 

We have listed the types of outdoor activities that currently interest experience 

seekers which exist along the Atlantic coast. Below we list proposals for the 

development of new product to strengthen the attraction of the route to experience 

seekers and expand its offer to them. 

Creation of Outdoor Activity Information and Demonstration Centres 

Places that provide an introduction to a range of outdoor activities which are 

“paired” with specialist facilities and activity providers. 
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Wild Seas Fish, Food and Wine Festival Programmes and Itineraries 

Events that offer a combination of events in different locations over a one to two 

week period. 

Integrated Sea Coast Experiences 

We believe that not enough provision exists for experience seekers to experience 

seeing the Atlantic coast from the sea. What’s needed is a properly developed and 

coordinated programme of opportunities to see the coast from the water, 

encompassing sailing, diving, kayaking, fishing, and cliff climbing in places only 

accessible from the water, e.g. the creation of Wild Island Tour Itineraries that 

combine driving and sea trips. 

Coastal Mountain Tour Itineraries 

For the segment of the market that has an interest in driving to and then climbing 

mountains with great views of the surrounding countryside we believe that there is 

a need for itineraries of the opportunities along each designated route. 

Seasonal Wildlife Tour Itineraries 

Similar to Mountain Tour Itineraries above observing flora and fauna at different 

seasons of the year. 

Integrated Drive, Cycle and Walking Trails 

We also think that there is a need for an integrated set of trails for drive travellers 

who also like to cycle and walk on mountain trails or through wild landscapes, 

supported by the creation of a number of centres that offer integrated provision. 

Bird Watching 

While there is plenty to see all along the coast there are very few places 

specifically constructed to look at bird life from. A network of bird watching hides 

(seascape and lake-land), and possibly connected information centres, could 

appeal to a deeper pocketed tourists. 

Photographic (Landscape) Itineraries 

There are lots of people these days travelling with expensive camera equipment 

seeking the “perfect shot” and the identification of clearly designated and 

signposted photo-points would be a helpful addition to the offer of the driving 

routes. Photography is also cross seasonal by its nature with radically different 

qualities of light at different times of the year (and day). 
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Five Star Nature Lodge Hotels 

We believe that the Atlantic coast needs an increase in hotels of the quality of the 

Delphi Lodge Hotel in Connemara offering very good quality accommodation with 

access to a range of outdoor activities and nature trails for walking, cycling and 

horse riding. 

4.5.3 DEVELOPING THE HISTORY AND HERITAGE VALUE PROPOSITION 

Cataloguing Individual Route Propositions Which Comply with Brand 

Inclusion Criteria 

For each designated route a catalogue of the existing history and heritage value 

propositions needs to be created. The inclusion of these propositions should be 

governed by the criteria set out above, in particular those that reflect the known 

interests of experience seekers. 

Qualifying propositions can then be included in the on-line information base about 

each route for selection for inclusion in individual traveller itineraries. 

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

History and Heritage Trails 

For each designated route one or more such trails should be developed on which 

experience seekers can visit a number of related sites and attractions.  Perhaps 

themes like Neolithic settlements, Abbeys and Monasteries or Medieval 

Architecture. Trail itineraries could be published on line as part of the designated 

route collection of brand propositions. 

4.5.4 DEVELOPING THE CULTURAL VALUE PROPOSITION 

Cataloguing Individual Route Propositions Which Comply with Brand 

Inclusion Criteria 

For each designated route a catalogue of the existing history and heritage value 

propositions needs to be created. The inclusion of these propositions should be 

governed by the criteria set out above, in particular those that reflect the known 

interests of experience seekers. 

Qualifying propositions can then be included in the on-line information base about 

each route for selection for inclusion in individual traveller itineraries. 

Development of New Value Propositions 

For each designated route one or more such trails should be developed on which 

experience seekers can visit a number of related sites and attractions, perhaps 

with themes like the Yeats literacy trail around Sligo and traditional Irish dancing 
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like in Donegal. Trail itineraries could be published on line as part of the designated 

route collection of brand propositions. 

4.5.5 DEVELOPING THE EVENTS VALUE PROPOSITION 

Cataloguing Individual Route Propositions Which Comply with Brand 

Inclusion Criteria 

For each designated route a catalogue of the existing events taking place along 

them or close by that are related to the landscape, history, heritage, culture and 

development of the settlements needs to be created. The inclusion of these 

propositions should be governed by the criteria set out above, in particular those 

that reflect the known interests of experience seekers. 

Qualifying propositions can then be included in the on-line information base about 

each route for selection for inclusion in individual traveller itineraries. 

Development of New Value Propositions - Creating Critical Mass Event 

Programmes 

For drive travellers seeking to experience both local culture and local cuisine event 

organisers should develop programmes combining cultural and culinary events 

within a reasonable drive time of major access points such as Cork, Donegal and 

Shannon airports to provide programmes of critical mass for the three day short 

stay visitor who is prepared to drive to two or three locations and their venues in a 

long weekend or a mid-week break of three to four days. 

4.6 MARKETING AND PROMOTING THE PROPOSITION 

4.6.1 KEY PROPOSITION MESSAGES FOR TARGET MARKET GROUPS 

Below we summarise the key messages about the Brand proposition for each of 

the target market segments 

ROAD TRAVELLERS SEEKING DRIVING EXPERIENCES 

The key messages for this market segment are: 

 We have amazing roads to drive on that hug some of the wildest Atlantic 

coastlines in Western Europe. 

 There are amazing views to be seen from our roads – of coastal and inland 

landscapes and panoramic seascape. 

 Our sunrises and sunsets are among the most spectacular on Europe’s coasts. 
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LANDSCAPE EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

The key messages for this market segment are: 

 The routes of the way take you to and through wild landscapes with a wide 

variety of flora and fauna that can be studied at close quarters. 

 There are a number of wild life centres for those who want to understand how 

the landscape was formed and why it looks as it does. 

 These centres provide a range of exploration programmes and courses and 

special events, for example for birdwatchers. 

CULTURAL AND ARTS EXPERIENCE SEEKERS 

The key messages for this market segment are: 

 Pass through and by many places of historic interest – Neolithic and Mesolithic 

settlements remains, pre-Christian places of worship, Christian religious centres 

and settlements, forts and castles, planned towns and villages. 

 The route takes in a wide range and comprehensive programme of cultural 

events covering Irish literature and writing, Irish Arts, Celtic arts in particular, Irish 

traditional dancing, Irish folk music, sea food festivals, 

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY SEEKERS 

The key messages for this market segment are: 

 On or near to our routes on the wild Atlantic coast are a wide range of places to 

experience our wild landscapes and our seascapes. 

 We have a range of outdoor centres offering a variety of activities – climbing 

mountains and sea cliffs, mountain biking, cycling, horse riding and pony 

trekking, sailing, kayaking, surfing, wind surfing, diving, fishing. 

 You can become fitter and healthier here through exploring the landscape and 

participating in activities. 

4.6.2 THE SIX “P” MARKETING MIX 

We believe that the most effective marketing mix for promotion of the offer and 

experience of Wild Atlantic Way is a version of the “Six P’s” approach, as follows: 

Place – the mix of landscapes and places along the Wild Atlantic Way, which are 

of primary interest to the target market segments. 

Product - the mix of attractions, facilities, services and events of the places along 

the Wild Atlantic Way, as segmented to meet market segment requirements.  
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People – experience seeking drive travellers, local communities and those working 

in the tourism industry along the Wild Atlantic Way responsible for product delivery 

to ensure high levels of drive traveller satisfaction. 

Price – the affordability of the product offer and experience by experience seeking 

drive travellers. 

Packaging – the grouping together of selected elements of the products and 

experiences along the Wild Atlantic Way into specific itineraries geared to meet the 

needs and interests of identified specific market segments. 

Promotion – the promotion of product packages to target market segments in an 

effective manner to increase demand AND “paraphernalia” - the creation of trip 

planning materials, accessible online, to both sell the routes and to enable 

prospective travellers to select the right package or itinerary that suits their needs. 

4.6.3 CHANNELS TO MARKET 

Given the diverse nature of the key, core, target markets, a number of 

complementary channels to market will be required to effectively communicate the 

planned offer and experience to target investment prospects and consumers. Not 

all channels will be appropriate for communicating with the core market segments 

and they need to be chosen with care and be ones which the target market 

segments are known to “receive” or use. 

DIGITAL/WEB-BASED COLLATERAL 

Digital marketing is all about attracting customers to The Way through various 

digital channels. Experience seeking drive travellers have choices. The drive route 

marketers that outperform competitors do so through careful “know your customer” 

research and “persona segmentation”, deliver a relevant navigation and content 

experience in all digital marketing assets, starting with their website, followed by all 

relevant social media assets. This helps to win the most customers. 

The Wild Atlantic Way Web Site 

Contrary to conventional thinking, your website is not about the stakeholders in the 

development of the Wild Atlantic Way. The website is the most important digital 

asset for visitors to discover what the Wild Atlantic Way offers that meets their 

desire for mew travel experiences. The navigation of the website must be simple 

and intuitive. The content should address experience seekers interests, their 

needs, wants and aspirations, not your interests. You have to make content easy 

to find, and when they find it, it should be about the visitor, not about the 

stakeholders. Your calls-to-action should be relevant to each customer segment to 

maximise capturing leads or online transactions. And, as you deliver your calls to 

action, segment your list so that you can nurture prospects according to their 

specific interests.  
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So, you need to give careful thought to the architecture of the Wild Atlantic Way 

web site. You will want an architecture that enables target prospects and 

consumers to easily navigate to offers that meet their known needs, which taken 

together, effectively showcases the offer and experience to be had along the Wild 

Atlantic Way and your plans for the future development of that offer – strengthened 

or additional brand value propositions. 

Key features of the web site should include: 

 Interactive maps showing the location of all of the Wild Atlantic Way with 

information on their length, their standard, key viewpoints, and rest and 

refreshment. 

 Sites of special natural interest on the coast or in the landscape. 

 Sites of historic and heritage interest along the route. 

 Attractions of interest along the route. 

 Outdoor and on the sea activities along the route. 

 Settlements along the route. 

 Short side trips worth making. 

 Previous traveller’s favourite attractions and experiences. 

 An opt-in newsletter with content tailored to prospect/consumer’s stated 

interests. 

 Opt-in news alerts on key subjects of interest to target audiences. 

 Links to blogs by operators of attractions and product providers. 

 Details of events taking place along the routes.. 

 In-site links to social media sites on which New place has a presence. 

An integral part of such a web site could be a weekly web-cast from a commentator 

on developments along the route. 

A Wild Atlantic Way App 

We strongly recommend that an App be developed to inform experience seekers 

about the brand proposition.  This is probably a relatively low cost initiative for the 

short term. 

The core brand information on Wild Atlantic Way should mirror the content of the 

web site and cover: 

 Their location and their route and what can be seen from each one, including 

information on viewpoints and the location of rest and refreshment facilities. 

 Sites of special natural interest on the coast or in the landscape. 
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 Sites of historic and heritage interest along the route. 

 Attractions of interest along the route. 

 Outdoor and on the sea activities along the route. 

 Settlements along the route. 

 Short side trips worth making. 

 Previous traveller’s favourite attractions and experiences. 

Complementary information could cover: 

 Places to stay, with accommodation along the route. 

 Places to eat with cafes and restaurants along the route. 

 Special deals 

Targeted Email Campaigns 

Opt-in “permission marketing” campaigns to target market segments recruited 

through the web site, are a very effective way of informing experience seekers 

about the value propositions of the brand, for example events tailored to their 

notified interests which can stimulate focussed conversations on line on value 

propositions of importance to the individuals. 

Wild Atlantic Way Blogs 

The managements of the organisations and attractions covered by the brand 

proposition and its value propositions could develop blogs that showcase 

developments and events along the routes and should, through the web site, 

encourage visitors to sign up and follow them. 

USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

Having a presence on Social Media sites is now regarded as a requirement for the 

marketing and communication of places and destinations. This gives you the 

opportunity to constantly update the information about your offer in the public 

domain and to generate a cadre of followers who are interested in what you are 

doing.  

It is also one of the most measurable ways of communicating with prospects and 

consumers in target groups as the volume of page views can be recorded and 

enumerated. 

Positioning yourselves at every moment of the purchase cycle as a solution — be it 

early “dreaming,” considered alternatives, planning or purchase of a travel trip, 

social media and web-based marketing can improve the positioning of the New 

Place offer.  
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Wild Atlantic Way Face Book Pages 

Fáilte Ireland could take the lead in establishing a Face Book entry for The Way 

which provides information on route development and on the provision and 

development of the product and attraction offers along the routes. 

Wild Atlantic Way Twitter Accounts 

Managements of attractions and product offers along The Way could open a 

number of Twitter accounts for key staff and key stakeholders to regularly comment 

on developments in the new place. This is a good way to develop a “human voice” 

for the team and convey its personality. 

Wild Atlantic Way Flickr Account 

Fáilte Ireland could open a Flickr account on which to post photographs of the 

landscapes and seascapes of The Way taken by drive travellers – an “experience 

traveller photo wall” and photographs of events that they have taken part in or 

watched. This could be linked to through the web site. 

You Tube Videos 

Many drive route organisers and marketers are now placing short and punchy 

videos on YouTube as one of their channels to market and as a way of illustrating 

what their routes offer drive travellers. A good example is the videos produced by 

the Norwegian Tourist Board for their completed drive routes. 

DATABASE MARKETING 

One of the stalwarts of traditional marketing, there is still a place for database 

marketing as part of the Wild Atlantic Way mix of channels to market. This can be 

constructed through bringing together all of the information gleaned from all of the 

“touch points” used to reach out to and interactive with experience seeker drive 

travellers. This database should record the nature of the contact, its date, what the 

prospect has provided by way of information on themselves and their needs, the 

kind of experiences they are looking for and the kinds of information they want to 

receive. This database can then drive all forms of communication with the range of 

prospects and current customers, as segmented by requirements such as types of 

experience desired or routes they want to travel along. 

BROADCAST MEDIA 

Broadcast media are a great way to keep people in target market areas informed 

on the brand and its value propositions. 
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Media Forum 

The principal stakeholders in the Wild Atlantic Way could sponsor a regular media 

forum on local radio, no less than monthly, and weekly when the pace of 

development quickens and there is more to talk about, where journalists interview 

members of the stakeholder’s team, drive travellers touring the routes and people 

organising upcoming events. 

Television Advertising 

Commonly used in the tourism sector TV advertising can be used to raise 

awareness of destinations and their range of attractions in target markets. 

However, it is usually expensive and much more costly than many of the other 

forms of communications discussed here. And, generally speaking, it’s hard to 

gauge the response to this form of promotion without further expenditure on 

surveys and their analysis. 

A TOURING EXHIBITION 

We recommend that serious consideration be given to emulating the Norwegian 

approach of creating an exhibition that can tour major cities in each of the target 

markets to raise awareness of the brand proposition and its value propositions. 

A BRAND BOOK 

Available to download through the web site and the App a brand book could be 

created telling the story of the development of the Wild Atlantic Way and the 

communities and countryside that the Wild Atlantic Way pass through. This would 

need to be updated (at least on a yearly basis). 

4.7 MANAGING THE BRAND PROPOSITION 

4.7.1 BRAND MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Brands require active management if they are to establish their identity, offer and 

experience in target market segments. 

STRATEGIC BRAND DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP 

For the development and management of the brand we have proposed we believe 

that a new (strategic) Brand Development Partnership is required. Based on the 

Norwegian route development example we suggest that this partnership be formed 

of the following stakeholders: 

 Fáilte Ireland,  

 The National Roads Authority,  
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 The local County Roads departments; 

 Representatives of the value proposition sector suppliers: 

 Event organisers 

 Heritage attraction owners and managers; 

 Cultural attraction owners and managers; 

 Outdoor active centres and programmes owners and managers. 

This partnership would be responsible for: 

 Allocating national funding to road development proposals from Local Route 

Partnerships, including funding for the creation of new viewpoints and associated 

facilities, possibly on the Norwegian model; 

 The integrity of the brand; 

 Its marketing and promotion; 

 Market research to keep abreast of trends in experience seeker market 

segments; 

 For the long term development of its strategic value propositions. 

4.7.2 LOCAL ROUTE BRAND DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS 

Consideration should also be given to the creation of Local Route Development 

Partnerships to plan the improvement and development of the value propositions of 

each route. Very short stretches of Wild Atlantic Way close to each other could be 

amalgamated into one partnership. 

The Local partnerships would be responsible for: 

 Route Development Planning and development of submissions to the Strategic 

partnership for road improvement and viewpoint development proposals; 

 Supporting local providers of product to improve it or create new value 

propositions. 

 Developing information on local attractions for inclusion in full route itineraries 

and on the route web site. 

4.7.3 RESPONSIBILITY FOR ROUTE DEVELOPMENT ACTION PLANS 

While there are a good number of existing value propositions that can be 

incorporated in to the initial brand offer, as the market for that offer grows the offer 

will need to be refreshed and expanded with the creation of new value 

propositions.  
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Responsibility for identifying what needs to be covered by the route development 

plans will lie jointly with the strategic and local partnerships we have proposed. 

STRATEGIC VALUE PROPOSITION DEVELOPMENT 

The Strategic Brand Partnership would be responsible for the identification of key 

themes for future product development under the chosen categories of value 

propositions. The Partnership could be funded by central government to carry out 

on-going research to establish demand for new value propositions from target 

market segments and identify appropriate routes for their development. 

LOCAL VALUE PROPOSITION DEVELOPMENT 

The Local Route Development Partnerships would be responsible for more 

detailed plans for the development of new value propositions. These will, by and 

large, come from the private sector. 
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5 BRAND IDENTITY 

5.1 PROVIDED BY RED & GREY DESIGN SEPARATELY 
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6 MARKET TESTING 

6.1 RESULTS OF BRAND TESTING  

Full report provided by Arkenford separately 

6.1.1 TOURER MARKETS 

 

Of the countries surveyed, France and the United States have the highest 

percentage of people taking touring holidays. 

The existing market for touring holidays ranges from 16% to 25% in all four 

markets which is a healthy share of the tourism market and represents markets 

that should continue to be targeted. 

However in all four countries there is also a high percentage of people interested in 

a touring holiday – 75% in Germany, 68% in France and 65% in the UK and in 

other words there is a large potential market here to be tapped and communicated 

with.  

Please note that our definition of Touring Market is a Fly (or Sail) Drive 

Holiday where you explore the area in your car when you get there. 

6.1.2 INDIVIDUAL MARKETS 

THE UK 

Here current tourers are in older age groups – empty nesters, people whose 

children have left home, people in the higher socio-economic and income groups. 

Among those potentially interested in touring holidays are people in the younger 

age groups and those with young families. 
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THE US 

A greater cross-section of US consumers take touring holidays than in the other 

markers. 

And they are concentrated in the higher earning socio-economic groups and in the 

25-44 age group. 

FRANCE 

As with the USA more of a cross section of French population take this type of 

holiday – especially older families and empty nesters, people with more time and 

money than the average tourist. The results also indicate that the younger age 

groups in France are less interested in this type of holiday. 

GERMANY 

Touring is much more of a family activity in Germany and it’s also liked by older 

people in the 65+ age group, largely in the top end of the socio-economic strata. 

Figure 45: Destinations Considered 

 

Participants were asked which of a number of potential touring holiday countries 

and regions they preferred – the UK and Ireland, northern Europe, southern 

Europe, Scandinavia, North America and other long-haul destinations, for example 

Australia. 

The UK and Ireland and southern Europe emerged as the most likely fly/drive 

destinations with between 68% (France) and 81% (UK) of those questioned 

indicating interest in this market. 
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People in the UK were most likely to take touring holidays in the UK and Ireland or 

in southern Europe, while the French and Germans were more likely to consider a 

holiday in the UK and southern Europe. 

People in the US were most open to the full range of destinations and are as likely 

to consider the UK and Ireland (75%) as they are to holiday closer to home in the 

US (75%).  

Figure 46: Experiences Expected 

 

The results indicate that the most popular experience across all markets for tour 

travellers is the exploration of landscape (this confirms the attraction of the core of 

the Wild Atlantic Way brand proposition as being the wild coastal landscape) – 

95% of existing tourers, 93% of potential tourers and even 75% of non-tourers 

cited this factor ,and this was almost the same in all four markets. 

Related to this exploring the landscape was cited by 95% of existing tourers and 

93% of potential tourers – confirming the importance of including outdoor activities 

in the brand proposition. 

The next most expected experience was arts and culture cited by 76% of existing 

tourers and 65% of potential tourers, which ranged from 50% in Germany, through 

62% in the UK and 77% in the US. 

Attending events was pretty much equal among both existing and potential tourers 

at 60%, and most attractive to tourers from the US at 77% with the other three 

countries being similar at between 435 and 45% of respondents. 
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In comparison the actual driving experience itself was cited by only 42% of 

potential tourers and 52% of existing tourers with those most interested in the 

driving experience were from the UK market (47%) and the US (53%). 

Figure 47: Famous Routes 

 

Participants were asked to say which of a number of famous drive tourism routes 

around the world they would consider visiting. These were the Pacific Highway and 

Route 66 in the USA, the Garden Route in South Africa, the Great Ocean Road in 

Australia, the Amalfi Coast in Italy, the Bavarian Mountain Highway in Germany, 

the Camino Route in Spain, the Pennine Way in England and the Wicklow Way in 

Ireland. 

The most visited routes were those in the US, followed by those in Europe with the 

two in the southern hemisphere being the least visited. 

Among the routes respondents had heard of an would visit those of most interest 

were those in the US, and those in Europe with 34% of respondents indicating they 

would consider visiting the Wicklow Way. By comparison 43% of people who had 

not heard of this route indicated they would consider it, the highest [percentage of 

interest of all the European routes. 
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Figure 48: Planning Expectations 

 

Respondents were asked to describe how they go about preparing and planning 

for a trip. 

Preparation time varied by distance from home – 31% planning a year ahead for a 

trip in the UK or Ireland and 36% for a trip in the US, to 54% for a trip further afield, 

such as to Australia or South east Asia. A similar percentage of respondents 

indicated that they planned their trips up to six months ahead – ranging from 27% 

for trips to the USA to 32% for trips to Europe. 

Generally speaking, the further afield the longer the planning time. 
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Figure 49: Factors in choosing a destination 

 

The primary factors were cost (cited by 79% of respondents), a place the 

respondent was very interested in visiting (70%), the scenery to be seen and 

travelled through (70%), the range of experiences on offer (60%) and the costs 

upon arrival (60%).The least crucial factors were the respondents knowledge of 

and familiarity with the place (11%), recommendations (17%), or it being preferred 

by someone they were going on holiday with (26%). In the middle were a number 

of factors that were considered to be important but not primary or major 

determinants – ease of access (49%), timings of flights and availability of 

accommodation (50%), the nature of the accommodation (54%), the place’s 

reputation for being safe (58%) and lots of places to visit once you were there 

(59%). 

 For UK respondents the most crucial factors were recommendations, familiarity 

with the place, the cost when there, lots of places to visit on the route, 

 For German respondents the crucial factors were largely functional - 

recommendations, the scenery, well signposted routes, ease of access, the 

accommodation and the cost of getting there. 

 For French respondents the crucial factors were their familiarity with the place, 

signposting, flights and accommodation. 

 For US respondents the crucial factors were the reputation of the place for being 

safe, ease of booking and the experience on offer. 
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Figure 50: Best places to tour Britain and Ireland 

 

Respondents were asked to rate five regions of the UK and Ireland as places they 

would tour. The Atlantic coast of Ireland was rated highest as one of the best 

places for a touring holiday by 30% of respondents, in comparison to the west 

coast of Scotland (25%), the west country coast in England (20%), the west coast 

of Wales (18%) and the north west coast of England (16%). In comparison 

respondents rated as almost equal in terms of their being a good place for drive 

tourism all of the five regions at between 61% (the Irish Atlantic coast) and 63% 

(the west coast of Wales and the West Country Coast of England). 

Among all respondents from all four markets the Atlantic coast of Ireland was the 

most highly rated as the best place to tour in the UK and Ireland – 35% overall with 

26% of Germans and 31% of the French rating it as the best place. 
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Figure 51: What people like to do 

 

Respondents were asked to indicate their preferred activities while touring with 

74% expressing a preference for seeing and exploring the wild landscape and 

seascapes, 71% expressing a preference for exploring and experiencing the 

culture of the people, 69% for exploring the settlements along the way and 66% for 

driving the roads on the edge of the wild seascapes. There are similarities between 

the four markets in terms of the percentages of respondents expressing an interest 

in exploring landscapes, settlements and local cultures. The differences, though 

not great, are between the French and the others in exploring settlements where 

they are the lowest group. In terms of an interest in driving the roads respondents 

from the Germany are the most interested (76%) and respondents from France 

being the least interested (57%). 
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Figure 52: Preferred land/seascapes 

 

Respondents were asked to indicate the kind of landscape they were most 

interested in. The two most favoured sets of features were coastal landscapes, 

headlands, cliffs and caves (93%) and beaches, dunes and coves (92%). Then, in 

decreasing popularity were inland waterways and estuaries (81%), mountain 

ranges (77%), rural landscapes and rolling hills (76%) and lowland landscapes 

(55%). This indicates that the wildest coastline of the Atlantic coast is likely to be of 

significant interest to a good majority of respondents in all four markets. 

Respondents were also asked to rate the seascapes of the five UK and Irish 

coastal regions mentioned previously and, as the figure below indicates they rated 

the west coasts of Ireland and Scotland similarly as their choice for best in class. 
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Figure 53: Best in class 

 

In more detail the results indicate that the Germans are more positive about and 

rate the coastal offers of the two English regions while the other countries are 

similarly positive about the west coasts of Ireland and Scotland. 

Respondents who were already tourers expressed a preference for the west coasts 

of Ireland and Scotland and, not surprisingly, non-tourers expressed little 

differentiation between all of the regions, presumably through their lack of 

knowledge of their offers. 
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Figure 54: Places to Explore 

 

Respondents were asked to indicate what were their preferred types of places to 

explore. The results illustrated above indicate that there are not significant 

differences overall in their preferences. Most rated were towns and villages and 

castles and forts (chosen by 89% of respondents), followed by  historic harbours 

and lighthouses (87%), country houses and stately homes (85%) and then 

archaeological remains (78%) and abbeys, priories and churches (75%). Overall, 

these types of attractions have a widespread appeal across consumers from 

different target markets.  
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Figure 55: Best places to explore 

 

And, in terms of best places to explore in the UK and Ireland, more respondents 

from Germany and the US thought that the Scottish and Irish coastal offers were 

the best in class. These areas were also highly rated by UK respondents. And 

across all markets these areas were also the most highly rated by tourers and 

potential tourers. 
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Figure 56: Preferred events and festivals 

 
 

Respondents were asked to identify their preferred type of events and festivals. 

Overall food and drink festivals were the most popular along with country fairs and 

events. And, although the least preferred category was literary events and 

festivals, of which there are many along the west (Atlantic) coast, they were 

supported by 50% of respondents.  

The most preferred type of events for existing tourers was food and drink followed 

by country fairs, craft festivals and art events. Potential tourers have very similar 

preferences to tourers and, in addition, like more niche activities such as sports 

and literary events, all of which is good news for the west (Atlantic) coast as it has 

a rich and varied menu of such events as existing attractions. 

In terms of offering best in class events the French expressed a preference for the 

west coast of Scotland while the Germans preferred Ireland and England, with 

there being much less differentiation among UK respondents.  
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Figure 57: Preferred local culture 

 

Respondents were asked to identify their preferred form of local culture. Overall 

local markets were the most popular, with Germans preferring local pubs and both 

Germans and French favouring immersion in local activities through staying with 

local families and homestay accommodation. This gives us a good indication of the 

type of local attractions along the routes of the Wild Atlantic Way that should be 

highlighted in information about the individual routes. 

The west (Atlantic) coast of Ireland was acknowledged as the best in class for local 

culture as a preferred activity across all of the markets by existing and potential 

tourers alike, among whom visiting local markets was the preferred activity of both 

groups (90%), closely followed by visiting local pubs (71%). 
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Figure 58: Preferred driving experience 

 

Respondents were asked to indicate the types of road that they preferred to 

explore and country lanes and B roads were their clear preference overall with 

similar percentages expressing this preference across the four markets. Less 

popular among all markets were off road trails, which were most popular with the 

German market and less so in the UK market. 
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Figure 59: Best in Class driving on the edge 

 

Respondents were also asked to express their views on which coastal region had 

the best in class seascapes to drive along and the clear preference was for the 

west (Atlantic) coast of Ireland followed by the west coast of Scotland. This was 

particularly the view of both existing tourers who had possibly already visited both 

areas and some of the others, and among potential tourers. This indicates that 

there is already some considerable degree of recognition of the attractiveness of 

the wild Atlantic coastline as a drive tourism attraction. 
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Figure 60: Preferred outdoor activities 

Respondents were asked to indicate their preference for a range of outdoor 

activities. Overall the French and German markets appear to be the most active in 

terms of getting out and into active pursuits with the UK being more sedentary.  

The most preferred activities were watching wildlife (70%) and walking on 

signposted walks and trails (61%). Of lesser preference were adrenalin sports such 

as abseiling and climbing (33%) and road cycling and mountain biking (32%). 
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Figure 61: Preferred outdoor activity 

 

The results indicate that tourers are more active travellers than non-tourers and 

more active than potential tourers. Existing tourers highest preferences were for 

watching wild life on land and sea and for walking on signposted trails, hill walking 

and rambling. They also expressed preference for more active pursuits such as 

canoeing, cycling and climbing. However, among potential tourers there was good 

interest in walking and rambling, watching wildlife and some of the more active 

sports. 
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Figure 62: Reaction to Concept 

 

Across all of the markets surveyed the concept of the Wild Atlantic Way appeals to 

about one third of all respondents. However, given what we know of the interests 

and preferences of existing tourers and potential tourers, this may be an 

underestimate and a greater proportion of these markets may be interested in the 

brand proposition of the Wild Atlantic Way. 
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Figure 63: Concept reaction 

 

The concept of the Wild Atlantic Way– its brand proposition – is most appealing to 

the current tourer market. Families appear to see it as appealing and the younger 

audience is ripe for persuasion if they can be provided with more information. 
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Figure 64: Brand Values overall 

 

The responses indicate that travellers are more likely to buy into values that relate 

to the experience of interacting with people rather than the natural environment. It 

may be that expressing values such as challenging, wild and rugged may be off-

putting for people who like touring but are less interested in getting out into and 

being active in the natural environment. More work may be required on this aspect 

of the market research. However, the results have some paradoxes worthy of more 

exploration – for example, 59% buying into the value of “natural” while only 36% 

buy into rugged.  
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Figure 65: Brand values what respondents think 

 

Overall the results indicate that UK and German respondents related most to the 

values of the brand proposition, with UK respondents being most warm to the 

values of welcoming (74%), natural (71%), authentic (63%) and intriguing (60%). 

German respondents are warm to the values of intriguing (74%), natural (68%), 

authentic (64%) and exciting (60%). 
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Figure 66: Brand values from touring and non-touring 

 

Not surprisingly (based on our case study research) existing tourers and potential 

tourers buy into the values of welcoming (64%), authentic (63%), natural (61%), 

having fun (60%) and intriguing (59%), which is a pretty good scale of affinity with 

the brand proposition. Both groups expressed less affinity with the values of 

challenging, rugged, wild and adventurous. However there is a significant minority 

of both groups with an affinity for those values.  

This may indicate that among tourers and potential tourers there are distinct sub-

groups, one of which may be a groups whose values are on the wild side and 

another whose values are on the natural and human side. One may be more active 

and one may be more sedentary. This is worth investigating in greater depth as it 

needs to inform the marketing strategy for the Wild Atlantic Way. 
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Figure 67:  Overall reaction to concept 

 

So, in conclusion, we can see that around 50% of respondents reacted positively to 

the brand proposition as a concept having had it explained to them and having 

responded to the survey. This is a very good position for the Wild Atlantic Way to 

be in as a new form of Irish tourism offer in the international drive tourism market – 

53% stating that they want more information on the concept, 48% stating that they 

will visit in the future and 475 being prepared to tell others about it. 
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Figure 68: Reasons for not visiting 

 

When we look at the response to the potential reasons for not visiting the Wild 

Atlantic Way it is interesting to note that nine of them are not an issue for around 

75%-80% of respondents and that a further four are not an issue for between 54% 

and 59% of them. 

Among the negative responses for non-visitation – concerns or stated reasons – 

were the expectation that the offer would be too expensive, there were other 

places worth going to concern over the (wet?) climate, and complete unfamiliarity 

with the area, most of which can be addressed through increased provision of 

positive information to allay fears on these concerns. 
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7 MEASURING PERFORMANCE  

7.1 THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE  

So the measurement of economic impact of tourist driving routes has as yet not 

featured in those countries with some of the highest profile branded and marketed 

routes.  In many ways given America’s lead position in the development, mass 

manufacture and consumer uptake in motoring it is unsurprising the US has been 

leading the way in the conceptualisation, management and measurement of 

economic impact.   

7.1.1 ESTABLISH STRONG ADVOCACY MESSAGES  

Historically and this probably explains the dearth of information globally on the 

topic, tourist driving routes or byways have had few employees, employees 

focused on maintenance and marketing and low budgets.  In the US the last 

twenty five years there has seen an increased demand from Federal and State 

authorities to measure economic performance.  Since 1990 a number of studies 

have been undertaken specifically to estimate the economic impact and 

economic benefit (performance) to argue the case with politicians, officers and 

the public that they are worth of attracting dollars.   

The approaches have endeavoured to capture direct impacts, goods and services 

purchased by travellers and the tax revenues achieved, from for example hotel bed 

nights, restaurants and souvenir shops.  The indirect impacts, such as spending on 

construction and maintenance of roads and their features such as viewing 

platforms, car parks, toilet facilities, supplier benefits to hotels and local stone or 

wood business who might supply local raw materials reflective of the byway in 

construction.  

Two main approaches have been used: 

1 Surveys of businesses and visitors 

2 Collating of existing data into econometric models 
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Figure 69: Background to America’s Byways 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The National Scenic Byways Program is part of the U.S. Department of 

Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. The program is a grass-

roots collaborative effort established to help recognize, preserve and 

enhance selected roads throughout the United States. Since 1992, the 

National Scenic Byways Program has funded 3,174 projects for state and 

nationally designated byway routes in 50 states, Puerto Rico and the District 

of Columbia. The U.S. Secretary of Transportation recognizes certain roads 

as All-American Roads or National Scenic Byways based on one or more 

archeological, cultural, historic, natural, recreational and scenic qualities 

What does the term America's Byways® mean? 

America's Byways® is the umbrella term we use for marketing the collection 

of 150 distinct and diverse roads designated by the U.S. Secretary of 

Transportation. America's Byways include the National Scenic Byways and 

All-American Roads. 

Why "Scenic" Byways? 

Our definition of "scenic" reaches beyond breathtaking vistas. All of 

America's Byways® are "scenic", representing the depth and breadth of 

scenery in America--natural and man-made panoramas; electrifying neon 

landscapes; ancient and modern history coming alive; native arts and 

culture; and scenes of friends, families and strangers sharing their stories.  

America's Byways® are gateways to adventures where no two experiences 

are the same. The National Scenic Byways Program invites you to come 

closer to America's heart and soul... 

Source: www. byways.org, US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Administration.   

7.2 WHAT HAVE THE US STUDIES SHOWN? 

1990, Kansas State University, model for scenic byways 

 Found it very difficult to measure economic impact 

 Believe vital to have a survey before and after designation and marketing 

1990, Southeastern Research Institute, Blue Ridge Parkway 

 Visitors in 1987 spent about $1.3bn and this spending generated approximately 

$98 million in tax revenues and supported 26,500 
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1990, US Travel Association and the Federal Highways Administration 

 "It is difficult to segregate the portion of county travel-generated economic 

impact that is attributable to the scenic byway[s] located in the county versus 

other destinations in the county." 

1990, New Hampshire Department of Transportation 

 The actual dollar increase from visitors using a scenic byway will be difficult to 

separate from dollars already spent in the area without the scenic byway." 

1997, Florida Scenic Highways Program, (HDR Inc - formerly Transportation 

Consulting Group)  

A survey of coordinators of State scenic highway programs, representatives of 

government agencies and officials from special interest groups.  

 “The qualitative findings indicated that byway designation can have a 

significant and direct economic impact on adjacent local communities and a 

positive impact on land values and tax revenues.” 

1999, Flint Hills Scenic Byway, Kansas, (HW Lochner Inc – formerly Bucher, 

Willis & Ratliff Corporation 

 “Surveyed visitors and businesses along the Flint Hills Scenic Byway in 

Kansas. Based on these surveys, the researchers estimated that tourism 

provided a $465,900 direct annual beneficial impact on local economies.” 

2003, New Mexico’s byways (CRC & Associates) 

 “A survey was conducted of demographic and trip information from visitors to 

New Mexico's byways. The researchers used the survey information to 

determine spending in each community. They supplemented the survey using 

the Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II) developed by the U.S. 

Department of Commerce's Bureau of Economic Analysis to determine 

secondary impacts, and the U.S. Travel Association's Travel Economic Impact 

Model (TEIM) to determine the tax and job implications in each community. 

This study found that the State's byways generated more than $267 million as 

a direct result and 37,000 jobs as an indirect benefit.”  

2009 and 2010, University of Minnesota, State byways and investments made 

in them 

 “The researchers surveyed travellers along these byways. Using the input-

output model IMPLAN
®
 (IMpact analysis for PLANning), developed by MIG, 

Inc., they estimated the economic impacts of the Paul Bunyan Scenic Byway 

since 2000 and the Lake Country Scenic Byway since 2001. Overall, they 

found that during a 10-year period of investments, the Paul Bunyan Scenic 
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Byway generated $631,000 of direct and indirect spending, created seven 

jobs, and contributed $271,000 of labor income to the local economy. In 

addition, they estimated that the Lake Country Scenic Byway in 9 years 

generated $477,000 of direct and indirect spending, created five jobs, and 

contributed $181,000 of labor income. Using traffic data and an estimate of the 

number of travellers who were specifically byway travellers, the researchers 

concluded that total expenditures by byway travellers in 2010 were $21.6 

million.” 

2011, Rutgers,The State University of New Jersey, Route 66 Economic Impact 

 This study involved an extensive survey of travellers and attractions along 

Historic Route 66 across the country to determine traveller spending and trip 

characteristics. The researchers estimated the total direct economic activity 

related to Route 66 to be about $132 million annually. The Rutgers 

researchers also applied their input-output model, the Preservation Economic 

Impact Model (PEIM), to this direct spending and estimated $262 million in 

overall economic output, $126 million in wealth creation, and $37 million in 

public tax revenues.  

7.2.2 THE BYWAYS ECONOMIC IMPACT TOOL 

Transportation Equity Act for the 21
st
 Century (TEA-21) created the America's 

Byways Resource Center in 1998. The center opened the following year as an 

initiative of the Arrowhead Regional Development Commission in Duluth, MN, 

under a cooperative agreement with FHWA. The primary purpose was to assist in 

building successful nationally designated byways through positive, proactive, 

hands-on assistance in planning, preserving, promoting, and managing scenic 

byways.  

7.3 TESTIMONIALS ON BYWAY BENEFITS 

The following is sourced directly from the National Scenic Byways website. 

Here we will post testimonials showing the results of efforts made to promote 

byways. 

ILLINOIS RIVER ROAD NATIONAL SCENIC BYWAY TESTIMONIALS 

 

"For years dozens of parks, wildlife management areas, preserves, refuges, and 

nature centers along the Illinois River have attempted to promote themselves 

independently with varied success. The Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway 

has finally provided the only mechanism to unite us and all we have to offer for the 

visiting public. The Byway serves to educate our potential visitors and promote the 

habitats, values, and recreational activities available along the Illinois River 
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watershed. There is no other entity available to serve this purpose. The funding 

required to continue the Program will directly return significant economic benefits to 

all the communities along and near the Byway." 

 

Lee Albright, Supervisory Wildlife Refuge Manager, Illinois River National Wildlife and Fish Refuges 

 

"We know it has increased drive in traffic. When we ask people how they found us, 

the most common replies are internet, friend referral, seen the signs along the 

highway (which the byway has increased traffic). Since many people are not 

familiar with the byway, it is a very valuable tool to get return guests. We get out 

the byway information and show them at breakfast and most are very surprised at 

much there is to do and see. The retail stores in Lacon and Henry get many 

customers that are a direct result of the byway and can then lead them to us. If we 

ask them how they found us they would probably say they picked up a brochure. 

Our business has been increasing about 15% to 20% each year, including this 

year, even in this economy, and we are confident the Byway is a big part our 

success." 

 

Denny & Jan Reed, Proprietors, Mission Oak Inn 

 

"Going out on a great fall day and hitting the Scenic Byway combines the 

opportunity to shop, drive, eat, walk, relax, visit and enjoy nature all for very little 

cost. Come to think of it, where else can you drive economic development, dining 

out, exercise, friendship or family time, tourism and the environment all at the same 

time? What are you waiting for?" 

 

Russ Crawford, Chairman, Heartland Water Resources Council 

 

"The Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway runs through The Nature 

Conservancy's 6700-acre Emiquon Preserve, which is being restored to a 

floodplain wetland that attracts tourists, fishers, hunters, and birders from across 

the state and beyond. The Illinois River Road and the National Scenic Byway 

Program play important roles, attracting visitors to Emiquon and elevating it as a 

significant conservation and wetland restoration site. The Byway's efforts to draw 

people to experience the Emiquon Preserve not only benefit the visitors, but our 

local economy too." 

 

Jason Beverlin, Illinois River Project Director, The Nature Conservancy 
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"Visitors to Spring Lake Nature Park come from all over the United States and 

many foreign countries. When asked how they found Spring Lake, they often say 

they consulted promotional materials and maps produced and distributed by the 

Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway. Without this tourism support, Spring 

Lake Nature Park would be missed by these people interested in Illinois' natural 

parks." 

 

Lois Guyon, Volunteer, Spring Lake Nature Park - Streator 

"As a volunteer with Spring Lake Nature Park located in Streator, Illinois, we 

volunteers do our best to get the word out in regards to all that our park has to 

offer. In addition to our own website and maps and pamphlets which we 

distribute around the area, we are often told by out of the area visitors that they 

found information and the location of our park park through the National Scenic 

Byway Program. 

By browsing the website online, they were led to various links and maps in the 

Illinois Valley area. One of the links addressed Spring Lake Nature Park. From 

there the visitor viewed maps and the link to our website. It also gave them the 

GPS location to the park making it very easy to find us. There is little doubt of 

the important role the National Scenic Byway and the Illinois River Road 

National Scenic Byway Programs play in promoting tourism and thus boosting 

the economy in the Illinois Valley area. Thank you, to everyone that is 

responsible for maintaining these programs!" 

Gloria Yurko, Volunteer, Spring Lake Nature Park – Streator 

 

We believe that being part of the National Scenic Byway Program has been a 

benefit for the Village of DePue since it has attracted visitors to our community to 

view beautiful Lake DePue and the wildlife (Eagles, Pelicans, Blue Heron, etc.) that 

frequent our lake. We are in the middle of a fight to save this large natural resource 

from being left as contaminated wetlands. The public awareness and support of 

this clean-up, in part, is because of the connection to the Illinois River Road 

National Scenic Highway. We appreciate everything these fine organizations have 

done for us. 

Eric C. Bryant, President, Village of DePue 

 

"The Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway program has been a great addition 

to promoting tourism in Chillicothe and the surrounding area. A number of 
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businesses and local attractions have benefited greatly from the marketing efforts 

of the Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway Program." 

Greg Truninger, Economic Development Director, City of Chillicothe 

"As a tourism director in a small community just outside the Chicago west 

suburbs, I wanted to share our experience regarding the National Scenic 

Byway Program. The current economic climate has had a dramatic effect on 

how people travel and resulted in an increase of 'stay-cationers' who opt for 

multiple, short range trips and even day visits. It is within this new demographic 

that the off-the-beaten-path experience emerges as a key component for the 

traveler, of which the Byway Program so successfully fulfills. The synergy 

created in the cohesive campaign, the components that the Byway promotes 

coupled with the premium visitor handouts fills this need so specifically. 

Thinking that this may be left up to individual communities leaves one to 

wonder how we would begin to fill that void and how brand recognition would 

suffer in a very short period of time. 

We are proud to be a sustaining member of the Illinois River Road and one of 

the largest distributors of the program pieces. With over 7,900 visitors coming 

through our center in 2010 (and anticipating a 20% increase for 2011), the 

Byway pieces have become an integral part of our traveler assistance 

packages. Nothing else in our racks compare to the content and quality of the 

Byway brochures." 

Julie Johnson, Executive Director, Ottawa Visitors Center 

"Through the Byway's promotional efforts, more people are learning the (the 

City of) Ottawa every day. The Byway's outstanding website, the distribution of 

high quality promotional literature, a beautiful new audio/visual tour, 

comprehensive highway signage, targeted advertising, an impressive kiosk in 

Ottawa and more have all helped build the awareness of potential visitors 

about the joys of visiting Ottawa. 

It is difficult to overstate the importance of these promotional efforts on the part 

of the Byway as tourism plays an increasingly important role in maintaining the 

economic stability of our community." 

Robert Eschbach, Mayor, City of Ottawa 

 

"One of the single best things that any destination can do to increase the number 

of visitors is to stand out in the minds of those potential guests by leveraging our 

unique assets. The Peoria area is extremely fortunate to have the Illinois River 
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Road National Scenic Byway as one of our very prominent and unique 

destinations. The IRRNSB combines the experience of exploring the distinctive 

fabric of our region accompanied by the authentic feel of Central Illinois. As the 

destination marketing organization for Central Illinois the Peoria Area Convention & 

Visitors Bureau considers the IRRNSB a precious treasure for our many visitors." 

Bob Marx, President/CEO, PEORIA AREA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 

From a Durango Herald article published 9/11/11 about the estimated 20,000 

people who attend the Four Corners Motorcycle Rally over Labor Day 

weekend. 

"Jeff Murray, general manager of Durango Harley-Davidson, credits the 

incredible rides in the area as the main attraction for the motorcyclists The 

Million Dollar Highway and the San Juan Skyway are on the "bucket list" for 

riders because of the incredible views, bounty of turns and great stops along 

the route. 

The motorcycle rally provides significant tourism revenue just after the summer 

season is winding down and before we get an influx of visitors coming for the 

fall colors." 

John Cohen, Former Director of the Durango Tourism Office 

 

"The Scenic Byway grants have allowed the Lariat Loop National Scenic Byway to 

develop a real presence with the traveling public through the construction of our 

interpretive kiosks." 

Joe Tempel, Dinosaur Ridge 

 

"The Florence Information Center is a definite asset to the city of Florence. We are 

able to give visitors and residents some history of the area and also an area to post 

coming events. The construction was a cooperative effort between the Gold Belt 

Tour Byways program, Florence Merchants, Florence and Eastern Fremont County 

Rotary Club, Florence Chamber of Commerce, Florence High School Welding 

Class, and the City of Florence. However, without the grant money from The Gold 

Belt Tour Byway, the center would have never been constructed." 

Dick Upton, Project Coordinator, Florence, Colorado 

"The community of Victor benefits greatly from the Gold Belt Byway through 

shared marketing, grant support and visibility of the byway on a national basis 

as well as through its regional approach to providing the traveler with a unique 

and cohesive chance to experience 1890's mining and ranching history. 
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Victor is a very small, rural, low-income community with few to no resources for 

marketing itself on a nationwide basis. The Gold Belt Byway runs through the 

middle of our town and with byway brochures, ads and website marketing, 

tourists who learn about the byway and travel on the byway also learn about 

and visit Victor. 

The town has benefited in grants of over $180,000 for projects that would not 

have been possible without the support of the byway. These grants include the 

replacement of a roof on the local museum building; without that grant the 

museum would have fallen into disrepair and need to be closed. The byway 

has also written letters in support of grants for the saving the museum building 

(much stabilization and restoration of over $600,000) helped fund a brochure 

on our local historic trail system, and a local downtown walking tour project that 

helps tell the story of our 1899 buildings. 

In addition, the town benefits from regional exposure through networking via 

the local byway board, which meets here annually and includes members who 

learn and help spread the word about Victor (and all byway communities). 

We truly believe that a regional approach to promoting our mining district and 

small 

community is the most efficient way to tell our story and those of the 

communities along the byway. We also believe that it is the best way to 

educate the traveler to this area, as a unified approach to travel information, 

historical context and attractions." 

Ruth Zalewski, Victor Resident, Business Owner 
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